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FOREWORD

The ISABELLB Sumer Workshop, held at BNL from July 20 through July

31, waa attended by 259 physicists representing 72 institutions. The

discussions covered experimental areas, large detectors and detector

technology, with a primary emphasis on physics opportunities, both with a

phased and a full luminosity 1SABBLLE.

There waa a consensus that physics with Phase I (Ecm - 700 GeV and

l ~ 2 x 103i/cm2/sec, with bunched beams) was feasible, Important and

exciting* It has been known for years that the orthodox gauge theories

will be critically tested by studying the Vi, Z° and high px phenom-

ena. The Z° has a reasonable chance of being found at the pp colliders

if luminosities reach 1030/en2/sec, but its properties will be difficult

to decipher. Seeing the W*'s or new heavy quarks Is less probable and

measuring their properties Is even less likely. At ISABELLE these phe-

nomena, can all be studied with high precision. But the more exciting

conclusion which emerged from the workshop was related to the question of

what generates the ~100 GeV masses of the W's and Z's. The answer could

involve Hlggs, technicolor, or other particles with masses ranging from

10.8 GeV to 1 TeV, with an intermediate mass scale of 200-300 GeV being a

possible region of strong Interest. Some of these models predict spec-

tacular experimental signatures. It is clear that only ISABELLE with

L - 10 3 2 - 10 3 i, has an opportunity of addressing and resolving such

questions>

The great Interest in ISABELLE physics was also evidenced by the

variety of large detectors (6 to date) that have evolved - character-

ised by magnetic field configurations ranging from solenoid through

dipole and torold to no field at all. The ability to extract the physics

was re-examined, leptons and y'a being straightforward, with greater

attention being paid to analyzing jet and multijet events and defining

their properties, masses, p± , etc. Many advances were also reported in

detector R&D, for example, imaging Cerenkov counters, precision drift

chambers, scintillating optical fibers. Although there were many prob-

lems to be solved, such as data handling and vertex detectors, there was

ill



more confidence and less apprehension about our ability to solve then.

Experimental areas look Cine except for the rerouting of some trenches

and exchanging areas #10 and #12 to more easily accomodate the ep option.

The question of options was discussed at length and in quite some

depth. It seems natural to augment ISABELLE with an ep capability,

ep "?Y with a separate ring. Electron energies of 10-20 GeV with lum-

.1'-:; if 10 3 1 - 1O32 look achievable and have stimulated great

n e w > The addition of a booster, Phase II, would also naturally al-

)A• • f cite study of heavy ion Interactions for which enthusiasm seems to

be growing, especially in the light of ISR results.

In summary, the Workshop was a very upbeat, enthusiastic, and suc-

cessful meeting. With the opportunities for carrying out high energy

experiments being limited at present and more so in the future, the com-

munity is beginning to reaffirm even more strongly the:great physics

potential of ISABELLE. The consensus is to get on with the project, get

it done and perform the physics. A turn-on in '86 or '87 is what is

desired.

N.P. Samios

S.C.C. Ting

Co-chairmen

iv



INTRODUCTION

The Workshop and then- proceedings were organized into five parts:

Organisera

1.

2.

3.

A.

5.

Lectures

Physics

Experimental Areas

Large Detectors

Detector Research and
Develooment

Ling-Lie Chau

M.A.B. Beg
Ling-Lie Chau
V. Fitch
A. Mann

R. Lanou
S. Aronson

C. Baitay
H. Gordon

W. Carithers
T. Ludlam

During the two weeks of the Workshop authors gave us their drafts
and figures. These were put Into final form by BNL typists and drafts-
men. Under the extremely tight time constraints we could not guarantee
that everything has come out perfectly - ve did the best job we could.

The Workshop and Proceedings were truly a herculean job and could
not have been accomplished without the gracious help of many people.
Kit McNally and Joyce Ricciardelli coordinated the Workshop from its
inception. During the Workshop, they were joined by Penny Baggett and
Pat Tuttie at the conference desk. The various amenities were organized
by Pat Glynn, Bill Love, Hike Schmidt, Ton Rizzo, Larry Trueman and Peter
Yamin.

For the Proceedings, Ken Foley served as managing editor, organizing
the entire production ln less than a month. The sections were ordered
and edited by Ling-Lie Chau, Bob Lanou, Sam Aronson, Too Ludlam and Frank
Paige. We had an army of hard-working typists: Donna Early, Judy
Ferrero, Barbara Caer, Rae Greenberg, Isabell Harrity, Pat Knisely, Pat
Lebitskl, Sharon Smith, Kathy Tuohy, Pat Valll, and Diana Votruba.
Drafting the myriad of figures was skillfully accomplished by Randy
Bowlas, Rip Bowman, Kathy Brown, Bill Dieffenbach, Sal Morano, and Sue
Norton. The enormous job of copy preparation was done by Fern Coyle, Liz
Ru88F.il tvnd Joyce Rlcciardelli. None of this would have been possible
without the complete support of the Technical Photography and Graphic
ArtB Division.

Neil Baggett deserves special mention for his incomparable efforts in
making this Workshop successful.

Howard A. Gordon
Editor-in-Chief

21 August 1981
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tXPRRIMENTAl. AREAS GROUP

S. H. Aronson, Brookhaven Nat ional Laboratory
R.E. lanou, Brown U n i v e r s i t y

IHTROOUCHON AW) SUMMARY

III t h i s s e c t i o n we present the papers which resulted from work in the

Experimental Areas port ion of the Workshop.

Wo took as the imnediate task of the group to address three t o p i c s . The

t o p i c s tiara d i c ta ted by the present s ta t e o f ISABELLE experimental areas

construct ion , the p o s s i b i l i t y of a phased 1SABELIE and trends in phys ics and

d e t e c t o r s . Previous s inner s tudies and planning by ISABELIE Experimental

F a c i l i t i e s D iv i s ion had recommended and carried out a construction program for

experiment*! areas which can beat be seen by reference to F ig . 1. In i t we

have a plan view of ISABELLE with the areas placed in a c lockwise , hourly

sense: Area 2 , the narrow angle ha l l ( intended for low p physics and

containing a "stub" for use as a t e s t beam or spectrometer); Area 4 , an "open"

or blockhouse area ( intended for small or modest, demountable experiments); •

Are* 6 , the wide angle h a l l (intended primarily for large p p h y s i c s ; i t a l s o

contains bean e x t r a c t i o n p i p e s ) ; Area 8 , a major f a c i l i t y h a l l ( intended for a

very large , general purpose de tec tor ) ; Area 10, recommended as a second major

f a c i l i t y h a l l ; and Area 12, recommended as a second open area. At the time of

t h i s wor>-ihop, Areas 2 , 4 , 6 and B were wel l under construction each to serve

the purpose indicated above. Drawings of the areas appear as F i g s . 1-4 in the

report of the Area Upgrades Group, in t h e s e proceedings . However, a l l of

the planned features had not actual ly been included in the cons truc t ion

contracts and thus one of the tasks to be addressed in t h i s workshop was,

g iven present knowledge, to develop an ordered l i s t of items needed to bring

areas 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 t o an adequate l e v e l of use fu lness for experiments

generally. This l i s t to serve at a guide for further construction after
action by a Program Committee studying experimental proposals.
Proceedings of the 1975, 1977 and 1978 ISABELLE Summer Studies provide a more

detailed discussion of the considerations and recommendations made prior to
this one.
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The second task concerned Area* 10 and 12. The construction of these

area* had not begun. They were reserved for construction at a time closer to

the ISABEIXE completion date when irore current knowledge of physics trends and

detector developments might recommend new choices. Hence, the present time

was deemed appropriate to raise the question: Uhat should be done with Areas

10 and 12 now or in the near future?

The third task was to evaluate what the implications were for the present

and future experimental areas if a Phase It booster or an electron-proton

option were to be adopted.

A group of physicists (see Table I) volunteered to work on these tasks.

Three subgroups were formed, referred to as the "Upgrade" Group (Areas 2,4,6

and 8), the "10 and 12" Group (Areas 10 and 12) and the "e-p Option Group".

Several questions, such as the implications of a booster generally were

handled by discussions among all of the subgroups.

In order to inform ourselves on several specialized topics and experience

at other laboratories we had several talks early in the workshop by experts -

some of these very helpful talks are included ir. this portion of the

Proceedings.

Reports, with their recommendations, were completed by each of the

working subgroups and these reports immediately follow.

These reports contain the specifics concerning each task but we attempt

to briefly summarise here their main points, points of contact between them,

and some more general ideas they raise.

1, It was recommended not to begin construction of Areas 10 and 12 until

experimental proposals are received and acted upon by the Laboratory. For a

major detector hall, it was felt that the shorter construction time and

smaller cost of the hall relative to those of the detector it would house and

possible special properties of the detector recommend this policy. For

experiments more appropriate to an open area, Areas 2,4,6 and 8 might suffice

at turn-on and if not there is still time to construct an appropriate area

after study of experimental proposals by a Program Committee.
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2. Cryogenics and other permanent utilities should not be placed under

experimental floors. Evidence it mounting that bean to floor height may he a

problem in present and future area* requiring greater freedom for detectors in

the vertical depth. Future options for a boomer or e-p cnlJi«ion# alto

reQQtmend thit.

3. Complication* of the vacuum pipe (such as a third pipe) in

interaction regions should be avoided. They add to the coat of detectors

which must surround them and they provide the potential for compromising

experiments. For this reason, placement of e-p options, placement and

transfer from a booster, and the extraction/dump system should be carefully

considered or reconsidered,

4. Several general purpose improvements of Areas 2,4,6 and 8 (such as

some additions of assembly, counting and cryogenic space and addition of crane

capacity or coverage) wit I insure that these areas serve as the locus of a

varied experimental program at early turn-on and will provide flexibility for

their future utility.

5. For the assembly a.i<i preparation of detectors for the first round

some attention should be given several matters. How nnd where will detectors

be assembled and transported to areas which will not have their own assembly

area or building? Uill the first ISABELLE ring to be commissioned with

circulating protons be capable of sending high energy particles down the

"stub-test beam" for use in early detector checkout?

6. At the time of construction for the next major detector hall, choice

should probably be made to place it at Area 12 rather than Area 10 r.ince

present indications are that a booster or e-p option might affect Area 10.

In addition to the considerations which led to ttut above comments and

recommendations, discussion was begun (through a set of informal lunch

discussions) by the Areas Group as a whole on planning And funding for an

experimental program: for example, level and modes of support on

construction, installation and operation of detectors in these ISABELLE

experimental areas. This is a topic of grest concern to the experimental

community and it deserves the widest possible discussion.
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TABU I
EXPERIMENTAL AREAS WORKING SUBGROUPS

Working Group
Ram

AR09S0N. S . . BNL
ASHFORD, V . , BNL
BRCKBB, U . , MIT
BRANSON. J . , HIT
FOLEY, K. , BNL
GOLLON, ? . , BNL
GRANNIS, P . , s u m - s tony Brook
JENSEN, D . , Univ . o f Massachuse t t s
KANTARIU1AN, C , CgRN
LANOU, R , , Brown U n i v e r s i t y
LOUENSTEIN, D . , BNL
LUCRBY, D . , MT
HATSUDA, T . , HIT
H1LLBR, D . , Northeas tern U n i v e r s i t y
RBMHTHY, P . , LBL
PAAR. H . , N1RHEF
POPE, B . , P r i n c e t o n U n i v e r s i t y
STEVENS, A . , BNL
THERIOT, D . , FNAL
TWG, S . , MIT
WALKER, W., BNL

Area* 10-12

X
X
X

X
X
X

X*
X
X
X

X
X

Upgrade

X

X

X

X
X

X*

X

X

e-p

X

X
X

X*

X

^Working Group Convener

FIGURE CAPTIONS

F i g . 1 . ISABELLE s i t e p lan shoving l o c a t i o n oS the experimental a r e a s .
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REPORT QF THE SUBGROUP ON EXPERIMENTAL AREA UPGRADES

S, Aronaon, RNI. D. Ml H e r , Northwestern
P. C o l l o n , RSI, B. Pope, Princeton
G, Kantardj lan, CERN D, Thar ioC, FNAL
R. L a n o u , Brown W. Walker , BNL

I. INTRODUCTION'

Four of ISABELLE's six experimental areas are in an advanced stage of

construction. These are

1. Area 2 (Small Angle Hall - sec Fig. 1)

2. Area 4 (Open Area - see Fig. 2)

3. Area 6 (Wide Angle Hall - see Fig. 3)

4. Area 8 (Major Facility Hall - see Fig. 4)

This subgroup has been charged with the task of reconsidering these areas

from the point of view of useability in the ISABELLF. experimental program. As

a result we have developed an ordered list of suggested improvements to each

of the areas. The list is presented area-by-area below, after some

introductory remarks on the design conslderaetons behind the present areas.

The purpose of the list Is to Indicate the eventual scope of ISABELLE

experimental areas, not to suggest that these igrades should be put In place

now. Indeed, although most of these additions will be needed regardless o,{

which experiments are carried out, we think it. prudent to watt for experiment

approvals before final design and installation of the suggested improvements.

The designs for the four present areas were fixed in the 1978-1980 period

subject to a number of constraints:

1. Fixed scope and budget (roughly $8 M in FY79 dollars) for all

experimental areas, including support buildings.

2. All six areas to be developed for physics; four completed buildings

plus 2 open areas.

3. A varied experimental program to be carried out in specialized areas.

4. Areas limited by the proximity of injection, extraction and cryogenic

equipment.
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Th<- Experimental Areas Division of ISABELLE supplied physics related

design criteria for each of these areas. These were developed from the work

of previous summer studies and from the output of the Experimental Areas

Discussion Group,* which considered expariawnts for each of the areas

in some detail. Table X lists the experiments considered for each area and

Che written output (Proceedings of the 1978 ISABELLE Summer Workshop and

ISABELLE Technical Notes) on each. Table II lists the dimensions of the

resulting designs.

Such criticism of tfc* existing fcslis has surfaced in regard to their

overall dimensions. These grievances may be redressed in the two remaining

areas or, at s<vme future date and with sufficient physics justification, by

major reconstruction of the present areas.

However, in this subgroup we have stayed more or less within rhe

framework of the four existing areas which we regard as useful for much of the

early physics at ISABELLE, and have Sought to optiaize them.

II. AREA 2 (SMALL ASCLE HALL)

At present, tlvsire is no assembly building foreseen for this area. While

it is possible that the first round detector(s) can be constructed in the

research area, any major aodifleations to these or any second-round experiment

would need an assembly building. Tht logical 'place for such a building (area

comparable to that of the research building) would be on the hardstand in

front of the demountable vail. This would imply severely restricted access

for the cranes needed to dismount the wall for apparatus moving. Consequently

the assembly area could surround the demountable wall and Include a 20-ton

crane that would construct the shielding wall.

The 20-ton crane In the research area is thought to be adequate for the

types of experiments to be enployed in this area. However, the cryogenics pit

S. Aronson, V. Ashford, A. Carroll, G. Danby, R. Engelnann, K. Foley,
E. Fowler, 8. Gtbterd, D. Jensen, H. Jostlein, K» Lai, T.Y. Ling, M. Marx,
». McCarthy, F. Paige, B. Pnpe, L. Read, T. Romnnowskl, A. Ihorndike, and
W. Walker
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under the concrete floor Is thought to be an unnecessary impediment to future

expansion of the area and It is recommended that the cryogenics line be run

over the roof of the research building.

Die snail angle stub is envisaged a» an extremely useful test beam

facility at ISABBLLE and It is recommended that the area at U s end be

developed In the following manner: hardstand should be added to the cut in

the bern at this point (elevation 62*) and an EEBA-atyle building (40' x 40'

area) should be erected over the area. A support area equivalent to 2

portakamps or trailers would satisfy experimenters requlrments. Access to

this stub Is possible from both Sixth Avenue or Railroad Avenue.

III. AREA 4 (OPEN AREA)

Area 4 has been designed such that a number of experiments can be

contained within a large quantity of shielding blocks. These experiments

would tend to be small, and to be of finite lifetime. This results in a

configuration of shielding blocks that will change as a function of time. On

the basis of the experience of the ACS neutrino experiment E734, it is thought

that an EEBA-style building covering the area Is not necessary. A flexible

blockhouse can be made from the shielding blocks and ueatherproofed (with

polyurethane foam). Changes in the configuration of detectors or Suleldlng

will be made with an external movable crane.
'r

The flexible nature of the area has several implications. The hardstand

area which at present will cover only U S ' along the beam direction should be

extended to the full 188' between the berm retaining walls. A fixed assembly

building Is not thought to be necessary in Area 4 and It Is suggested that the

experimental support groups Investigate the possibility of assembling

equipment In buildings such as the EEBA building at the AGS. Similarly the

experiment support buildings (counting rooms) would most appropriately be

housed In several movable trailers such that they can be placed as close as

poslble to the experiment.

A major lack of flexibility to area 4 (as area 2) is the presence of the

cryogenics pit under the area. We propose that the cryogenics line be routed
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outside of the beam tunnel (at the present elevation of 75'-79') and etcher

cikim around the edge of the harilacand on staneheons of height 13' or taken

further away un^ll the sloping hern reaches this elevation. The detailed

rout Ins of the cryogenics depends on whether truck access Is required Co arts

i, from the outside of the .'Ings. The presently existing cryogenics pit Is

likely to prove invaluable as a flexible means of running cable between the

research area and the support buildings*

IV. THE 6 O'CLOCK AREA

Because of Its construction with shielded walls, area 6 contains the

largest volume presently planned for a research area but with no provision for

an assembly area. It Is recommended that an assembly area of comparable size

(at the minimum) be added on the Inside of the rings. A 25* x 25' opening in

the north wall of the present research area would te»d to the assembly area.

This opening could be closed with shielding blocks. The assembly area should

he equipped with a 40 ton crane and thus would permit the assembling of the

first round detector while the machine Is being built. A second round

detector (or extensive additions to the first) could be built while 1SABELLE

is in operation.

The 20-ton crane for the research area is thought to be inadequate and,

as the present rails are rated for 40 tons, It should be replaced with a 40

ton crane (or, at least, another 20 ton crane should be added to the rails).

It Is unfortunate that the existing structure does not allow continuous crane

coverage between the research hall and the proposed assembly area.

We have compared the presently available space in the support building

(1200 sq. ft.) with needs for similar areas at the ISR, AGS and FNAL and find

it to be somewhat small. An additional 500-1000 sq. ft. would improve the

support area considerably and, if two experiments were attempting tq co-exist

in area 6, much more space would be required. Note that » 1000 square feet

could be obtained by adding a balcony to the existing building.

We note that it is likely that an experiment using area 6 would use a

superconducting magnet and thus will need a building for a heat
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exchanger/refrigerator (perhaps 2Q' x 20'), This building should not be too

close to the support area because of noise and vibration problems and

therefore fairly long lines will be raquirad.

lastly, we feel that It is appropriate to mention an extremely important

upgrade that is possible for area 6. At present, it Is foreseen that this

area contains the vacuum pipes for the bean extraction and dumping system. It

is certainly possible that the resulting background radiation will redder area

6 unusable for any kind of physics. The 6 o'clock hall Is a well defined

(i.e. existing) area for wide-angle physics while some other areas are not yet

defined (or built!). One or more such areas could even be left unused in the

early running. It is our opinion that any scenario of ISABELL.E utilization

consider the possibility of moving the extraction system to another straight

section. lit any case, it seems to us impossible for an experiment to be set

up In this hall during the first running of ISABELLE. Many measurements of

particle flares and of Induced radiation will have to be made before the

effects of beam extraction and dumping are understood.

V. AREA 8 (Major Facility Hall)

Based on experience at PEP and on the CDF hall design for B0 at FNAL, the

worry was expressed that the assembly building presently being constructed in

this area is too small. It is probably adequate for first round construction

of the detector, assuming a tight-fitting shielding tunnel is built around the

beams. It nay not, however, be sufficient to house the detector plus its

attached electronics house when they are retracted from the beam. This

depends on the experiment actually approved, of course; still we recommend

looking at the problem of expanding the assembly area in the future. Assembly

areas for the apparatus to go into the forward areas should also be

considered.

We assumed that the magnet(s) for the approved experiment would be

cryogenic. There is no provision for housing the required

refrigerator/compressor/heat exchanger complex. A plan for locating this

facility could be worked out before its actual configuration is known.

For additional details on this possibility see P.J. Golion and A.J. Stevens,
p. ______ these proceedings.
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We believe (again Informed by experience elsewhere) that any large

experiment or facility in this area will require more Chan the 1200 sq. ft. of

experimental support apace provided. A cheap way to augment this would be to

add a stesianine in the existing support building. A better way would be to

expand the present building toward the ring road.

With regard to cranes, it was noticed that the high crane in the assembly

building is not part of the contract; it must be bought before the shield wall

is needed. As far as the main (40-ton) crane is concerned, it should be

mounted on its rails so as to give maximum coverage at the back wall of the

research hall.
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Table I.
Summary of Experiments Stud ltd In Evaluating Hall Designs

For Areas 2. 4. 6, 8

Area Re f » Experiments

1978 Summer Study
p.303
Tech Note 125 (1979)

1978 Summer S^idy
p.295
Tech Note 113 (1979)

1978 Summer Study
p.278

Tech Note 141 (1979)

- single-arm spectrometer for large xK

inclusive reactions -
— high energy test beam
- 4w a- detector

stub design

coulomb-nuclear interference measurement
of p
diffraction dissociation experiment
(including neutron and it' detection)
intermediate angle (50-250 mrad) spectrometer
"rapidity plateau" spectrometer (lyl <_3,
px £ 1 GeV/c)

4n a T detector
4n optical chamber (early topology survey)
' intermediate angle spectrometer
inclusive n and V° spectrometers
' quark search
large p^ ee, y, n° spectrometer pair

large p^ hadron and jet spectrometer pair with
particle identification

' BNL dipole
• UA1, UA2
' Toroidal magnet spectrometer (Pope)
> SREL, cyclotron detector
• R807
• SPS multimuon proposal (Becker)
• KNAL design study (pre-CDF)
• Assorted "large" devices conceived at XSABELLE
Summer Studies (1977 and 1978)
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Table II
Summary of Hall Dimensions (m)

Area

2.

4.

6.

Small

Open

Wide

Angle

Central
Forward
"Stub"

Area 4

Angle

Hall
Experimental Building

Length

28
68
91

57+

16

Width

12
7.9
2.4

37+

32

Beam
Height

1.7
1,7
1.0

2.2

4.3

Hook Ht/
Cap. (C)

6.1/20
5.3*
2.0*

—*

10/2x20

8. Major Facility

Central
Forward
Assembly

Hall
Experimental
Building

Buildings (2)
19
16
19

15
9

19

5.
3.
5.

2
3
2

11/40
6.6*

11/40 + 14/7 .5

*N6 crane - ceiltng height given
+Pad dimensions given

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Area 2 (Small Angle Hall)

Fig. 2. Area 4 (Open Area)

Fig. 3. Area 6 (Hide Angle Hall)

Fig. 4. Area 8 (Major Facility Hall)
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENTAL AREAS 10 AND 12 GROUP

S. Aronnon, BNL R.E. Lanou. Broun University
V. Anhford, BNL D,I. U»ven*teln, BSL
U, Backer, HIT D» Luckeyt MIT
J, Branson, HIT S.C.C. Ting, MIT
P, Crannis, SUNY Stony Rrook W. Walker, BNl,

The question that has been put forth Is how to proceed with the last

two undeveloped experimental areas, 10 and 12. This has been reviewed

with the boundary conditions of a 1986 or a 1988 ISA turn-on date and the

possible options of a booster and an additional electron ring. In all

cases, the final conclusion Is to do the minimum required for the comple-

tion of the accelerator and watt until the approval of the first round of

experiments to design and construct the experimental areas.

It is presently envisaged thar. at least one of the two areas would

contain a "major" detector. The concept of "major" is defined to be a

large detector of greater than $a3xl06. Up to date costing of detectors

that are presently under construction at other accelerators or under

design for ISABELLA bear out this scale. Thus, the still unconstructed

major detector region is presently expected to be as large as or larger

than any present colliding beam experimental area, with a construction

cost of the or<(er of $5x106. Similarly, the physical size of these detec-

tors is seen to be pushing the limits of present hall sizes and therefore

the next large hall at ISABELLE shculc be larger than Area 8. The criti-

cal parameters such as the beam height, which was reported to us to have a

major Impact on the cost, and the shielding required, can only be deter- !ned

after one knows what experiment has been approved for this area. We have

discussed most of the existing as well as proposed large detectors and for

the moment, the M.t.T. nulttaw." device is the one tl",t makes the greatest

demands on the physical size. Specifically, it needs a large expanse of

floor approximately 7 meters below the bean tube. On the other hand, this

device might 'be economical on the shielding demands since a good fraction of

it Is self shielding. A building design should incorporate this feature if

the experiment were approved.
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Since the last ISABELLE Workshop in 1978, there has been a change in

the physics emphasis atl<j m u ch additional experience in the construction and

running of large detectors at PEP, PETRA and CERN. Me therefore decided to

reevaluate several previous assumptions and design considerations and we

here review their validity in the light of new data. The first of five

points is that up to now, few major detectors have been dismantled prior fa

the cessation of operations of the colliding beam machine. Major detectors

are typically not moved, they are modified and accumulate more components.

Thus, a major detector hall should be basically built to accommodate this

one device for the life of the machine. The second point is that a major

detector hall is very expensive. In absolute terms. $5xlO6 Is a lot of

money but the hall cost will be only 10-15Z of the entire detector. This

tells us that one should not rush Into putting up halls until the experiment

is approved. One should optimize the costs of the hall and detector as a

package. It is expensive to modify these areas once built. The third point

is that it has been standard dogma that the routing of cryogenic transfer

lines was a critical path in the accelerator construction. We do not find

this to be the case. A temporary line can always be installed for example

directly under the machine vacuum pipe, so as not to interfere with the

decision of the experimental floor height. We lament the fact that one was

too hasty to position the cryogenic transfer trench beneath the beam line

of Area 4. The fourth point is that we have more than enough time to

approve and construct the major detectors. We believe this is not so. For

the 1986 turn-on, we should have already approved some experiments and for

the 1988 turn-on, one should be considering proposals now. The very large

detectors will require the order of 5-6 years to design, construct and

debug. Thus, the hall construction will have little impact upon the machine

turn-on. The fifth point was that a third pipe for electrons or a booster

passing through ? major detector area designed for p-p physics would be a

small complication. This, we feel, is not the case. The response is that

this would seriously compromise most dedicated p-p experiments. Fof

example, the multimuon detector appears to be incompatible with a third

pipe. Given the present knowledge of detector configurations and In the
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abience of an explicit design for a booster or an e-p machine Inside the

ISABELH tunnel, the only sure way to avoid interference at p-p Interaction

regions Is to have these options in a four or five-fold by-pass or separate

tunnel.

The question of the second area was also investigated. There seems to

be no danger in letting future proposals determine what should be done in

detail with this area. It is quite conceivable that this area Just be

Initially an enlarged version of the ring structure to house a class of

small experiments that can be done quickly during the first two years of

operation. For example, total rate and small angle scattering, and quark

search experiments might require no more than an enlarged beam tunnel.

The question of a machine physics intersection region for the first

year of operation was brought up. We have been told by machine physicists

In ISABELLE that this is not necessary and that we may look forward to

physics experiments In all six areas.
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THE IMPACT OF THE e~p OPTION ON ISABELLE EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

K.J. Foley, BryokUaven National Laboratory

G. Kantardjian, CERN

R. Lanou, Brown University

H. Paar, NIKHEF

A. Stevens, Bxookhaven National Laboratory

I. mTKOPUCTIOK

There have been many suggestions for the expansion of existing or

planned storage rings to include high energy e-p collisions. We will not

discuss the physics potential here, but there is a general concensus that

a facility with protons colliding with electrons and positrons of selec-

tible helicity would provide great insighc into weak interactions, inucleon

Structure, etc, in a way not duplicated at e e , pp, nor pp machines.

In this report we will comment on some aspects of the addition of a 10-20

GeV electron ring to Isabelle.

II. ASSUMPTIONS

As a model for the election ring we have used a machine radius of

360 m and have added straight sections of ± 125 m about the e-p inter-

action point tor the bean gymnastics needed to rotate the electron polari-

zation from the natural transverse orientation to the desired longitudinal

direction.

We have asainjed that Isabelle is primarily a p-p collider whose

prolific physics output will deter long shutdowns. In considering possible

ep collision points we have avoided the existing large facility hall at

8 o'clock, since that y-ill clearly contain a relatively permanent setup,

and the wide angle hall at six o'clock, since in that area the experiments

would be severely limited by the ueed to dump the Isabelle proton beains.
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III. LOCATION OF THE ELECTRON RING

There are at least three possible locations for the electron ring:

A. Located In the same tunnel as the pp rings, providing the

possibility of ep collisions at any interaction region.

B. Located in a separate tunnel outside the main tunnel,

providing ep collisions at one interaction region only.

The two possible locations are the 2 and 4 o'clock areas

as shown in Fig. 1,

C. Located in a separate tunnel tangent to the main ring, at

two straight sections. The arcs joining the two straight

sections can be either within or outside the region

enclosed by the ISABELLE tunnel. The interaction regions

are at 4 o'clock and 10 o'clock as shown in Fig. 2.

Each of these has advantages and disadvantages. We just mention

those that affect the ISABELLE experimental areas design:

1. Option A allows up to 6 ep interaction regions and areas,

option B just one and option C up to two.

2. Option A constrains the design of ep interaction region

severely, in particular the straight sections with the

polarization rotators must be accommodated within the

straight section of the ISABELLE tunnel. Options B and C

with the outside arcs do not have this constraint.

3. Option A has an extra beam pipe, containing the stored

electron beam, passing through pp Interaction regions.

This is at least a nuisance for the pp detectors. We know

of one solution where the electron beam passes through each

pp interaction diamond. Its beam can be within the con-

fines of the pp vacuum pipe at least over the length of a

central detector. Figure 3 gives a three dimension Impres-

sion of this arrangement.

* In order to reduce the interference with the pp rings, the ring totally

inside has a radius of 300 m with 200 m straight section. The outside

version has a radius of % 600 m with 300 o straight sections.
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4. Option A would have the most interference between the

electron ring and the proton rings during installation and

operations. Option C has less interference, and option B

has the least,

5. Option C underlines the desirability of moving the second

major facility hall, now planned for 10 o'clock, to 12

o'clock in order to leave 10 o'clock available for ep

physics.

IV. THE ep INTERSECTION

It has been recently proposed (BNL Proposal: Electron-proton Inter-

action Experiment by Y. Cho et al., May 1981) that the electron beam

cross over in vertical plane (see Figure 4). Near the ep Interaction

point, a zero-degree crossing angle is established by means of vertical

bending magnets. Strong quadrupoles produce the low B necessary for high

luminosity. Further away from the intersection point, a spin rotator is

present at each side. They rotate the electrons spin from transverse

as it leaves the arc, to longitudinal at the Intersection and back to

transverse upon entering the next arc. The cocal length is about 250

neters or 125 meters on each side of the interaction region. The position

of the magnets is totally antisymmetric with respect to the intersection

region. This means that the electron beam is below the proton beams upon

entering the straight section and above it upon leaving it (or above it

upon entering and below it upon leaving). The maxlmua excursions are 1

meter in the vertical and 0.5 m in the horizontal plane while in the arcs

the electron bean is at least 0.5 n above or below the protor beams.

These are only estimates since the final design of the spin rotators is

not yet available. The final Assign should be taken into account in

determining the elevation of the proton rings in order to avoid later

excavation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL HALLS FOR e-p COLLISIONS

In order to estimate the size of the hall we have examined earlier

proposals for ep experiments, in particular the most recently proposed

ep detector (Fermi Lab Proposal 659). In all cases the apparatus would

fit comfortably in the Isabelle straight sections and the length of any
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existing hall is adequate chough if the snail angle hall is used, th«

larger section should be in the direction of the- protons. The typical

radius of the apparatus is 3-4 m so a deeper floor would be required

(nmyhe 5 n below the bean) ' • •'• exists in the areas at 2 and A o'clock.

The yp detectors are no jii ierei.r in this than the pp central detectors.

The polarisation rotati ;• arc located within the 1SABELLE tunnel. It

should be noted that th*> >-• considerations are independent of actual

location of the electron ring: that is, independent of which option of

Section III is chosen. With this in mind we suggest very strongly that

any Machine plunbing and electrical connections be kept well away from

the bean region — for exanple, the existing trenches in the open area

aust not be used for permanent connections.

VI. SUMMARY

The ep option should be kept in mind at all phases in the canstructicm

of ISABELIE. The following points are immediately obvious:

1. The second open area should he moved from 12 o'clock to

10 o'clock.

2. The location of the proton beam should be compatible with

che spin rotators.

3. For the ep detector, the floor should be % 5 m below the

beam.

it. Permanent plumbing and cabling should not be close to the

intersection points.
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Figure 1: Possible Arrangements for Option B
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LARGE EXPERIMENTAL HALLS

David Luckey, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

If 100 GeV physics has such particles as the Z Q with a narrow width and

low multiplicity decays then some detectors will need resolutions of the order

of this width (IX). In constrast to recent hadronic physics, we will have to

measure high momenta well, and this will be a major challenge to detector

designers in terms of BL^ and mechanical accuracy.

Large detectors last as long as or longer than the accelerators at which

they are built and are not likely to be replaced. This is particularly true

of the large magnets involved.

I see no reason to make a universal building but would rather minimize

the cost of experiment plus building taken a whole. It will be necessary to

commission a detector at the same time as the accelerator, so it is necessary

to the detector at physics turn-on time. The mechanics of this will be made

difficult if complicated mechanical drives are necessary from different floor

levels and from floor depth. Since a large detector will take longer to build

than a building, one should pick some of the building parameters after the

proposal acceptance and after the mechanical support is designed. One could

then pick just the right floor level.

A large detector will take much assembly area and one vill need large

areas at BNL for the superconducting coil and central drift chamber. Ideally,

one should not try to do them at the experimental hall, but rather transport

them at the appropriate time.

The initial design of the MIT multi-muon detector could be assembled in

an area with the same square footage as the major hall, but needs about 7

meters from beam to floor. Various building designs have shown that it costs

about 1H$ per meter of floor depth below the "standard" 8 o'clock hall, so one

should find the economic minimum of detector support vs building cost. Given

early proposal approval, this should not cause excessive delays in building

construction.
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GLEAHING UP AREA 6

Peter J. Col Ion »nd Alan J. Stevent, Brookhaven national Laboratory

Th* possibility of a booster at 4 o'clock hat resulted in expressions of

concern by sow experimenters who fear that the presence of the ring there

will "ruin another area for physics". The physics at 6 o'clock is already

compromised, it is said, by the scraping and extraction systems, so 4 o'clock

should be protected at all costs. We raise the question here - but do not

answer it - of whether that argument should be turned around. If the

usefulness of the otherwise very nice Wide An&le Hall is compromised by the

extraction and scraping systems, maybe they should be moved somewhere else.

The most logical alternate locations are an undevelop>>d 10 o'clock area, or 4

o'clock if that location is to be encumbered with a •roton booster. The

choice hetween these locations need not be made yet.

What are the physical and radiation safety considerations regarding the

locations of these systems? First, they must be located in one or more of the

straight sections. There is simply not enough drift space in the arcs to fit

them in.

Second, the dumps fit much more conveniently at an outward moving

intersection (2, 6, 10) than at an inward moving one (4, 8, 12). This is a

simple result of the geometry. The extraction is downward, and the extraction

line should continue, with the minimum length and number of magnets, until it

extends out past the tunnel floor, where th* dumps will go. This

consideration favors area 10 over area 4, but does not rule the latter out.'

Third, because of the reduced energy of an ISABELLE using Fermilab

magnets, the existing muon shielding lobes will be quite adequate for

extraction septum losses2 of 0.1%, This is true even for Phase II ISABELLE,

and for the dumps in any location. (It is not true for some locations for a

400 GeV machine.3)

Fourth, the reduction in ISABELLE energy with Fermi lab magnets also

provides an improvement of a factor of 20 to 40 in the offsite muon doses for

a given beam toss.'1 This factor, combined with the results of Ref. 3 indicate

the maximum allowed scraping loss at area 10 in the clockwise direction to be
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33U This ic tecs than the 10% scraped at the ISR. (At 400 GeV the scraping

limit for the tame location would be 0.075X.)

Fourth, {or a 400 GeV ISABELLA, a 6 o'clock location for scraper* is even

more marginal tor environmental reasons than 10 o'clock scrapers at 355 GeV,

since only Q.18X scraping is allowed there in the clockwise direction.5 of

course, one can always add mare sand to the shields of area 10 or 6 to gain

from absorption what is not provided by distance. Thus, if the scrapers

receive any significant use at full machine energy they will be a worse

environmental problem than the extraction lines to the dumps. However, they

may not be as bad as is feared by the experimenters, since (a) they involve no

extra beam pipes; (b) only one tenth of the particles being scraped interact

in the finger upstream of the crossing region, with the remaining protons

striking a collimator downstream uf the experiment^; and (c) experimenters

should have advance warning of scraping operations in order to reduce high

voltages on PMT's and chambers.

It is clearly a little too early to decide where, if anywhere, to move

the dump and scraper systems, but nobody is happy with them at 6 o'clock. We

should not immediately exclude the seemingly distasteful possibilities of

putting the scrapers and dumps in the different straight sections, and even of

locating the two scrapers in different straight sections. Each solution has

its drawbacks, whether of an environmental, experimental, or financial nature.

There will be lots of complaints no matter what location is chosen. What must

be done in the next 6 months or so is to decide if the present location is

still the "best" one, although "ben" will depend on the realities of machine

operation and will not be known until turn-on.
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UHITATIONS OF A "SELF-SHIELDIHG" EXPERIMENT

Peter J. Gallon, Brookhaven National Lahortorv

It ha« been suggested several times that one or another particularly

massive (ami expensive) experiment night be able to economize on shielding by

getting recognition for the shielding provided by the apparatus i t s e l f . Let

us see under vhat circumstances this may be done.

Figure 1 shows an experimental arrangement in which the interaction

region is surrounded by many interaction lengths of calorimeter or magnet

yoke. The detector D does provide more than enough attenuation of high energy

part ic les originat ing from beam-bean interactions at the crossing point..

However, it provides essent ia l ly no attenuation for the spray of secondaries

cosing from other beam-loss locations such as the quadrupole Q.

One solution to this problem i s to place portable shielding around the

beamline on e i ther side of the central detector ( l e f t side of F ie . 2 ) . This

particular arrangement minimizes the amount of shielding used, but is must be

unstacked to open up the ends or' the detector . The shielding arrangement of

the right side of Fig . 2 avoids this d i f f i c u l t y at the cost of using more

concrete blocks. Probably neither of these schemes would appear at tract ive

compared to a ful ly shielded hall if the concrete block shie lding weren't

considered "free" because it already e x i s t s . (Of course, the ex i s t ing

inventory of concrete blocks wi l l go only so far, after which additional

blocks must be bought with real money.)

The scheme shown in Fig. 3 at ta ins a "self-shielding" configuration

without lots of stacked concrete by placing everything but the massive central

detector in widened ructions of the machine tunnel. It saves the expense of

stacked shielding by limiting the room for growth of the experiment, and by

providing no access to the ends of the detector . Proponents of the HIT

detector would not be happy with a scheme such as th i s , which would force them

to move the ent ire detector out of the bean in order to remove an endcap Co

gain access to the central calorimeter and chambers. A d i f f e r e n t l y designed

massive detector, with access from the side rather than the end, would be a

better candidate for a se l f - sh ie ld ing layout.
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REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AREAS AT CERN COLLIDERS

G. Kantardjian, CERN

This note is an attempt to give an overall picture of experimental areas

for the various CERN colliders:

1. ISR vith a long experience on proton-proton colliding beams but which

had valso successes with other particles such as deuterons, alphas

and very recently antiprotons;

2. SPS which ia just now operating as a proton-antiproton collider;

3. LEP, an electron-positron storage ring project, which the construc-

tion is expected to start very soon.

I. ISR EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

Out of the 8 intersecting regions 6 are allocated for physics experi-

ments, one for beam dumping (number 3) and one for analyses of beam conditions

(number 5)V Matter of fact, a small set up for monopole research has also

been installed in the latter region (number 5).

The ISR has four different types of configuration of the experimental

halls.

Intersection 1 is surrounded by a larger hall but enclosed in a shielding

construction made of removable concrete blocks for the walls and concrete

beams for the roof. The outer wall (thickness = 4.8 m) has not yet been

demounted. The inner wall (thickness = 3.2 m) was demounted and remounted sev-

er-- . times (about 2 days for each operation) for the installation, repair or

.einstallation of the superconducting solenoid (weight <? 70t) and for the con-

struction of transmission lines channels. The introduction of large equipment

up to 40t is possible by removing the concrete beam of the roof (which is 1.5

dav of work). Small equipment but not hand-portable can be introduced via In-

tersection 1 or 8.

The intersecting region separates the large hall in two nonsymmetric

halls. The smaller looking towards the center of the ring houses the cryo-

genic system and the assembly area for the superconducting solenoid as well as

the counting room. The hall looking towards outside the ring is divided in
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areas for assembly of experimental equipment, small workshop, unloading area,

power supplies and test of magnets.

At Intersectiona 2 and 8 the tunnel is wider by 3 iroters looking towards

the inside. But no crane capability is available in the extra region and many

ad-hoc lifting equipment had to be invented in order to install equipment in

Intersection 8 (calorimeters and cerenkov counters for experiment R807) or In-

tersection 2 (20 kA power supplies for the system magnets of experiment R201).

These two intersections have a large pit, the floor being at 3.86 m below

the beam height. Nevertheless special pits have been dug in Intersection 2

(for access to the bottom equipment of experiment R209) and in Intersection 8

(for the supporting jscks of the magnet for experiment R807).

Intersection 6 has a very large hall as well as an assembly hall which

was created for the construction of the 1,000 ton magnet called SFH. Due to

space and crane capabilities (see table below) the installation of large and

heavy experimental equipment is easier and quicker than in the other

intersec tions.

Intersections 5. 6 and 7 have the same width as the normal ISR tunnel (15

meter). The floor is only at 1.46 m for the beam height which has been a con-

stant drawback. To meet the requirements of the various experiments in Inter-

section 6 we had to dig special pits. The same operation had also to be

carried out in Intersection 7 in order to locate the bottom streamer chamber

of experiment R703T-BA5.

Normal ISR tunnel; long spectrometers up to 40 m were installed along-

side or above the ISR magnets (see experiments R201, R202, R802).

Counting roomsi except for Intersection 1 which was already mentioned

before all the counting rooms are located on top of the tunnel. The elec-

trical and transmission lines for the detectors are installed in the three ver-

tical shafts.

Crane capability! Intersection 4 is equipped with a 60 ton crane and 7.5

m hook height above the beam. All the other Intersections are supplied by the

6 standard 30 ton ring cranes allowing a modest 2.5 m hook height above the

beam. A possibility of coupling two cranes exists in order to reach a 60 ton

capacity. Well after the construction of the ISR we had two smaller 2x2 ton

cranes installed which enable us to gain an extra 1.5 m hook height. Due to
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a tack of the overhead cranet coverage and/or capacity we often have to intro-

duce a portable cram in the various areas. The turn over of the supercon-

ducting solenoid for assembly of the cryoatat is a good illustration.

Access into the experimental regions for the equipmenti The uneasy situa-

tion of Intersection 1 has been discussed earlier. All other intersection

regions have a 4,5 n wide and 4.7 m high shielding door which can be opened

easily in about 3 minutes. Intersection 4 has an extra demountable shielding

wall of 12 m wide and 10 m high. The demounting of the wall takes about 1.5

days. Only Intersection 1 and 4 have the possibility to roll-in heavy and

large equipment from an assembly area to a data-taking position.

Some comments; From my experience in preparing and installing experi-

ments around the ISH 1 can state that assembly areas attached to the research

areas are indispensable. Specially now when, the detectors are becoming more

and more complex. We would save time, unnecessary failures due to transport

and panic on the first days of a shut down period.

Also the floor should be at 5 m below Che beam height. If this distance

is less than 4 m a strong risk exists having to do civil engineering work

which is really not reeomnended when the machine is already operating.

And last, as some equipment has to be carried over the machine or the ex-

perimental set-up quite often it is necessary to have a good crane clearance,

7 meters of hook height above the beam line seems reasonable.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AREAS AT SPS-pg COLLIDER

Two underground halls have been constructed around the middle point of

two long straight sections of the SPS which are called LSS4 and LSSS.

Pnderground area of LSS 4: This underground hall located at about 61 m

below the ground level has a cylindrical shape of 21.4 m in diameter and a

total length of about 44 meters divided in 11 m for the research area. 5 m of

demountable shielding - 21 m of assembly area and 7 m for counting room

purposes. The useful floor width is 15.5 meters its level situated at 5.5 m

below the beams level. The maximum height of the hall equals 18 m and the

crane hook height is 13 m above the floor level.

There are two accesses. The first is a 8 m diameter vertical shaft for

the transport of heavy and large equipment. The second vertical shaft of
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V I m diamater it equipped with a lift for personnel and small equipment

(•/It). Iniid* the assembly area a 40 ton crane is available and a smaller

crane of 10 ton capacity in (panning the interacting area.

Area L9SS> The floor level of ISSS underground area is situ-

ated at about 20 m below the ground level. The interaction hall has a verti-

cal shaft form of 20 m diameter terminated by a dome. The experimental

equipment has a stand-by location which is also a vertical shaft of 20 diame-

ter. This large shaft ends up directly in the surface hall and the transpor-

tation of the equipment from the surface hall to the underground area is made

through the vertical abaft. A rectangular passage joins the two quasi-

circular surfaces. The total length of the underground floor adds up then to

about 47 meters. The useful height and floor width for rolling in equipment

are respectively about 13.8 m and 13.2 m. The mounting and demounting of the

shielding wall is carried out through a special rectangular chimney.

The floor level is 6.3 m below the beams height. The interaction area

has a rotating overhead crane.

Tit. EXPERIMENTAL PALLS FOR LEP

LFP a e*e~ colliding machine will provide eight interaction regions to be

reached by experimental areas. The floor level of the eight experimental

halls wilt vary between 40 m and 600 m below the grouftd level. Three of these

regions will be very deep underground and access will only be possible by long

horizontal tunnels (about It slope). The other five hall* will be accessible

by vertical shafts as the LSS4 underground area described under section II).

The following table summarises the position and access of the eight experimen-

tal halls as well as their description.

Underground Hall

A underground hall will have a cylindrical form of 21.4 m in diameter and

55 m long. The useful floor width will be about 15.5 m. The maximum height

of the hall will reach about 18 m and the crane hook height above the floor is

foreseen to be between 12 and 13 meters. The floor level will be 5.5 m below

the beams line. The total length is divided between the interaction region,

some shielding (equivalence of 1.5 m of concrete), the assembly area which

should be free of the overhead vertical shaft, and counting rooms purposes.
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There will be a vertical shaft of 9 » in diameter for the introduction of the

experimental equipment. Transport of the equipment inside the hall will be by

mean* of a 4Q ton overhead crane. A separate vertical shaft is also designed

for the introduction of the machine element and access Co the LEP tunnel,

A garage to introduce or remove large detectors (installation of central

detectors into solenoids) is foreseen in the assembly area.

Intersection 1 will probably be dedicated to two-photon experiments. To

accommodate the forward detectors two extensions along; the beam will be

needed. This experimental area could be extended in the direction transverse

to the beam later, if needed.

Peep underground Halls

The areas 3 and 5 will look much like the underground areas which are

described above. The main difference concerns the horizontal access tunnels

of about 4 m in diameter which replace the vertical shafts.

Interacting area 4 will have the longest access tunnel of about 3,000

meters. This hall will be also cylindrically shaped but somehow reduced in di-

ameter to about 15 meters. The length of the experimental hall will be 55 m

from the beam line to the far end of the counting room area.

The diameter of the access tunnel will only be 3 meters which will pre-

vent the introduction of very large pieces of equipment. The experimental

set-ups which will be installed in Interaction region 4 will have to be

designed in modular and compact units. Due to this specific reduced and

remoted access space a long technical support hall is present at the far end

oF the access tunnel before reaching the experimental hall. Its diameter will

also be of 15 meters and its length should approximately be 70 meters.
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Areas

Inner 11 hall
Intersection I

Outer II hall
Intersection

2 & 8

Assembly hall 14
Intersection 4
Intersection

5, 6 and ?

Table

length
(m>

48
12

50

32

45
70

ISR
tunnel

of ISR

Width
(m)

10
15

22

18

14
25

15

Experimental Ares*

Height

(m)

25
10

25

8.9

10
17.6

6.5

Bean
height
(m)

U
5.06

11

3.86

5.06
5.06

1.46

Crane
hook
above
beam
(m)

2.5

2.5

3.5
7.5

2.5

Crane
capacity

40 tons
30 tons, 2x2
and 40 tons
if roof is
removed.
40 tons

30 tons, 2x2
tons
40 tons
60 tons

30 tons, 2x2
tons
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RKUONS

1

2

4
5

7

8

Table

mm mow
CROUND UiVtt

(no

J- 5!

>T 41

J" t50

J- 600
V 300

j> 73

J" 67

J1 51

of LEP Experimental

ACCESS TO
THE HALL

Vertical Shaft

Vertical shaft

Tunnel >/650 a long

Tunnel J-3000 m long
Tunnel J"300 m long

Vertical Shaft

Vertical Shaft

Vertical Shaft

Halls

DESCRIPTION

See underground hall
special area for 2-y
physics/also ep option

See underground hall

See deep underground hall

See deep underground hall
See deep underground hall

See underground hall

See underground hall

See underground hall
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I Plan view of Intersection XI at the ISR.

Fig. 2 Plan view of intersections 12, 5, 6, 7, ft at the ISR.

Fig. 3 Plan view of intersection 14 at the ISR.

Fig. 4 Side view of intersection LSS4 at the SPS.

Fig. 5 Plan view of intersection LSS4 ac the SPS.

Fig. 6 Side view of Intersection LSS5 at the SPS.

Fig. 7 Plan view of intersection LSS5 at the SPS.

Fig. 8 Layout of the Interaction regions at LEP.

Fig. 9 Proposal for a LEP experimental hall.
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Fig. 3
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EXPERIMENTAL AREA FOR THE FNAL COLLIDER DETECTOR FACILITY

D. Theriot, Fermilab

The Fermllab Collider Detector Facility is a Fermilab-baaed consortium of

national laboratories and universities from the United States, Japan and Italy

currently engaged in the design of a general purpose detector to be used in pp

collisions at 2000 GeV in the center of mass at the Fermilab Tevatron

accelerator. The detector uses a 1.5 T superconducting solenoid, 3.0 m in

diameter, 5.0 m long for a central magnet. This is filled with a cylindrical

drift chamber and surrounded by electromagnetic calorimeters, hadronic

calorimeters, and muon detection. I will give a brief overview about the CDF

detector (for details on detector see H. Jensen in these proceedings), but

will concentrate on the experimental area itself and the interaction of the

CDF detector and the experimental area.

A side view of the central detector is shown in Fig. 1. The calorimeters

are divided into tower structures which point back to the interaction point.

This is shown schematically in the upper right quadrant of the detector.

Figure 2 shows a side view of the backward arm (p direction) of the CDF

detector. The two large toroidal magnets are used for triggering and

measuring the momenta of muons emerging in this direction. The large toroid

close to the central detector covers an angular region between 10° and 30°.

The rear toroid covers between 2° and 10°. Located between these two toroids

is a set of calorimeters to measure both the electromagnetic and hadronic

components emerging from the central detector end plug below 10°. Figure 3

shows an Isometric view of the entire assembled apparatus in position in the

collision hall. In addition to the components previously discussed, a set of

calorimeters has been added in the forward (p) direction.

Figure 4 shows a cross section of the CDF experimental area. This area

is located at straight section B-0 of tha Fermllab Tevatron. Physically this

is one sixth of the way around the ring from Wilson Hall, the high rise office

building, near the present Industrial buildings, the experimental area

consists of three parts: an underground collision hall located around the

accelerator, an assembly area located in a pit whose floor is the same level
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as the collision hall, and a ground level service area. A ground level

building cowers both the assembly area and ground level service area. The

collision hall is car.ueeted to the assembly area by a tunnel 34' x 34' square

and 36* long which is plugged with 14' of shielding during accelerator

operations. The lowest level occupied by the central detector is 706' above

sea level. The forward and backward detectors rest at 710*. The assembly

area has floors at both of these levels also. The surface service area is at

743*, The counting rooms are located on two levels of the three level

structure which is located between the collision hall and assembly pit over

the connecting tunnel.

Figure 5 shows a plan view of the CDF experimental area with the floor

loadings and crane coverages. The collision hall is 100' long with the

central 50* being 50* wide and two end regions each 25' long and 36' wide for

a total of 4300 sq. ft. At the present time we have no plans for a crane In

the central region. The forward-backward regions may be serviced by small

cranes. All major servicing of the detector is planned to be done In the

assembly area. The central detector can move directly out to an alternate

location for servicing (shown in the assembly area). The end detectors move

in and out of the collision hall on equipment transporters which make up the

difference in floor heights (706' to 710') and have capacity to carry the

units. The assembly and surface service area are covered by a 50 T crane.

It Is envisioned that the magnet yoke for the central detector will be

built in place in the assembly area, a pit roughly 73' wide and 87' long. The

calorimeters for the central detector will be built elsewhere and installed in

the assembly area. The central calorimeter modules (see Fig. 1) form free

standing arches which can be assembled anywhere in the assembly area and

rolled into place onto the magnet yoke. The backward toroids and the forward

and backward calorimeters will be constructed in the assembly area and moved

Into the collision hall on the equipment transporters.

In the event that the magnet is not ready when collisions are available,

the central calorimeters and forward-backward calorimeters can be assembled

in a nonmagnetic configuration for early detector operations.

A tentative schedule is given in Table 1 which shows first operations in

July 1984.
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Table I
Tentative Schedule for CDF Experimental Area

July 15, 1981 - 7QX Title I
August 31, 1981 - Final Title 1
October 1, 1981 - Site Preparations
December 1, 1981 - A»a«mbly Area Started
June 1, 1982 - Collision Hall Started
January 1, 1983 - Occupancy
July 1, 1984 - pp Collisions at 2 TeV
July 1, 1985 - Complete Detector
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EXPERIMENTAL AREAS; THE PEP EXPERIENCE

Peter Nemethy, LBL

I wi t l take a before and after look at the PEP in terac t ion reg ions . We

had to design the experimental areas before the submission of proposals and

the approval of experiments. The design s t a r t ed from the experimental ideas

of several summer s t u d i e s . Although the experiments f inal ly approved did not

much resemble the summer study ines, the f i t of the experimental h a l l s to the

experimental program turned out to be su rp r i s ing ly good.

Figure I shows our "s tandard" experimental a rea ; 4 out of 6 h a l l s a re

l i k e t h i s . The heavy part of the building is b u i l t into a h i l l s i d e which

provide? shielding but prevents access from one s i d e . A shielding wall

separator- th i s beam cross ing region from the assembly area, a l ight s t e e l

frame bui ld ing . The two regions are serviced by a single crane and share a

common reinforced concrete f loor .

Table I l i s t s the i n t e r ac t i on region h a l l s and the experiments. Two

experiments, the time pro jec t ion chamber and 2 photon, coexist in IR-2 (F ig .

3 ) . IR-6 is a nanstandard push/pull area; the t e r r a i n allowed access to both

s ides he re . This ha l l was occupied by the free quark search (FQS) u n t i l t h i s

suiraner. We are in the midst of a changeover to the high resolut ion

spectrometer (HRS), our heavies t PEP de t ec to r . The other special a rea , IR-10

i s deep underground with access only through the machine tunnels . I t contains

the Honopole search experiment.

Figure 2 shows the typ ica l dimensions of a standard area (they vary

s l i g h t l y from one to another) with a detector and i t s movable counting house

in the "on-beam" and " s e r v i c e " pos i t ions . The chosen floor area is a good f i t

to a l l our experiments, although i t is very crowded in IR-2 where TPC and 2

have to coexist (F ig . 3 ) . At times the l o g i s t i c s of assembly got very

d i f f i c u l t with a l l par t s of the floor occupied.

The standard beam height of 4m (except in IR-10, not meant for

experiments o r ig ina l l y ) was needed for a l l experiments, including the smaller

ones . A small cen t ra l trench was needed to accommodate the magnet yoke of the
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HRS. Ammg the twenty proposed experiments only one would have gotten us into

trouble with a much greater beam height requirement.

The only case, perhaps, of overkill was the insertion length, chosen as

i <i m on the basis of the summer study result that experiments could not

posisibly exist with less free lengths For the impressive benefits of mint-

beta, a solution was found for bringing the first injection quads to i 6m Fig.

4) compatible even with the Zi experiment. We are implementing the change

this summer.

Our standard crane capacity of 50 tons (100 tons for HRS) was quickly

saturated, like any new urban highway. All experiments are using the full

crane capacity* sometimes the needs exceed it by Q. + E ) .

Rapid equipment access to detectors is very desirable in a colliding

ring, where work on one detector requires the shutdown of the entire ring.

Figure 5 shows our solution, a concrete precast shielding curtain riding on

rails and spanning our standard IR above a stacked shielding wall. The

curtain is moved by coupling it to the crane. This scheme has worked very

well, allowing crane lifts across the shielding within a half-hour of shutting

dawn the ring. In our open IR-6 we have a concrete blockhouse with a concrete

beam roof enclosing the beam crossing region. In IR-10, originally meant for

machine physics only, the lack of access caused difficulties even for the

"totally passive" monopole search setup.

Our movable counting houses (of the order of 1000 sq.ft.) contain the

front-end, parallel electronics. The fixed counting houses, with 2400 sq.ft.

on 2 floors, house the back-end electronics and data acquisition computers

very comfortably for 1 experiment/IR and somewhat tightly for 2 experiments in

IR-2.

We had decreed that all experimental setups must be movable without

uncabling 101* parallel cables, for fast removal from the beam line to deal

with any serious repairs. The design goal was 24 hours for removal and 48

hours for reinstallation to match the ring pumpdown time of about a day.

However, all initial experiments chose, understandably, to set up directly on

the beam line, so that we did not have a test of this "rapid deployment"

concept until recently. However, we have just performed the first push/pull

changeover between two experiments in IR-6, replacing FQS with HRS during this
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summer's shutdown ( F I E . 6 ) . We spent 2 1/2 s ing le -sh i f t days to remove a l l

shielding, then 2 1/2 single-shift days to roll in the 2000 ton HRS detector
on its multi-ton rollers and with i ts attached counting house.

The switch went without difficulties and in much less time than
scheduled, confirming our belief in the efficacy of the prewired
detector/attached movable house scheme. To our consternation, however, the
slight floor sag under the weight of HRS tilted our shielding buttresses
enough to require our giving a close shave to the shielding house roof

blocks.
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Table I
Spectfteattana for Experimental Areas

SPECIFICATION

Length (a)

Width (m)
Inside
Outside

Height (m)
Maximum crane hook clearance
above beam
Beam elevation above floor
Maximum height of detector
(curtain shear line)a

Crane (tons)

Nearby Space for Counting
House (raxm)

Alcove
Length (CW) (m)
Width ± (m)

+ (m)
Height

- (m)

Rjwer (MW)
o At 12.4 kV b

Installed cooling capacity
House powei (480 V 3 *)

Loading Access

12

20

7
24

6.5
4

4(5)

40(50)

9x11
+10x12

Yes
20
3,5
3

2

5
1

0.9

2

20

7
24

6.5
4

4(5)

AREA

4

16

6
22

6.5
4

4(5)

40(50) 40(50)

10x12
+10x12

Yes
20

3.5
3

2

5
1

0.9

outside outside
yard yard

9x22 5

No

5
1

0.9

outside
tunnel

6

20

20
20

4

No

No

5
1

0.9

both
sides

8

20

10
31

6,5
4(6)

4(5)

40(50)

9.5x15
+12=-'.2

Yes
20
3.5

3

2

5
1

O.S

outside
yard

10

20

3.?
3.5

2

No

No

5
0

beam
tunnel

atf more than 4 m are needed, a special curtain may need to be designed.
bMaximum overall limit on 12.4 kV from experimental areas is 15 MW.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig, I. Standard PEP interaction region hall

Fig. 2, Standard hall size with a detector in in and out position

Fig. 3. Our crowded IR-2

Fig. 4 . Original and revised position of last insertion quad
Fig. 5. Shielding curtain scheme
Fig. 6. Push/pull exchange of FQS for HRS
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SECTION IV

LARGE DETECTORS
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SUMMARY OF THE LARGE DETECTORS CROUP

H, Gordon, Btn.
C. Baltay, Columbia University

This group examined the existing designs and plans for large detectors

at 1SABEU.E. Various working subgroups formed. Here we will outline the

topics as presented in the following papers. One subgroup tried to identify

the physics strengths of each detector and to evaluate whether important

physics could be done with them in the proposed Fhase I luminosity of
31 -2 —12 x 10 en sec . A survey of various r ignetic field configurations was

made. Another subgroup analysed the effect of the bunch structure on these

detectors. One working group considered how to handle the Phase II lumin-

osity. A group also studied the important subject of calibration and on

line monitoring.

At first we had a series of talks outlining the large detectors in the

design stage for ISABELLE as well as those under construction for the pp

colliders at CERN (talk by Sunorok) and at Fermilab (talk by Jensen).

U. Becker presented the detailed design of the BNL/HIT/NIKHEI/Beijing

group for a detector which focuses on measuring muons with excellent momen-

tum resolution. This is achieved by having a hadron calorimeter close to

the beam pipe followed by precision drift chambers in a superconducting

solenoid. Some details of thin detector will be found in other reports of

these proceedings, for example, S. C. C. Ting's paper, page 334, papers by

Paradiso and Becker.

The BML/Columbia/Pennsylvania group has concentrated on achieving

excellent electromagnetic ami hadron calorimetry by using uranium plates in

a dipole magnetic field. This field allows detection of particles both

forward and sideways while providing an open geometry. The calorimeter is

segmented so as to allow good reconstruction of multijet events, as dis-

cussed in a paper by Gordon, Stumer and Benary. Smith and Cordon consider

several calorimetric triggers.

The BNL/Brown/Stony Brook group has chosen a limited aperture detector

in order to focus on electromagnetic particles: i , y> and *"• The use of
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lead glass will optimise the energy resolution as is detailed in the

"Lapdog" paper presented by P. Gi-annla,

Chen explores the notion of a large detector filling a 10 meter cube,
"2

Since the quality of a magnet depends on BL , this design emphasizes the

length by having a low field far from the intersection region.

Ypsilantia presents the concept of using a spherical ring imaging

Cerenkov counter for the purpose of excellent particle identification in

a weak magnetic field.

The working group organized by Abe considered what: capabilities will

be required in the detectors in order to pursue specific physics goals.

Abb discusses how well the j&t-jet invariant mass can be measured by a

calorimeter. Cuorna studies the inclusive lepton and hadron spectra from

QCD jets so as to measure semileptonic branching ratios and find signatures

of new flavors. Bacon suggests the requirements necessary to be able to

detect multiple vertices in an event.

A review of the strengths and weaknesses of solenoids vs. dipoles vs.

solenoids by the subgroup chaired by Pope precedes the section on magnets.

Littenberg presents the progress on the design of a large dlpole magnet.

Bregman reviews why the dlpole is preferred by that group. Crannis shows

how the idea of the magnet for Lapdog evolved. Luckey and Ting discuss the

use of conventional magnets in, for example, the Magnetic Hall Detector

mentioned by Chen. Pope explains the virtues of a toroidal magnetic field

for many different detectors. The torold field has no effect on the beams

and is closed so that no flux return is required. However, the coils may

obstruct a fraction of the solid angle and need quite strong support.

The main effect of the bunched beams is to give 302 of the events

which occur with another event in the same bucket. The report of the work-

Ing group headed by Blumenfeld points out that experiments may need to

distinguish these multiple events by using time differences, by reconstruct-

ing the vertices, or by finding too much energy via calorimetry. Johnson

comments on how to try to resolve multiple interactions.

The next working group led by Morse studies whether detctors that are

designed for Phase I luminosity can be upgraded to handle the Phase II
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luminosity. Johnson abates some lessons learned at the ACS in an experi-

ment that operated at rates of 10 /second. Bozoki rewinds us that the

machine magnets must be quite reliable in order to do any physics.

Finally, a group headed by Sumorok reviews varioviH cuUbratton and

monitoring schemes that have been used in large detectors. They then rteam-

mend some principles that should be followed in the coming designs.

We concluded that all of these detectors could do important physics
o +

in Phase I. A detailed study of Z and W~ production would be possible, as

well as a search for higher mass Z's or W's. Bound new flavor states will

be looked for with mass above 40 GeV, the Higgs or technicolor production

might bj seen. Large transverse momentum jets would be studied to test

QCD. We concluded that the development of a high precision vertex detector

to allow the direct detection of the decays of charm or bottom particles

would be most useful.
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HAPRON CAI.ORIMETRY AT ISABE14<E

H,A. Gordon, I . Stumer, BUT.
0 . Renary, Tel-Aviv U n i v e r s i t y

I. INTRODUCTION |,

At very high energies , calorim€»tric methods have become increasingly'more

essent ia l for measuring hadronic energy. We present here a study of the capa-

b i l i t i e s of calorimetry at /s"» 800 GeV at 90°. j

The ris ing m u l t i p l i c i t y and complexity of the new physics can be eas i ly

exemplified by the event in Table I where a pair of t t quarks are produced at

/s*» 800 GeV in a pp interact ion. Each outcotnlng quark has a p - 100 GeV and

emerges at y « 0. We are using for th i s study a QCD Monte Carlo program writ-

ten by F. Paige and S. Protopopescu. |

The two beam fragments wi l l be contained mostly In the beam pipes , but a

non-negligible fraction of their part ic les w i l l contaminate the physical mea-

surements even at 90° ( see S.D. Smith and It. Gordon ) .

In the second sect ion we describe our " idea l i zed-rea l i s t i c" detector and

the showers' parameterization. |

In the third sec t ion we will try to ident i fy j e t s by calorimetry; e .g .

mass, width.

The fourth sect ion wi l l deal with a "real" problem: can one s e l e c t Z

events, when Z decays into two hadronic j e t s amid the much higher background

of two back-to-back j e t s produced at /s~» 800 GeV.

I I . THE CALORIMETER, ENERGY DEPOSITION. JET RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 1 shows an axial view of the t ra jec tor i e s of the p a r t i c l e s from a

Z decaying into t t . The layout of our calorimeter i s the fol lowing: '! there

are 8 units arranged in an octogonal cylinder around the beam pipes which are

perpendicular to the plane of the paper. The front face of each unit i s 2.0

meters from the beams. Each of these uni t s i s segmented into 20 cm x 20 cm

towers which are seperately read out . Each unit covers ±65° In theta which i s

equivalent to a rapidity coverage of -2<y<2 out of a maximum of ±6.7 for /a =

800 GeV.
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The magnetic field was of the adenoidal type with a constant B » 10
It

KCauss. The neutral particles are represented by dashed l ines .
Figures 2 and 3 display the energy deposition of the Jets in our octants.

There are 8 towers across and 40 towers along the beam directions.
Figure 2a shows the points of Incidence of different particles on the

face of our calorimeter.
Each tower consists of 2 ma uranium plates as an absorber, sampled with

2.5 mm scinti l la tor plates which are read out by wavelength shifters.
Our calorimeter i s 1.1 meters deep and has a total of 5.8 absorption

lengths and 56.6 radiation lengths.
The energy deposition in each tower is subdivided into two signals: an

"electromagnetic" part (pulse height in the first 10 radiation lengths of
depth) and the total "hadronic" part.

We have assumed that each hadron (photon) interacts after a distance, Z,
the probability distribution of which i s given by

f(Z) - l/X exp(-zm
where X i s the nuclear interaction (radiation) length. Once the particles
Interact we have used the mean longitudln.il parameterization suggested by
R. Bock et a l . 4

The energy deposited, E, as a function of S is given by
dE/dS » f(S)

normalized in such a way that a fully contained shower should deposit all of
its incident energy, E:

/ f(S)dS - E.
o

For an electromagnetic shower of energy, E, at a depth, X, expressed in
radiation lengths such as: X - 8(S/XQ), the energy deposited will be:

where a - 2.286 i 0.7136 log E (E in CeV),

B - 0.5607 i 0.0093 log E.
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The longitudinal profile of a hadronic shower which starts at a depth,

S , was parameteriztU by a two component expression of the form:

r(f,H)
where E is the incident energy, X - BE'<S-SoVXo Is the number of radiation

lengths accumulated since the start, SQ, of the shower multiplied by a dimen-

sionless coefficient B£, y • SH
- (S-SoV* is the number of absorption lengths

accumulated since the start of the shower multiplied by another d intension! ess

coefficient, B(t. C represents the "electromagnetic component" of the hadronic

shower (0 <_ C <_ 1}.

Ue used the values fitted to the UAl calorimeters after special precau-

tions were taken to Insure linear response for hadrons below 2 CeV and photons

below 0.5 GeV:

C - .4634

ctH » 0.6165 + 0.3183 log E (E in CeV)

6U - 0.9099 - 0.0237 log E

°E " " H
B - 0.2198.

For the lateral development of the showers, we have usul a two-dimension-

al gaussian distribution where the variance, a, was taken to be equal to one

half of one "equivalent absorption (radiation) length" for hadrons (photons).

One equivalent absorption length in our real calorimeter Is defined as the

total depth of the calorimeter, 110 cm divided by the total of 5.8 A; for

the hadronic component: o % 19 cm; for the electromagnetic component of the

hadron shower and for photons and electrons: n % 2 cm.

Ue have also assumed that the scinttllators will react only to the "visi-

ble energy" which was taken to be 90% out of the electromagnetic showers and

70% of the hadronic showers.

Ue have assumed that the pulse heights of the scintillators and the wave

length shifters do not suffer from attenuation length problems.

We assume a AE/E = 0.40/i/E as a hadronic resolution and a AE/E »

0.15//E"as an electromagnetic shower resolution. Those values are actually

about 10% worse than the measured ones in similar uranium-scintillator calor-
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No other shower development-deposition fluctuations were used for

this study.
Figures 2b and. 3b display the eneTgy deposition in two of the octants of

Fig. 1. The energy deposited in each tower is represented by a vertical line.
The acale i s indicated by the vertical l ine in the lower left corner of the
figure. Ml of these energies are projected onto the front face of the cal-
orimeter and a one to one correspondence with the point of Incidence displayed
in Figs. Za, 3a should be visible. Sometimes the energy in a tower appears
as a double width l ine: the left part i s proportional to the energy deposited
in the "electromagnetic floor" <first 10 radiation lengths); the right line
represents the total energy of the tower.

The histograms of Figs. 2b and 3b show the energy deposition when one
projects all the towers on the two directions. The dashed histograms repre-
sent the energy accumulated in the "electromagnetic floor" only.

in this particular shower simulation, a l l the geometrical effects were
taken into account: non normal incidence, side and back leakage.
Pattern Recognition

A rather sophisticated pattern recognition program was made. The program
is able to identify subclusters of energy deposited within a j e t .

For this paper we have used a simplified pattern recognition program in
which every jet was treated as a single cluster and all the energy deposited
in the calorimeters was assigned to our j e t s . This approach should he equiva-
lent to some on-line fast processor pattern recognition to be used in a possi-
ble multi-jet trigger. E. is the summed energy deposited by al l the particles
into an Individual tower. From each hit tower a vector was constructed from
the center of the intersection region towards the center of the tower on the
calorimeter face, defining a four vector (£ , ,E , ) .

This procedure introduces numerous approximations and systematic biases:
1. The front face of the calorimeter does not represent the "effective

plane" where the center of gravity of the shower should be located.
2. The positioning of the shower in the center of the tower does not

give the best estimate of the direction of the particles. (Improvements
could be done by smaller tower cioss sections, by balancing two Independent
left-right readout of the pulse height of a particular tower, or by
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considering the pulse height in adjacent towers to the one struck.)

3 . The f*ct that no mails Is assigned to each tower In forming the four

vector couM bias the meamirwient of the jet mass.

I l l , IDENTIFICATION OF JETS VIA CAIORIHETKY

First we Will address the question of how the magnetic field will affect

our measurements of the properties of the j e t , 40 GeV u quark j e t s were gen-

erated in ISAJET and projected into our calorimeter. The mass of the jet

calculated from ISAJET was m * 12.5 i 4.8 GeV. In Fig. 4a we show the mea-

sured mass in the calorimeter as a function of the magnetic f i e ld . For %z »

0 KCauss we obtain m - 10.9 * 3.1 GeV.

One can observe that the mass of l ight quark jets i s independent of the

strength of the magnetic field applied. In fact it is also independent of

the direction of the field as well.

Of course these statements rely heavily on the way we assume that the

quark materializes into hadrons. The total momentum of the je t i s affected

by the Intensity of the magnetic field and this can be seen in Fig. 4b.

Nevertheless, for B, • 0 KCauss the calorimeter measures a momentum of 39.3

± 4.6 GeV to be compared with a momentum calculation of 39.4 -' 1.0 GeV from

ISAJET.

The shift in ness as calculated by calorimetry in comparison with the

direct calculation In ISAJET Is most probably due to the biases (1) and (3)

mentioned at the end of the previous section. We also remark that the per-

centage error in the measurement of the mass tns not Increased by the cal-

orimetrlc method.

One nf the most interesting questions for the future physics i s : can one

Identify the quark by measuring the jet mass? We have assumed a fixed decay

chain for the t quark and changed Its mass in steps up to 25 CeV. The solid

dots in Fig. 5 represent the mass of 40 GeV t je ts calculated In ISAJET as a

function of the quark mass for B_ - 0 RCauss. The triangles and the X in the

same figure show the calorimetrlc calculated mass for two different accep-

tances of the calorimeter: |Ay| <_ 2 and |&y| <_ l , respectively. One can ob-

serve that when the mass becomes non negligible in comparison with the
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mo entum of the j e t , the acceptance of the calorimeter should he maximize!,
QCD predicts at y -- 0, p ' 4 0 CeV, a ratio of 1/1000 for t quarks versus

a l l the other light partons; u, d, s , g. For a, calorimeter with a \l\y\ £ 2
the calorimeter measures m(u jet) - 10.9 *• 3.1 GeV ami m(t jet) * 18.6 t 4.5
GeV (for a t quark mass of 20 GeV). If one selects only jets with a mass
bigger than a certain mass, m, we have calculated by how much the t jets/al l
jets ratio will increase. For example, le t us assume that a very sharp trig-
ger threshold can be applied on the mass of the jets . If one accepts only
jets with a mass bigger than 18 GeV, only •v 1% of the light constituent jets
will survive and we will lose ">• 48% of the t quark Jets. Now the ratio t jets /
all jets has become approximately 4%. This ratio is displayed in Fig. 6 as a
dashed line as a function of the mass cut, m. If one assumes that the t
quarks are produced in pairs ( i . e . back-to-back t , t j e t s ) , the rejection
over the regular constituent jets i s much bigger and the ratio of t t jets/al l
jets can be --- 907. (see solid line tn Fig. 6).

In the ISA.1ET Program the mass of the jet increases when the momentum of
the jet increases. Sew technicolor states, l ike n_ may have masses of ^ 200
GeV and sizable branching ratios into tt pairs. That will require jet identi-
fication for momenta of 100 GeV/c. Figure 7a(b) shows the mass of the u(t)
quark jet reconstructed through calorlmetry when those jets were generated
at momentum of 100 GeV/c, One obtains m , » 21.0 * 5.3 GeV and m . "

u jet t jet
28.7 • 5,1 GeV for a t quark of mass 20 GeV. Now, the power of rejection by
jet-oass selection against regular constituent jets has become not useful.

In conclusion, the jet-mass should provide a useful tool in selecting
heavy quark-antiquark states at y » 0. A calorimeter with good solid angle
coverage |&y| £ 3 could do the job for masses of the quark of the order cf
20 GeV and p of the order of 50 GeV. We estimate that an increase of the
Pi to 100 CeV/c or a measurement of the jet at higher rapidity will make the
jet-mass identification less useful.

IV. Pi JET MASS - IDEHTIFICATION OF Z°

To approximate the detection of the Z° •* uu or * t t , we generated events
with the transverse momentum of each jet set to SO GeV/c and reconstructed
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th« dijet mass in our calorimeter. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The uu
spectrum i s much sharper than that from the t t . The reason can be found in
the reconstructed momenta spectra, Fig. 9. The low tall in the momentum
spectrum in th* t(t) case occurs because of missing the energy of neutrinos
and muons. For t j e t s the average number of neutrinos per jet i s 0.81 and
the average number of muons per jet i s (.4) with mean momentum of 4.3 GeV/c
when the jet i s at 40 GeV/c. The mass resolutions are shown in Table I I .

Other Methods of Differentiating Jets

We studied a variety of other methods of distinguishing jet flavors by
constructing simple moments. Some of these are shown in Fig. 10 for u and t
j e t s . Events were generated in ISA.IET. Each moment was calculated from the
four-vectors assuming a perfect detector. We define

t

where E, i s the energy of the il particle in the jet and 9. is the angle be-
r" K *

tween the 1 particle and the jet axis. It i s clear that <0> gives a better
separation between the u and t jets than <8 > or <6 >.

Us also tried various moments involving
n o m
1 Z i p i i

where Z. i s the f r a c t i o n o f the t o t a l j e t momentum the i p a r t i c l e has , and
thp . i s the transverse momentum of the i p a r t i c l e from the j e t a x i s .

<Zpx > gave the l a r g e s t separation of a l l those tr ied ^ about 10:1 r e -

j e c t ! ' u at the cut shown.
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Table I

Tw> 90° Je t s of t , t Quarks with 100 Gev p i Each at / s - 800 GeV

(td) P ° P W I T + K * V K %
U , . . * O Q - , O , +

(ub) i t i n i ri IP

I*

t : ( s t ) n K °iTOwir~TrQir p IT"

U n~ « (itE) (nit n1

I
+ 1

I FvV\V

beam j e t 1 : I p i n'np P T tup

beam j e t 2: no up p p P p it

Table II

Central Values and Sigmas for Momentum and
Invariant Masses Calculated from the Calorimeter

_

uu 100 99.0 ± 4.8 21.8 ± 5.2 202.5 ± 6.3
50 «9.5 ± 3.4 13.7 ± 3.1 102.6 + 4.7

tt 100 88.6 ±11.7 28.7 ± 5.9 185.7 +17.9
50 41.7 ± 7.4 20.9 ± 5.0 93.4 ±10.8
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 . Axial view of a Z •* tt as seen in the spec i f i c ca lor-

imeter described in the t e x t .

Fig, 2 , Energy distr ibut ions and trajectories projected to the front face

of the calorimeter in octant 3 for the event in Figure I .

Fig. 3 . Energy distr ibut ions and trajectories projected to the front face

of the calorimeter in octant 6 for the flyenr in Figure I .

Fig. 4 . a) Mass of the j e t measured in the calorimeter versus the magnetic

f i e l d strength; b) Monentum of the j e t .measured in the calorimeter

versus the magnetic f i e l d strength.

Fig. 5, Mass of the j e t for various masses for the t-quark.

Fig. 6. Ratio of ttie number of t j e t s to a l l j e t s observed as a function of

the lower l imit of quurk mass accepted. At m - 0 th i s implies no

mass cut so the value of 0.001 i s the ra t io of the expected number

of t quarks to a l l quarks produced.

Fig. 7 . a) Mass distr ibut ion of u quarks with momentura of 100 GeV/c; b)

Mass distr ibut ions of t quarks with momentum of 100 GeV/c.

Fig. 8 . Hijet invariant mass d is tr ibut ions reconstructed from the ca lor -

imeters for a) uu and b) t t events with 100 GeV invariant mass.

Fig. 9. Momentum distr ibut ion for 50 GcV/c, a) u and b) t jc tn , recon-

structed from the calorimeter.

Fig. 10 . Various moments for u and t j e t s - see text for d e t a i l s .
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CALQRIMETRIC TRIGGERS FOR PHASE X OPERATION

S. 0. Smith and H. Gordon, BNl.

Wo would Like Co evaluate Che usefulness of various analog calorimeter

suns as triggers in Phasi- I. In particular, we are concerned about the

effects of multiple minimum bias events within the same RF bucket which we

would like to select against. Here, we define minimum bias events as those

interactions comprising the bulk of the 50 mb total cross section which do

not have high transverse momentum jet structure. If we further define
31 -2 -1Phase I to be t. » 2.7 x 10 cm sec with a 220 ns bucket spacing we can

immediately see that the mean number of events/crossing is .3 and the prob-

abilities of seeing G, 1, 2 or 3 events In any single bucket is

n

0

1

2

3

£
.741

.222

.0333
,00033

Frequency (He)
—

1.01

.15

.015

For this study we will imagine a hadron calorimeter which covers the full

2IT of azimuth and the entire rapidity interval between y » ±4 (2.1° _; 0 <_

177.9°). We will consider neither the effects of calorimeter resolution nor

those of a magnetic field.

First of all, energy sums which are not weighted according to the 6

position of the calorimeter elements do not seem to be useful to us as they

will be dominated by small sinS low transverse momentum events. If we think

that large transverse momentum characterizes interesting events we should,

accordingly, make sums over the calorimeter elements such as

E 5 t E sinO -u I |p. |.
i-1 particles

ttere the sums go over the entire solid angle coveted by the calorimeter.

We were able to generate distribtution for E_ » t. ̂  [P̂  | during

the workshop using Frank Paige's Monte Carlo event generation programs for
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both ninimui* bias and QCD jet events. Figure 1 shows the results lor the

minimum bias ease. Typically a minimus* bias event has 20-30 particles in

the calorimeter depositing only about 8.5 CeY for E^, The E T distribution

appears surprisingly gaussian with a 'v 2,6 GeV. The distribution arising

from 2 and 3 simultaneous evants is also shown,

In Figure 2 we compare the ?„ distributions of QCD jet events with

that resulting from the minimum hiaa events. Note that at this choice of

luminosity and crossing frequency that events containing jets of P > 20

GeV/c have an E, distribution well above that of the minimum bias events.

Xi the mean number of interactions per crossing is increased the minimum

bias distribution will flatten out.

It is likely that if the existence of jets is clearly established

a more selective jet trigger would be desired. To this end, we imagine a

scries of overlapping calorimeter sums each of which covers only a limited

range in azimuth and rapidity.. After an initial trigger resulting from

our E sum, we might check to see If the largest of these more restricted

sums (defined as E_), is greater than some threshold value. He would like

each A$, Ay area summed over to be large enough to efficiently collect the

energy of a jet centered on it but small enough to select against the more

diffuse minimum bias events. We have chosen fi$ - 45° and Ay » 1.

Figure 3 compares the E_ spectra for minimum bias (including multiple events)

and QCD jet events having a jet with P > 10, and 20 CeV. Clearly, the

discrimination against minimum bias events has been greatly improved.

In conclusion, the use of sinO weighted calorimeter suns would appear

useful for discrimination against minimum bias events and multiple low P

interactions at Phase I ISABELLE, In particular, the t/pe of restricted

sum described in the text should make a good jet trigger, An E_ threshold

of T.25 GeV would result iu a counting rate *, 10 kc and reasonable signal to

noise. E T trigger thresholds anyvhere above 10 GeV appear to completely

suppress the minimum bias events, if one desires to separate multiple events

by detecting a total energy greater than the available JiT, a calorimeter

coverage of at least jy| £ 7 is required. Pseudo-rapidity y = 7 corresponds

to a polar angle, 6 * 1.8 mR.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I, Thete are the distributions in E T arinlnj from one (solid

line), two (dashed line) and three (UoccvU line) ainiaua

bias type events occurring in the sane RF bucket. The

normalisations are correct for L » 2.7 x 10 with 220 ns

bucket spacing and assuming poissonian statistics.

Figure 2. This graph compares the E ? counting rate distributions

arising from all minimum bias events, including multi-

event buckets (solid curve) vf. fi those arising from QCD

jet events having at least one jet of total transverse

momentum greater than 10 GeV (dotted curve), SO GeV (dashed

curve) and 30 GeV (dash-dotted curve). The QCD Jet curves

do not include multiple event effects.

Figure 3. These are the resulting distributions when the largest t_

sum over a limited region (it « j, iy • 1) is sought for a

trigger. The solid curve arises from all minimum bias events

(n < 4) while the dotted and dashed curves are due to the

QCD jet events where at least one jet has a total transverse

momentum greater than 10 cr 20 GeV, respectively.
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LAPDOC - A LARGE ANGLE ELECTROMAGNETIC EXPERIMENT FOR ISABELLE

L, Ahrens, S. Aronson, H. Foelsche, B. Gvbbard,

P. Wanderer, H. Weisberg, P. Yamin, BNL

D. Cutts, R. Lanou, Brown University

R. Engsimann, P. Crannis, J. Kirz, M. Marx, R, McCarthy, SUNY

In the summer of 1980, a group of physicists from Brookhaven, Brown and

Stony Brook held a small workshop to begin development of a proposal for

ISABELLE, aimed at high resolution studies of it*, Y, and electrons. Although

we make no pretense of predicting which questions will be most fundamental

when beams begin circulating, it seems a very good bet that the high luminos-

ity afforded by ISABELLE, will enable exciting new work in the realm of short

distance (high mass and high pp) phenonema. With our eye on this kind of

physics, we have focussed on detection of electrons and gammas, feeling that

the widest range of studies can thereby be enabled - without an excessively

large detector.

I. PHYSICS GOALS

There are several specific topics which we have used to develop our

ideas:

1) Dielectron studies - Either the Z* and (tt) states will be observed

before ISABELLE or not. If not, we would want to be in a position to search

for them, if so we must study their properties. The yield of Z*'s is a meas-

urement of QCD scale violations. It will also be crucial to measure the phys-

ical width of the Z* as an indicator of the number of neutrino species and to

search for fine structure in the (tt) production, as observed for ij. and T.

This requires good energy resolution for the electrons; calorimetiric measure-

ment of G is better than magnetic determination of p above some energy. We

believe it possible to achieve resolutions good enough for these measurements
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« system baaed on lead-glass shower detectors or the equivalent.

Other aspect* of tlactron production interest us; study of the continuum

(DreU-Ysn) of e+e" yields important information on hadron structure. Ob-

servation of «* through their leptonic decays is obviously of interest.

Finally, we would like to be sensitive to the Higgs boson (or any Goldstone

Boson of similar properties). This latter poses a severe experimental chal-

lenge if the boson mass exceeds 20 GeV/c2. A good resolution dilepton ex-

periment may however be sensitive to some possible H* channels - vis, H* •+ t|ii|>

or TT, Z** H* • massive e* pair or (tt) * H* • Y.

2) High Px particle production - With 700 GeV available in the center

of mass we expect to be able to get significant counting rates of high Pf

single particles out to 60 GeV/c, a factor of four increase over the presently

studied range. We choose to focus on measurement o£ tf* and T, rather than

identify it*/K*/p* for several reasons. We do not feel that comparison

of say itvs K production at the low X T available is likely to give any

insight into small distance physics that has not been better measured at fixed

target machines. Charged particle identification is expensive in real estate;

we favor doing a good job on electromagnetic particles, judging that such a

strategy opens more interesting windows than particle identification. As an

example in the high pj realist, with good EM detection we expect to distin-

guish single Y from it *, This is important since current theory suggests quite

different characteristics and underlying mechanisms for these two. We note

that the precision of 6B/E measurement for EH particles improves with energy

whereas Sp/p measurements front magnetic deflection get worse. For the geome-

try discussed below the cross-over is around 20 GeV.

3) Multilepton studies - Many sources of multilepton production can be

imagined. Specifically there are the possibilities of Higgs bosons, W*. new

sequential leptons, neutral heavy leptons or naked top states - each of which

can decay into cascades of ordinary (e,|i) leptona. Thus a detector that has

chosen a focus on electrons in some portion of its solid angle might very

usefully be augmented with muon detectors over some remaining solid angle and

thereby provide useful information on multileptonic final states. We have not

imagined this class of physics to be the main motivation, but rather an inter-

esting area for expansion.
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4) Jet studies - Much attention has been devoted in recent years to jet

production at high pj; the hope, somewhat fulfilled, has been that jets may

reveal underlying constituent structure more directly than single hadron pro-

duction. Experimentally, recovery of a clean jet signal awash in a flood of

hadrons has been « major challenge in hadiron-hadron collisions. We may expect

however that at very hiigh pj, the isolation of jets may become simpler. It

is also of great intrinsic interest to study pj and angle dependence of jet

production. It is probably true that, owing to the complexity of the final

state, information from several complementary experiments will be useful. He

have not chosen to optimise a detector for jet physics; however we foresee

that many interesting results could be obtained. For example, we may want to

compare jets recoiling against high pj n*'s and y's to help distinguish

various scattering subprocesses. Sensing the absence of recoiling jets for

single high pj electrons should materially help enhance the W* signals.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

There are several important considerations that have colored our discus-

sions and seem to be central to our thinking.

1) Of the many physics possibilities, we feel most excited by the oppor-

tunity to probe the very short distance structure of hadrons and the chance of

studying new massive particle states. A natural avenue that focuases on both

of these areas is a high pj experiment which emphasizes detection of «*, Y

and electrons.

2) We find then! are many reasons to push for the best available energy

resolution of EM particles. We aim for measurement of the width of the Z" and

resolution within the family of (tt) states. Good energy resolution is also

essential for discriminating it' from single Y. Thus we envision an electro-

magnetic calorimeter based upon lead-glass Cerenkov counters - or any afford-

able alternative of comparable resolution. We are willing to sacrifice, for

example, full 4ir solid angle coverage for the best resolution.

3) For various reasons, we prefer a configuration that does a few exper-

iments very well to a global program which can do some of everything. This
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style of experiment seema to be favored by all participants in the study to

date. Implied in this style ia an intention to resist designing a gargantuan

apparatus and to be content with the merely huge. Realistic budgets for such

an experiment are limited to $5 million.

4) We feel rather strongly that good first round experiments will be

moat successful if they are kept relatively simple. Our ideal of course is to

find a design that ia simple to calibrate and run and which allows straight-

forward analysis to yield quick physics results. There is some historical

precedent to support the feeling that simple experiments will produce the best

physics in the early years of running, A corollary to this simplicity

argument is that it may be more productive to do experiments where trigger

rates can be kept low and thus highly optimised computer analysis is not

required. We have, for example, felt the need for a magnetic field but hope

to keep the tracking chambers out of the main magnetic volume. Thus - we hope

- we preserve moat of the simplicity of straight line pattern recognition and

fitting.

Several tactical decisions have been made following the adoption of the

above considerations.

A) In order to discriminate electrons from charged hadrons with good

certainty we need some additional identifying method beyond the energy meas-

urement in the EH calorimeter. We have rejected Cerenkov identification as

unwieldy and space consuming; transition radiation detectors introduce a non-

negligible mass detrimental to e* studies. We opted instead for independent

measurement of momentum with a magnetic spectrometer system. Comparison of

(B/p) with one seems sufficiently powerful to identify electrons reliably,

particularly when coupled with longitudinal shower development information in

the calorimeter. In order to keep the calorimeter sice to a minimum, the

field should be as close to the beams as possible.

B) The calorimeter array, in addition to having good energy resolution,

should have reasonably fine position resolution. Part of the reason for this

is simply the high multiplicity expected at ISABBU.E and the need to avoid

spatial overlap of several shower deposits. Fine segmentation is also neces-

sary for the method we have in mind for distinguishing ir* and y. Briefly,
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this method consists of Tunning with a radiator (oil ( M / 3 r.l.) before the

magnetic field. Electron pairs from gamnaa which convert in the (oil are then

separated by the field and show up in the calorimeter as two distinct energy

clusters. If the e*e~ pair is accompanied by another Y (as in IT * or 1

decay) we expect to. see a third energy cluster between the electron hits.

Single Y'-J should present a pattern with no third cluster. Our studies show

that for spatial cells in the 5-10 cm range along the bend coordinate, this

method effectively separates n* and 7, even in the presence of radiative

effects and multiple scattering. The energy resolution of Fb glass plays an

important role too, for those cases where the electrons radiate hard Y*s and

the effective e*e~i mass must be computed.

C) The magnet, while essential to our scheme, is not the most important

feature of the experiment. It must therefore be simple enough that it neither

dominate the budget nor the effort.

D) We recognize that it is likely to be impossible to build or instru-

ment a detector which covers 4" solid angle and has the desired energy resolu-

tion, keeping within our presumed budget.

We have discussed at some length a range of compromise solutions in which

restricted coverage is achieved. We conclude that, for a fixed area or solid

angle affordable, we are better off to keep Ay (or A9) large at the expense

of A$- rather than the reverse. This is dictated by our choice of high Dj

physics. For example, Z* •* e+e~ decay is expected to give electrons over

a rapidity range of about *2 units with roughly equal probability; the

azimuthal correlation of the two elecrons is great, owing to the large mass

and limited pj of the Z*. Similar conclusions are reached for jet or W*

studies. Simply stated, in high pj pair physics one pays once for

restriction in $, but twice for restriction in y,

E) We imagine that our goals can naturally be accommodated in the Wide

Angle Hall scheduled for the 6 o'clock insertion at 1SABELLE; thus we would

tike to design a magnet compatible with the beam extraction lines. We also

shoutd keep the magnetic field effect on the intersecting beams to a minimum.

The detector which has emerged from our discussions is briefly described

h»r». We chose a magnet which is basically an iron filled toroid with field

line* directed azimuthally. Two open wedges in this magnet of approximately
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+25* aach are, made in the horizontal plane and define the azimuths! aperture.

Inner and outer torpid radii are 75 and 175 en; the field integral is about

1.5 To. Tracking chambers (drift or PWC) are located inside and outside the

magnet for mementua determination and location of particle hit positions at

th* EM calorimeter. The Pb glass calorimeter begins it t" 225 cm and extends

to approximately 300 cm. This calorimeter is built from long rectangular

pieces approximately 6.5 x 6.5 cm2 in cross-section. Many layers (6-10) are

then required to achieve the necessary depth for shower containment. Photo-

tubes are mounted on the small area cross sections at top and bottom of the

array. At least three PWC'a are interleaved in the matrix to give accurate

shower positions at several depths and for tracking calibration rauans through

the array. Sketches of the detector are shown in Figs, la and b.

III. MAGNET

The magnet design for this experiment is shown in Figs. 2a and b. It can

be considered as an iron toroid with 2 air gaps or as 2 oppositely directed

dipole fields. It has beer chosen to give reasonable momentum resolution over

ii -v TT/2 and 25* < 8 < 165*. For this type of magnet the bend plane

contains the long dimension of the interaction diamond, necessitating chambers

near the beam pipe. Figure 3 shows the field strength vs distance from the

collisions point. The inner and outer tracking regions contain about 8X and

19* of the total field integral respectively. One quadrant of the field con-

figuration is shown in Fig. 4, which indicates that the field on the lead

glass phototubes, or on the beam pipe, can be easily minimized. An attractive

feature of this field is that in the bean view (Figure 4) there is very little

bending, facilitating tracking and/or triggering. In order to achieve the

requisite field integral and minimize power consumption, we expect to use

superconducting coils.

This design permits us to retain a great deal of flexibility in the

experiment. The magnet can be translated down the beam, or left and right

half split and displaced with respect to each other. There is sufficient iron

in the return to permit slots for possible muon tracking (there is equal /Bdl
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in the vertical plane) or even hadron calorimetry. There it sufficient room
Co place tracking chamber* above and below the beam pipe.

Coat for thii magnet, including trantport mechanism is about $2 million.
Design work of the magnet and transporter have been in progress at Brookhaven
this year.

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC DETECTOR

The electromagnetic detector, which is at the heart of this experiment is

designed around lead glass. We will attempt to implement a minimum amount of

glass consistent with a £E/E « 0.04//E + 0.006 achieved by Appel et al. In

addition we want positional information such that we get good hadron rejection

and directional information.

The resulting design, shown in Figs, la and b is one with all elements

made from blocks 6.5 cm x 6.5 era x varying length all stacked with the long

axis vertical. The 6.5 cm x 6.5 cm size is convenient segmentation for both

phototube size and hadron rejection by lead glass alone.

Magnet dimensions and charged particle tracking constrain the array such

that the first plane of lead glass is 225 cm away from closest approach to

beam line.

Although in principle the coverage in angle can be done in a stack with

blocks all in the same plane, this is more costly in lead glass. The presence

of the wire chambers makes it awkward to "round the corner" near the end of

the magnet by the simple expedient of stacking the blocks like a cross-word

puzile - the chamber edges have to be dealt with anyway. Instead, we divide

the detector beyond the magnet end (+2 meters or +36.5' from 90*) by four

smaller "transition" pieces with stacking identical to that of the "barrel"

(see Fig. 1b). These "transitions" pieces cover down to 9 3 25° with a dead

region of about 2.5* at 8 ?53*.

There are eight layers of lead glass. In a radial direction at 90* to

the beams this presents 21.5 radiation lengths. Wire planes are placed

between layers 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and between 4 and 5 and after layer 8. These

chambers serve to provide, via their segmentation, several functions: 1)
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determination of correction factor for showers developing late in the stack of

only 2l.5X0, 2) greater precision in gamma direction determination than

obtained front block* alone (wires free us from necessity of finding vertical

position via pulae height division in block*), 3) again, via improved

spatial resolution, they should increase our ability to reject hadrona vi

showers; and 4) to track muona through the array for calibration. The

placement of the chambers has not been optimized; they are spaced with the

following considerations in mind: 1) three z-aegmentationa seem minimal, 2)

the first two divisions were placed after 2.7XO and 5.4XO to make sure

that the probability of getting an early sampling of shower development was

high. 3) the third division was made as deep into the stack as seems

consistent with being far enough in for late and/or long shower conversions

and adequate moment arm for direction measurement but not so far that it was

rarely used to provide the third segment for hadron rejection and/ or energy

corrections.

The total weight of lead glass is 92 tons and consists of 3400 blocks.

In order to contemplate using such a quantity we have embarked on a program to

reduce the cost of lead glass without compromising its performance. So far we

have shown that it is possible to use blocks which have not had the four long

aides cut, ground and polished. The untreated surfaces are very smooth, but

in comparison to polished blocks the surfaces are rippled and the corners

round. (Fig. 5) This discovery alone is expected to reduce the cost by a

factor of 2. We are proceeding with other ideas for savings, such as using

blocks that are not "fine" annealed. We have tested an array of 30 of these

blocks to compare resolutions with different orientations and to study how

well the energy spilled out the back of the array can be predicted from an

individual longitudinal shower profile. Preliminary analysis suggests that

energy resolution is as good as, or nearly so, that achieved in a single

IS x 15 cmz block containing the entire shower. We have also studied pulse

height variation with distance from the phototube for a full length (140 cm)

bar (Fig. 6) and variation with angle of electron incidence (Fig. 7 ) . We be-

lieve that the uniformity of light response is adequate for successful

control. We iio however feel the need for better energy resolution and cali-

bration studies in high energy electron beams.
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At thit mencnt we estimate the glass array will cost S2.5M including

glass, phototube* and readout electronic!.

Ths> mass resolution for 90 GeV e*e~ states it wholly dependent on the

energy resolution of the lead glass. If we assume resolution of ag/E «

0.006 * 0.042A'£ for the energy measurement d>;: - 0.94 GeV at K • 90 GeV),

our simulations ahow that o m for the Z* mass is 0.7S GeV, With energy

resolution <7g raised to 1.34 GeV, the mass resolution increases to about 1.0

GeV. The physical Z" full width r is expected to be about 3 GeV, with an

additional 0.2 GeV added for each new neutrino type. A preliminary estimate

suggests that about 300 Z* decays, measured with resolution c^ " 1.0 GeV,

will suffice to measure T to the desired accuracy.

V. TRACKING SYSTEM

We expect to have a system of drift chambers around the beam pipe, in

front of the lead glass and distributed through the lead glass array. While

the momentum measurement is unnecessary for measurements of the Z*, it is

crucial for the single e- physics and will be useful in limited jet studies

an) in calibration work. With presently available chamber resolutions we find

<5p/p It Cp with C - 1.35 x 10~3 (CeV/c)"1 at 6 - 90* and C - 0.63 x

JO"3 (GeV/e)"1 at 8 - 45" which is approximately equal to the lead

glass rewolution for 20 GeV/c e~. Designs for this system have not been

completed.

VI. RATES

ye have calculated some rates for the experiment outlined above, using a
luainc&ity of 2 * 1031 (cm2 sec)**. Using the computed Z* produc-
tion cross-section of Paige1 and a branching ratio of 3% into e*e~, we
find 0.15 Z* detected/hour. The acceptance for Z* •• e+e" is found from
Monte Carlo simulation to be about 0.0A ~ in part because of the limited A<p
coverage (Hf/lr • 1/4) and in part due to loss of electrons near the beam pipe.
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y! for a (tt> bound state at m * 50 GeV we estimate 0.12 detected
event* per day.

High fn 11*'s with'rt the rapidity range | yj < 2,5 occur in detectable
quantity out to pj » 60 GeV/c. Using current QCO predictions? we expect
20 events/hour at pj • 20 GeV/e and 0,1 tventt/hour at py • 60 GeV/c,
Single protons can be detected using the technique discussed above, although a
loss in rate is incurred by the need to convert a Y and by trigger selection
cuts. Assuming y/it* " 0.1, we find about 2 direct y/hour detected at 10
CeV/c, dropping to 0.12 per hour at 20 GeV/c. Our Monte Carlo studies
indicate that i>*fs are misidentified as y's about lOt of the time so that
measurement of yh of less than 0.1 becomes diff icult .

Studies of muttilepton rates are less well understood. An estimate has
been made for the case 2' - t t , based upon instrumentation of magnet return
yokes as muon identifiers and rauon filters behind the electromagnetic
calorimeters and assuming 10S semileptonic decay branching ratios at each step
of the quark cascades. He find that three lepton events occur about half as
often as detected Z' •* e*e~, whereas four lepton events are seen at about
ZX of the 2' -» e*e" events.

Consideration has been given to some of the backgrounds expected. For
the electromagnetic detector the relevant question is the probability of
another IT' or y hitting a cel l already struck by a high pj> particle. With
less than one event per bunch crossings the only background, given adequate
shielding to the heami, is that from the same event. We estimate this
probability to be 2 it 1D~ ,̂ hence on average, an extra 0.6 HeV deposited
in the ce l l . A similar overlap probability may be expected in the tracking
chamber ce l l s . Since this experiment would not place a premium upon
interaction vertex reconstruction, we do not envision particular difficulty
eveti if the luminosity in bunched beam mode were to rise to give significant
multi-interaction crossings.

In summary, we a.*e enthusiastic about the prospects of early turn on of
tSABELLE with luminosity of 2 x 103l (cm2 sec)"1. We feel confident
that our rcajot goals of elucidating thfc vector boson properties and extending
high pf particle production cross-sections can be achieved. The proposed
experiment would enable us to look in previously unexplored regimes of energy,
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HUMS and transverse momentum. We imagine that interesting work can b* ttont in
examining nultilepton events, imiltigamm production, and in correlation of
jets with high pj. ^article production. Higher (unbundled beam) luainotititf
will greatly aid these studies, but we feel that first round studies at tht
projected Phase 1 luninosity will be invaluable in pointing out which aspects
•aost deserve further study at higher rates.
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FICURE CAPTIONS

Fig. la. Schematic bean's view.
Fig. 1b. Schematic plan view.
Fig. 2». Cross section of split toroid/dipole.
Fig. 2b. Plan view split toroid/dipole.
Fig. 3. Toroid field in median plane.
Fig. 4. Field map for one quadrant of detector.
Fig. 5. Lead glass blocks used in optical comparisons.
Fig. 6. Obs«rved pulse tv!=:.t vs distance from phototube in a 140 cm long

lead glass bar.
Fig. 7. Variation of pulse height with angle for polished and extruded lead

glass bars.
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THE, MAGNETIC HALL DET1CT0R

M. Chen, HIT, C. Cheng. 1HEP B e i j i n g , T. Matsuda, MIT,

H.W. Tang, IHIP Beij ing, and J . Warnoek, MIT

I . IKTHOPWTIOM

The records of high energy physics in the l a s t decade are f u l l of

•upr ises and successes . Among these are the d i scover ies of new quarks and

leptons and the success of gauge theor ies , The Glashaw - Weinberg - Sal am

SU(2)xB(l) model for the electromagnetic - weak interaction and QCD for the

strong interaction are the highl ights of the l a t t e r . However, at present our

scheme has not yet been completed; at l e a s t one additional quark ia yet t o be

observed, and the d i scover ie s of one or more Z° and W* either elementary or

composite, at the mass values either as predicted by the standard model or

the ir absence, w i l l have perfound impact on p a r t i c l e physics . I f the theory

of mass generation turns out to be correct , we have also to find the Higgs par-

t i c l e (or the technicolored p a r t i c l e s ) . ISABELLE, the proton-proton

c o l l i d e r uhich presumably comes in operation in 1986 with the center-of-mass

energy of 700 GeV and the i n i t i a l luminosity of 2x l0 3 1 cnT^sec"1, w i l l cer -

ta inty be one of the best places to study these new phenomena. However, the

ult imate goal of ISABELLE could be s t i l l beyond these s tudies . Because of the

the large center-of-mass energy and the very high luminosity we can expect

brand-new phenomena. Therefore major detec tors at ISABELLE should have enough

f l e x i b i l i t y so that they can be modified in the la ter stage to look for the as

yet unexpected, as wel l as the capabi l i ty to study the "standard" phenomena

with high precision at the f i r s t s tage .

Keeping these points in mind we proposed a high resolut ion muon/flavor

spectrometer cons i s t ing of a 4KG, large volume (10x10x10 m3) so lenoidal mag-

n e t , high reso lut ion vertex chamber, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter

and muon chambers as one of the major f a c i l i t i e s at ISA.

I I . PHYSICS AT ISA

ISA wil l give us an opportunity to search for new par t i c l e s at the

highest energy (/a • 700 GeV) with a high luminosity of the order of 2x l0 3 1
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cm~J/aec, Hith the booster installed and with additional superconductive
low-8 quadrupotea closer to the intersection region at the later stage, the lu-
minosity can be further increased to 1033 cm~2/see. Assuming an integrated lu-
minosity of t x 1038 cm"2 for the first year and 10*° en~z/year with the
booster, the following physics could results

This approach that the detector gets more sophisticated as time goes on
matches with the increases of luminosity*

1) Z°,U* production and the leptonic decays

a> Masses of Z° and W*
To reveal the nature of the weak force is clearly one of the most

fascinating tasks of high energy physics of the '80s. All the experimental ev-
idence from vp, ve, polarised ep and recent high energy e*e" datia from
Pe.tr* art so far consistent with the standard SU(2)xlI(l) model.

Aftef including the ofa) radiative corrections, the standard
model predicts the,following values for the W* and Z° masses to be

m,, - 83.0 1 2.4 GeV (1)

m, - 93.8 • 2.0 GeV (2)

with sin2 flw - 0.217 ± 0.012 (3)

Of course, one can obtain sin2ft,, as a function of iiy or D t . To
determine sin2ftw with a precision better than that given in Eq. (3) , ore
should strive to measure n̂ , and m, to within 2GeV. If both are precisely de-
termined, their ratio would show if there is any deviation in the parameter p

«W2

m*cos2ew (A)

which is predicted to be 1 in the standard model,
b) The 2° Width

Using sin2Pw » 0.217 and mr » 93.8 GeV. the lowest order partial
decay widths of the Z° are predicted to be (in the standard model)
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» 0,092 CeV (5a)

• 0.181 GeV (3b)

rD(Z°*hadrona) * 2.109 C«V (Sc)

vhere t i t a charged lepton (e,u,T...) and mt = 20 GeV has been used in Eq.

f5c).
Sunning over the three lepton speciea gives

ro(Z»*all) * 2.93 CeV (6)

The quantum chromodynamic corrections are the name as those computed for R -

afe*e~-»hadrons)/Ofe*e~+V*tr) if we neglect terms of order nto/m, (nu « q<>nrk
(7 81mass). Such calculations yield '

m°*hadrons> • ro(Z°*hadrons)

(7)

Using Sgda,') = 0.13 implies about a 4X enhancement in the hadronic width.

This including radiactive corrections one finds for the Z°'s predicted tot&l

width

r(Z°*all) a 3.02 CeV (7)

The result in Eq. (7) is for three neutrino species. If the total width is

found to be larger i t could be interpreted as implying the existence of addi-

tional neutrinos. One finds that the number of neutrino species, Ny, is given

by

Nv - 5.52 r(Z°+all)/l GeV - 13.7 (8)
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In order to estimate the accuracy to uhich 1"°, the width of the

?,°t could fee determined front a. given number of 3°-»u+T events, the following

procedure vat adopted. The width uaa assumed to be 2.9 CeV, and the iutt reso-

lution of the detector was taken to he constant at r • 1 G«V. Furthermore, it

was assumed that the cross section followed the Breii-Wigner fora, and the

background from Drell Yan events was subtracted out. The Breit-Uigner cross

section was then smeared using a Caussian function with 0 « 1 GeV, represent-
ed

ing the mass resolution of the detector. A Monte Carlo was then used to

produce a pair events according to the resulting curve. The events were then

gathered into 0.5 GeV bins and the number of events per bin was compared to

the number predicted from the curve used to generate the events. A chi

squared fit was carried out; the Z° width used in the Monte Carlo generation

of the events was varied, while holding the Z° width constant in the compari-

son curve. The widths which gave x^ value of 1 above the minimum chi square

value were taken as defining the la limits on T . The results were the follow-

ing; with 800 u+U~ events, the width can be measured to -/200 HeV; with 3000

U*U~ events AT - 100 MeV.

The u pair production rate from Z° decays has been calculated

(Fig. 1) to be about 2000 per 1000 hours at a luminosity of 2xl031 cm~2nec~l.

TJv acceptance of any detector for Z°+t+J." as B function of the minimum de-

fection angle is shown in Fig. 2. For a detector covering 30 s to 150° the ac-

ceptance is </$0X, or a counting rate of 800 li pair events per 1000 hours.

As for the accuracy to which the mass can be measured, the statis-

tical error is given by AnZo £ <r/2)(l/vfi) giving imZo - SO HeV with 800

U+vfevents observed. When systematic errors are included (for example the un-

certainty in the chamber alignment to >rl00 \m over 5 m distance in 4KG mag-

netic field) ltoz0 is estimated to be >r2G0 HeV. This in turn yield s i n 2 ^ with

an accuracy of 10.001 in the framework of the standard model,

c)

In order to study the W* at ISA with the proposed detector one

would look for the signal from W**u**v. The rate for W*-»u*v is expected to be

18000 per 1000 hours assuming an intial luminosity of 2xl031 en"2sec~1, and

for W+iTv the rate is predicted to be 12000 per lOOOh. With a detector
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covering 30*<ft<l50*, the detection efficiency is x?5X. This translate* into

32500 V* events per 10OQ hr.

The single u spectrum from the W* in pp interactions will show a

significant charge asymnetrv due to the V-A structure of the Vqq coupling.

The expected atynsetry is shown in Fig, 3 as a function of rapidity of the

There are two major background* for the single lepton from W**JI4V

decay. One is the lepton from Z°*ji+u~ decay. The other is from the semilep-

tonic decays from the flavored particles s, c, b and t. Their lepton P-j spec-

trum are shown in Fig. 4.

Two signatures which can be used to distinguish these events from

the background are the following. Firstly, the presence of a relatively

isolated high Pr muon. If one looks at the total energy of the hadrons along

the direction of the muon, one can significantly decrease the background due

to the decay of particles with heavy quarks. For the latter type of event,

the energy of the hadrons along the direction of the muon is expected to be

fairly large, since the muon is associated with the hadron jet, whereas in W-

deeays one would usually expect this energy to be smaller. The two distribu-

tions are shown in Fig. 5.

The second signature is a misting Pf from the undetected

neutrino. The missing P-r distribution from W- decays is compared with that

observed in heavy flavor decays in Fig. 6. Another important source of back-

ground muona comes from Z°-»u*U~ when one of the onions is missed by the detec-

tor. This background can be kept small if the detector can identify leptont

in the range 10*<fi<170° (without necessarily measuring their momenta

accurately). Also, experimentally aeasuring the P? distribution of the 2°

allows one to determine the P? distribution of the W4. The distribution

obtained in this way can be compared with the distribution obtained from the

PT spectrum of the unions from W* decay once the background due to heavy flavor

decay and the Z° has been suppressed as discussed above.

The expected y~ spectrum from W~ decay after one year of running,

are shown in Fig. 7 as 'unction of Pj for two different values of K.. One can

determine the muss of the W- to within 2 CeV from the P? distribution of the

muons. This corresponds to a A(sin^w) of ±.02.
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We studied alto the possibility of detecting W**tb. A sugges-

tion of ming an 1*1* trigger doesn't necm fruitful, the effective mass

reconstructed (assuming perfect detection of remaining energy) ia so ameared

because of the missing neutrinos that it it impossible to separate this from

tt background.

Another possibility is to uae charmed particle detection in high

mass jets to enrich the sample of heavy quark jets. In W*tb about <rbOX of

the events have a D (or F) with p> 10 CeV, and JViX have leptons with p > 4

GeV, Assuming one could identify such events one could calculate the W mass

from the two jets. The present 0* lifetime is J5xl0~^ sec, for p • 10 GeV/c

y / 5 meaning C T J750 vfR, so one needs detectors near the interaction region

that would allow one to reconstruct vertices with o >/200 \m in order to select

charm events.

2^ Hew Sequential Lepton

If a new sequential heavy lepton exists with a mass of less than half

that of the Z°, then one can study its properties by looking at events of the

type Z°-»L*L". We would require that one of the heavy leptons decays into a

union and that the other decays hadronically. The expected rate for this type

of event is about 400 per 1000 hours. In the detector one would see an

isolated muon opposite to a broad hadron jet. Also one would expect to ob-

serve a relatively large missing P_ due to the neutrinos produced. The total

width of the 7.° would also be increased by the presence of the new heavy

tepton and its associated neutrino; the total contribution to the width being

about 270 HeV.

3) Search for New Neutral High Mass Leo tons

Another possibility is a new heaw neutral lepton with a mass 4*zf>l2

produced in the ffi decay; i.e., Z°-*l°l°. Assuming that the new leptqn cou-

ples with the Z° in the same way that neutrinos do, the width of Z° will be

increased by 180 HeV for each additional type of lepton, which corresponds to

4000 l°l° events. This new neutral lepton could be observed by its decay,

e.g., l°-*un, with a mass resolution of better than IX in the proposed detec-

tor.
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4) New Quarks and Onium

If massive quarks exist, heavy vector mesons like J or y with new

flavors w i n be produced in pp collisions. Assuming the Gaisser scaling

law for the heavy vector roesona holds and that the ratio of the production

cross section to the Drall-Yan process at ra-r is the same as that of the J
(12) • W

and 3, the vield of such a new quarkonium is calculated as a function of

its mass. The measured width is dominated by the experimental resolutions.

Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio improves with the mass resolution, which

we assumed to be In/a • It. As we see in Fig. 8, we can detect such a parti-

cle up to H - T * 70 GeV at ISA.

The process Z°-»tt can be observed provided that the mass of the t

quark is smaller than half the mass of the Z°. With an initial luminosity of

2xlO31 cm~2/sec, we expect the rate for this type of event to be around 4000

per 1000 hours for mt i/20 GeV. The signature for this type of event would be

two broad jets with total invariant mass Jiiij. Alternatively if we required

that one of these jets contain a muon, these tt events can be distinguished

from the background Z"-HIU, dd, SS, cc, bb by looking at the Pj of the

muon relative to the accompanying hadron jet. The tt events can also be

produced directly in pp collisions. The production cross-section as a func-

tion of the mass t-quark is shown in Fig. 9. The tt events give rise to a

higher PT muon on the average than is observed in the events where Z° decays

into lighter flavors and therefore they can be distinguished from each other

as shown in Fig. 10 for mt • 20 CeV.

5) Multiple Muon Events

Heavy new flavored particles such as top mesons could be produced at

ISABELLA. Their decay into single high Pf muon final states is rather

copious. As discussed earlier, the fj of the lepton with respect to the

hadron jet will be higher for heavy quarks than light quarks. Such multiple

muon events with multiple secondary vertices will be an important signature of

the production of heavy flavored particles. Also, if ttiggs particles

or technicolor particles are produced at ISABELLE, we could have multiple

muon events through their dominant decays into heavy leptons and heavy quarks.
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6) Lifetime of Long-lived Particles

The relatively long-lived particles ( N T 1 3 < T < 10~10 sec) produced

from 9.f., the Z° decay can be studied by reconstructing their decay vertices,

making full use of the high spatial resolution and the good track separation

of the time expansion chamber. With a given resolution of a, the vertex posi-

tion along the track direction will be determined with a resolution of 0/9,

where ft is the angle between the two charged secondaries according to uhich

the vertex is reconstructed. Since %&* m l/"r " M/E, the distance from the in-

tersection point to the decay vertex can be determined with a resolution of

O*Y< For the sake of simplicity we have assumed E j? M20/2, which strictly is

true only for T* and high mass leptons. The average decay lengths and resolu-

tions for various partieles are shown in in Fig. 11, the distributions of the

vertex distance from the interaction point are plotted. It is feasible to mea-

sure the lifetimes of the partieles if they decay into multi-charged final

states with reasonable branching ratios and if their lifetimes are within the

range 1(T13 to 10~ 1 0 sec.

7) High Haas ZO & W* t l 6 )

Although the present data is consistent with the prediction of the

standard model, the intermediate boson structure to be explored at high

energies is by no means uniquely determined by what has been observed so far

in the low energy regime. This is why weak boson hunting may still turn out

to be an exciting adventure in the years to come.

The absolute bound on the mean charged boson mass, My $ 178GeV, the

mass relation and the lower bound on neutral boson production represent

roughly everything. which can be said about the carriers of the weak force

on fairly genera! grounds. More detailed predictions in scenarios alternative

to the standard model (in the absence of, e.g., a concrete and soluble dy-

namics of subconstituents) must rely on more specific assumptions, i.e., the

choice of undetermined parameters. A specific two boson scenario was worked

out by Schildknecht and Kuroda with fij - 120GeV (MM - 97CeV) and neutral

boson masses m\ " 100 CeV and •$ s 180 GeV. The higher mass boson may be

considered aa approximating a possible continuum. For details refer to refer-

ence 18. Fig. 12 shows the production cross section for pp for the two boson

scenario, a single boson model with Hj - 120 CeV, and the standard model.
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Experiments at ISA will hopefully decide on the question, whether the

carriers of the weak force are indeed the gauge bosons of the standard model,

or whether, alternatively! they form a more complex system, perhaps aasssiated

with a substructure of lepton* and quarks, quite analogous to the role played
(10)

by the vector mesons in QCD. In this case multiple (>2) lepton or quark

jets vill provide a dramatic signature which can be unambiguously observed by

a detector such as the one proposed here.

III. DETECTOR

Th« detector we propose here consists of;

O a 4K Gauss, large volume OOxlOxlOm-*) solenoidal magnet,

2) a high resolution vertex chamber,

31 electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and

4) muon chambers inside and outside the iron return yoke.

At the first stage of the experiment, only the vertex chamber and muon

chambers will be installed in the magnetic field. In this stage, we will mea-

sure momentum of charge^ particles, especially muons, with the resolution of

flP/P » 2t, search for new particles such as Z°, tf1, toponium, Higgs particles

and the second 7° etc., in their leptonic decay modes, and determine the

masses and the widths of these particles. In the second stage, we will in-

stall the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters which will enable us to

measure missing - P?, energy-flow of hadron jets and lepton-hadron correla-

tions. Thus, as is discussed in the section II, we can study the heavy flavor

productions and search for heavy quarks and leptons in their weak decays, and

also Higgs (Technicolor) particles in their heavy particle decay modes.

Beyond this stage, depending on what kind of new physics might come up at

ISABBLLE at the time, we may modify our detector configuration and add new de-

tector elements in order to identify hadrons, electrons in jets etc. since we

have enough space in the magnet.

The side view and end view of the proposed detector in the second stage

are shown in Pig. 13.

1) 4K Gauss, Large Volume Solenoidal Magnet

To obtain a 4K Gauss, lOxlOxlOm3 solenoidal magnetic field, we plan

to use a conventional aluminum coil magnet. The technical feasibility of this
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kind of large magnet, together with aone option* on coil windings, ia dis-

cussed in ref. 20. The coil has an inner rectangular cross-section of

and a length of 10m. Since power is expensive, we limit it to 2 Mega watts

requiring the coil thickness of =40 cm. Total weight of aluminum coil vould

be 700 tons. The iron surrounding the coil has a thickness of 60 cm (3.5 ab-

sorption lengths) to provide for a nensaturated return yoke.

The iron end caps completing the magnet will reduce the stray mag-

netic field and will improve the field houogenity. The iron return yoke would

weighs J2000 tons. To reduce the construction cost, there is a possibility to

use si sodium conductor as an alternative to aluminum conductor as is discussed

in ref. 20. Fig. 14 shows one of the option of coil winding method utilising

a helix made from aluminum bars welded together at the corners aa it is

assembled»

2) High Resolution Vertex Chamber

Imnediately surrounding the beam pipe, one possibility is to use a

cylindrical drift chamber based on the principle of the time expansion

chamber with a spatial (r6) resolution of 10 <r 30 in and a double track

separation of 200 un at atmospheric pressure. In the time expansion chamber

the anode signal is kept fast using thin wire and small gap, while the drift

of the electrons produced by the track is slowed down by using low electric

Field. In this way it is possible to obtain an anode signal truly reflecting

as a function of time the spatial distribution of the charge density. Meas-

uring the canter of gravity of this signal is equivalent to measuring the cen-

ter of gravitv of the spatial distribution which is mostly due to diffusion.

By accepting a large fraction of the ionication of the track, the error due to

diffusion for a given drift length x (e.g., x."l cm) is consequently:

with Oj'ff the broadening due to diffusion of a single electron, and n the num-

ber of accepted electrons. With n = 50 and a..,, " 50 in (for x"l cm), 7 (in is

the contribution to the spatial resolution due to diffusion. Careful measure-

ments in pressurised standard drift chambers found a constant contribution

for the best gas which would in the time expansion mode have a contribution of
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AX Q «• JO im such that we would expect in the time expansion drift chamber a po-

sition resolution of

AX » /100 • 50X Cem) (|JB).rms

Fig. IS shows the scheme of the chamber operation. Drift time is measured by

the zero-crossing of the induced signal on two potential wires. The width of

the signal will give us the information of the track angle. In Fig. 16, the

end view of the practical chamber is shown. The inner and outer radii of the

chamber are 10 cm and 60 cm respectively and the length is 2 m. The chamber

is electrically dividied into 30 segments. Each segment has 2 drift regions

and the 40 amplifying cells at the center. The amplifying cell structure in

shown in Fig. 17. The drift region is separated from the amplifying region1,

by a carbon-coated nylon mesh which can be stretched accurately to the posi-

tion. Left-right ambiguity is resolved by having two anode wires for each

cell. The s-coordinace is measured by charge division on the anode wires,

Riving a resolution of o $ 8 ran.

The chamber is planned to operate at the drift field of E=0.2 KV/cm

for 83% Ar-9% CH.-8Z CH_fOCH,)- gas mixture of the normal pressure, a mixture

which has been successfully used in first tests with the time expansion cham-

ber. There are indications of mixtures giving smaller diffusion which will be

investigated. The drift velocity is >fl cm/wsec, which corresponds to f.he maxi-

mum drift time of 6 ysec for our chamber design. Due to the time expansion

method, we can get a good track separation of •/'200 \m, which is demonstrated

in Fig. 18. The systematic accuracy will be limited by irregularities in the

flatness of the amplifying plane (nylon mesh) and the cathode plane. To mini-

mise mechanical distortions of the chamber body which cuase displacements of

the meshes, we plan to isolate the chamber in an aluminum vessel under tight

controls of temperature and gas mixture. Several methods of calibration,

including the use of a pulsed X-ray and/or a pulsed laser beam, are now under

cons iderat ion.

3) Electromagnetic and Hadronic Calorimeter

We propose to use an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter outside

the precision vertex chamber in the second stage of ISA experiment to measure
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the electronmagnetic and hadronie energy of the final states. As an example

the calorimeter can be a multi-plate sampling device with uranium-tungstun
(23)

plates and parallel plate avalanche chambers (or "multiplate ion chamber")

(McDonald and Halenta).

In this device high voltage is applied across adjacent plates to

yield gas amplification of the ioniaation caused by an electromagnetic or

hadronic shower. Although charge is collected during the entire drift time of

electrons and ions across the gap, a signal rise time of some 10 nsec can be

obtained. This is because the largest part of the prompt signal is due to am-

plification very close to the anode of the avalanche initiated by electrons

which vere liberated near the cathod, and hence have a long path for the ava-

lanche.

In an electromagnetic calorimeter made of 1/2 radiation length of

lead or tungsten, the expected energy resolution is a/E ~£ 22X//1.

In such a hadronic calorimeter the energy resolution is expected to

be olT. s 80%/^S (including fluctuations in the ionization and fluctuations

in the nuclear loss). The cathode (and anode) planes are easily subdivided

into strips or pads to measure the transverse coordinates of the EM or

hadronic showers.

In Fig. 19 the side view and the end view of the EM and hadronic

calorimeter covers 45°<f*<135°. The calorimeter is divided into 8 segments as

shown in Fig. 19.

The front part of the calorimeter is the electromagnetic calorimeter,

with 4 mm tungsten plates and 6 am gas gap for the parallel plate avalanche

chamber. The gas filling is a mixture of Argon + 5% Acetone. There are to-

tally 24 layers of tungsten plate-chamber sandwich blocks, which has a total

thickness 2? radiation length (thickness 24 cm). The back part of the

calorimeter is the hadronic calorimeter, which 15 mn tungsten plates and 6 mm

gas gap for the parallel plate avalanche chamber. There are totally 48 layers

of tungsten plate-chamber sandwich blocks, which has a total thickness of 7 nu-

clear absorption lengths (thickness is 1 meter). The total thickness of the

electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter is 124 cm.

The spatial resolution of the calorimeter is determined by the size

of the chamber cells. If we subdivide the cathode (and anode) planes of the
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paral le l plate avalanche chambers with 4x4 cm pads, we get o. $ 1 . 5 s and a,

s 4 cm with Z along the beam a x i s .

The calorimeter i s supported by Al mechanical s tructure . Some parame-

ters are l i s t ed in Table I .

4) Plane (Muon) Chambers

Outside the vertex chamber (outside the calorimeter in the second

stage of the experiment), the type of plane drift chambers similar to our pre-

vious experiments at ISR (R209) can be used to reconstract the charged parti-

cle trajectories (the muon trajectories in the second stage) and measure their

momentum. The chambers will be grouped into several layers to optimise the mo-

mentum resolution and the reconstruction efficiency. Outside the iron return

yoke same type of plane chamber will be used to reconstruct the muon trajec-

tory. Eight planes of the outer chamber will be enough to trace the muon

trajectory back into the inner plane chambers and into the vertex chamber,

thus to obtain a sufficient hadron rejection rate. The spatiial resolution of

the chamber is >/200 w and total area of the chambers would be 1800 m . The

angular range covered by the muon chambers outside the iron return yoke is

10°<P<170°.

5) Resolution and Acceptance

The momentum resolution obtained by the proposed detector is given by

the following formulas

IP J. 27o sinft

* 57"

where t is the track length (m), B the magnetic field (Teala), a the spatial
resolution of the chamber (m), 0 the polar angle of the particle and F the mo-
mentum of the charged partial (GeV/c). With a £ 200 in (in the plane

2 2
chambers) and BL » lOT-m in the first stage, the formala gives

£P/P • 5.4xlO~4«sinfl«P (in GeV/c)

For Z" decaying into 2 back-to-back unions, the mass resolution will be (Fig.
20)
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Considering the better spatial resolution (20>T10 Us) and the number of the sam-

pling point* (^0) in the vertex chamber, th« resolution should be substan-

tially improved.

In the 9econd stage of the experiment, after the insertion of

calorimeter counter we will measure charged hadron momentum in the vertex cham-

ber and muon momentum in the plane chambers outside the calorimeter. In the

vertex chamber the momentum resolution is given by the following formula;

*T _ 3.3x103 '

where N is the number of the sampling points and the other are same as before,

uith O"3x!0~ cm, N"40 and L"40 cm, the formula gives

^ - 6.3 x 10"3 P (GeV/c)
T l

The muon momentum resolution in this stage will be somehow warse by

a factor of 2>T3 than in the first stage because of the shorter lever arm. How-

ever i t is still, sufficient to identify and measure the semi-leptic decays of

heavy flavor particles with m 5 20 GeV.

The detector covers a polar angle range of 10s to 170° to identify

muons. In the angular range of 3O°<6<15O0, the momentum resolution i s in the
—4

order of 5.4x10 P_ (GeV). The vertex chamber covers only this angular re-

gion to avoid the high particle production rate in the beam directions.

6) Triggering on High P_ Muons

In order to take the full advantage of the high luminosity of the

ISA, the detector will be triggered primarily on high P_ muons. High P_ muons

can be defined by using

a) scintillation counters D. outside the return yoke, each 60 cm

wide, covering ̂  100 mr in asimuthal angle *.
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h) proportional tubes A. positioned juat outside the vertex chamber.

There are 1440 such tube* each one with t cm diameter and two meter long.

Therefore each on* covera 16 mr.

e) Plane drift chamber* can be used to define the trajectory of the

particle and therefore the minimum value of the P_ of the particle.

The trigger can then be achieved in three steps described as follows:

a) Past trigger (f 20 ns) consists of a coincidence of muon counter

0 with beam gate, i.e. trigger 1 • (Q).)*(Beam gate).

b) Secondary level trigger (>r 100 ns) consists of a coincidence be-

tween a single muon counter D. with the corresponding proportional tubes in

the sane aaimuthal angle, i.e.

trigger 2 » D. * (A._j + Aj + A i + 1) * Beam gate

c) Slow trigger (s \a) consists of coincidence of wires of plane

drift chambers in the same azimuthal region, i.e.

trigger 3 - E Chi. * TCY-.2. * DCh3- * ECh4.

i

7) Particle Production Hate, Vertex Reconstruction
31 —2 —1The expected luminosity of the phase 1 1SABELLE is 2x10 cm sec

which produces about 0.3 interactiona per aaeh beam crossing of 220 nsec in-

tervals. Since our time expansion vertex chamber has a averaged drift time

of 3 iiaec, the probability having more than one interaction for a trigger

would be substantial. However, the recorded tracks of the particles from the

interactions in the second beam crossing will be shifted from the real tracks

by /MO ns x drift velocity closer to the cathode plane. In the time expan-

sion chamber of the drift velocity of 1 cm/usec, these shifts are in the order

of 2 tun compared to the spatial resolution of i/30 in. Therefore, with the

proposed configuration of the chamber, the particles from the second beam

crossing will not form any significant verticies. Moreover, in the polar

angle range of 30*<0<150°, where the vertex chamber covers, the particle
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production rate is estimated to be 310 partieles/sec/mrad for ''s-BOO GeV

and for the luminosity of 10 em sec (Fig. 21), For the phase I luminos-

ity (2x10 ew"2 sec"1), this estimate gives •'S pavticle produced into the

vertex chamber in 3 Usec in average. Therefore either we would not tee any

particle from the second interaction or we would separate two events by the

verticiea.
32 —2 -"1As the ISABELLE luminosity increases to 1x32 cm sec , we would

have '10 interactions (or a trigger. But again the most of the interactions

are lev P^ hadric interactions and the number of the particles recorded in the

vertex chamber is estimated to be $ 50 in average. Since the time expansion

chamber has a good track separation of '200 Um, we could expect that the event

reconstruction and the separation of interesting interactions with high P_

onions (or hadrona) in the same way in the phase 1 will be possible.

SUMMARY

fie have proposed the high resolution union detector consisting of a 4K

Gauss, large volume solenoidal magnet, a high resolution vertex chamber and

conventional plane drift chambers. This combination will permit us to make

very accurate momentum measurement for all charged particles, especially v's.

High spatial resolution together with good multiple-track separation of the

time expansion vertex chamber will enable us to measure secondary verticies of

long-lived particle and will help us to reconstruct the interesting high PT

muon (hadron) interaction among the other interaction.

To the later stage of the experiment, we can add the calorimeter, thus

the detector would stand the higher luminosity and we will be able to study

heavy flavor production, possible technicolor (Higga) production etc.

Finally one of the advantages of the proposed detector is the flexibility

for the later modification. After all ISABELLE might disclose a brand-new

physics and we should leave some room for it.
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Calorimeter

EM calorimeter

hadronic
calorimeter

# Layers

24

48

Table I

W plate
thickness

(on^

4

15

gas
8«P
(ran)

6

6

Total
thickness a! W

27 r.l.
(96 ran)

7 ab. length
(72 cm)

Total
thickness

(cm)

24

100
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1 The expected dimuon mas* spectrum from the decays of 2° produced at

ISA with </l - 700 CeV.

tin- 2 The acceptance of Z° * 1*1" at a (unction of the cutoff angle 8 C of

a detector assuming that leptons are detected in the polar angle

range of »c < <* < 180° - f»c.

Fig. 3 de/dy for W* * u*v at ISA. The charge asymmetry between v* and ]T is

significant.

Fig. 4 The V? distributions of muons from W* • y*V (solid curve).. Z° + u*V~

(slashed curve) and from the semileptonic decays from quarks. Also

shown is the mion spectrum from the semileptonic decays of s, c, b

and t quark after the missing P-r cut of 15 GeV/c.

Fig. 5 The distributions of Pttu for W* + U"V, and quark jets with 10 < VjV

< 15 GeV/c and with P T
U > 30 GeV/c. Here P L ? H is defined as the sum

of the longitudinal momenta of the hadrons projected along the union

momentum in the same hemisphere (30° < fl < 150°); P L , H " £ *h
#*w

Fig. 6 The distributions of missing (unbalanced) Pf for W* + uiv and for the

semileptonic decays of c, b and t-quark.

Fig. 7 The PT distributions of the single muons from V
i * y*v with My - 79.5

GeV and ^ » 77.8 GeV. The two sets of Monte Carlo data correspond

to 1000 hours of data taking at ISA (t - 2 x 1031 cm*2 see"1).

Fig. 8 The lepton pair signals of heavy-quark %ound state (QQ) of the mass

M - = 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 110 GeV on the Drell-Yan and Z° produc-

tion "background." The quark charge e. « 2/3 and IX mass resolution

are assumed. The indicated numbers of events correspond to 1000
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hours ef data taking at L " 2 x I031 em"2 sec"1 with the detector
acceptance of 30 s < P < 150*.

Fig, 9 The calculated production cross section of p+p*l+t+X js a function

of the matt of t-quark.

Fig. 10 The Pj distributions of the fastest muons from b and c quark, and
from t-quark (mt - 20 CeV) with respect to the hadron jet axis in the
sane hemisphere (30° < 9 < 150").

Fig. 11 The distributions of the decay distance of various particles from Z°
decay. Mean lifetimes cT of 0.08, 0.3, 0.03 and 0.3 are assumed for
T, D+, B and L°, respectively. The mass of L° and the spatial .-esolu-
tion of the vertex chamber are assumed to be 10 CeV and 30 urn. Rela-
tive yields are strongly dependent on the detection efficiency for
each particle.

Fig. 12 The ration pair signatures of Z° in the standard model, the single Z°
model with the Z° mass of 120 GeV and the two-Z° model for pp co l l i -
sions at / s • BOO CeV.

Fig. 13 a) The side view of the proposed detector in the second stage.
bi The end view of the proposed detector.

Fig. 14 Coil construction from aluminum bar, either welded or bolted at the
corners.

Fig. 15 The icheme of operation of the time expansion chamber.

Fig. 16 The end view (one quadrant) of the time expansion vertex chamber.

Pig. 17 An amplifying cel l of the time expansion chamber.
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rig. 18 A demonstration of the double traek separation of the time expansion

chamber.

Fig. 19 The schematic side view and end view of the calorimeter.

Pig. 20 The momentum resolution (or the mass resolution for the back-tc-back

muon pairs) of the detector in the first stage as a function of the

production angle ft.

//. .

Fig. 21 The single particle counting rate as a function of the production

, r angle for L • 1 x 10^3 cm"2 see"1 and /si" 800 GeV. „ r -
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DOUBLE TRACK RESOLUTION
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SPHKBICM, RING IMAGING CHERESKOV DETECTOR SYSTEM WITH A WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD

T. Y p a i l a n t i s , M, Urban) J . Sequinot
Ecole Polytechniquei P a r i s , France

T. Ekelof, CBRN

With the successful tests of the Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) photon

drift detector shown in Figure 1, uhere circular ring images containing ten

points (converted photoelectrons) have been observed (see Fig. 2 and 3), it is

now possible to envision a detector system for colliding beans which has many

desirable properties. The photon detector operates with a fused quarts trans-

parent (to 7.5 eV) window with a photoionising gas TMAE (1 Torr) admixed with

methane (759 Torr) thus it contains no exotic (single crystal) components and

may be considered as "off the shelf." The value of N o " 81 cm"* presently

achieved with TMAE is expected to rise to a value of 12S cm'1, based on labora-

tory measurements of the quantum efficiency Q and the transparency T as shown

in Fig. 4, with technical improvements of the drift detector. Recall that the

number of points on the ring image H • N0L sin
29 where t is the length of the

radiator (cm) and cos 6 * 1/nB where n is the refractive index of the radiator

and 0 the velocity of the charged particle.

The spherically symmetric detector system is shown in Fig. 5 and is com-

prised of a liquid freon 14 (1SO°K) radiator and detector inside the solenoid

wound on an approximately spherical surface. The integrated field between the

vertex point and the coil is about .2T-m and the magnet consumes only 200 kW

power. The freon radiator is placed just inside the coil and is 2 cm thick (X

" .036Xo) going from a radius of .73 m to .75 m with a spherical reflecting

mirror at .75 m radius. Superinsulation separates the liquid freon radiator

from the coil. The detector for the liquid freon radiator is placed between

.51 and .55 m radius corresponding to a 4 cm thick spherical drift volume

filled with CH4 +• TMAE. Converted photoelectrons drift 20 cm or less along

lines of constant $ (asimuthal angle) to a picket fence of radial PC wires

placed along lines of constant 9 (polar angle). A planar version of such a

drift detector is shown in Fig. 1. The detectors and radiators are enclosed

by spherical quarts windows 2.5 mm thick (X - .02Xo) with the cold freon
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radiator (15Q1C) insulated from the warn detector (300°K) by atmospheric pres-

sures low thenna] conductivity! neon gas. The region between the beam pipe

and the photon detectors (.50 m radius) is free for installation of a tracking

detector and/or s. high precision vertex detector. The liquid freon has a re-

fractive index of 1.15 at a photon energy of 6.75 eV and so has a threshold of

Y " 2 for Cherenkov radiation. The quarts windows (n » 1.6) start radiating

at Y " 1*28 and cutoff at y • 2 due to total internal reflection hence the liq-

uid fveon-quarts system is continuously sensitive to charged particles above

y » 1.28 (pn • .11 GeV/c).

The number of points on the ring image from the liquid freon is about 60

(No > 125 cm*
1, I> » 2cm) and from the two quarts windows is about 38 (L • .5

cm) so pattern recognition of the circles is possible especially if a tracking

detector provides the direction of the particles as they enter the radiator.

This has been established by Monte-Carlo simulation ot e e~-*qqg jet events at

S - (30 GeV)2 and S - (100 GeV)Z.

The magnetic field lines of force in3ide and outside the coil are shown

in Fig. 6 at a power of 200 kwatts. The integrated field going out along ra-

dial lines between 0 and .75 meters is about .2T-m and outside the coil be-

tween 1 and 2 meters about 50 gauss-m. This power and field strength has been

chosen so that the condition for good ring imaging fa < ABms (where 0B is the

bend inside the radiator and A6ms the multiple scattering in the radiator) is

approximately satisfied. This condition requires

°B P - pB LO

or

.05 (B in tesla, L and L in meters)
"^^3K O

For liquid freon 14 (L = .02 m, L o = .56 m) the condition is that B > .33T in

the radiator and for Argon gas (1 bar, 293°K, L = 1 m, L o = 118 m) then B < 33

gauss in the radiator. The condition is satisified in the liquid radiator and

nearly so in the Argon radiator.
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Outside the nail, for the reasons outlined in the previous paragraph, is

placed a I raiser thick Argon radiator from 1 n to 2 n with the detector a

spherical drift detector between .9? m and I.01 « with a 2.5 mm quarts window

separating the Argon gas from the detector. The threshold at the Ar^on gas ra-

diator it Y * 35 and it will produce image* for a S s I particle wirfc 10

paints on the circle. Th« Cherenkav angle for the liquid tattiator U 516 mr

and for tht gs* radiator 28.3 mr and these produce images on their respective

detector surfaces of 292 tar and 28.3 mr respectively. The aberrations of the

ring; images have been calculated, from formulas given in reference 1, and are

shown in Fig. 7a and ?b for a liquid neon radiator (2.5 cm thick, n « I.I) and

for the Argon gas radiator. The liquid neon and liquid freon have similar re-

sponse and aberrations and was available in graphic form at the meeting. The

freon is preferred for cryogenic reasons. The corresponding liquid neon

Chercnkov angle (emission) and detection angle ate 430 mr and 311 mr. As is

seen, from this figure the aberrations for the liquid are dominated by multiple

scattering and chromatic aberrations and at Y • 50 give the chromatic limit

A8>o • t »r hence A6>a/9 = 3 x 10~3 which is the accuracy to which the detected

ring racius can be measured. The corresponding values for AQO and 0o for the

Argon gas radiator are .4 mr and 28.3 mr hence A9O/6Q - 1.5Z. In the previ-

ously mentioned tests with the planar detector and Argon radiator we have

achieved a resolution of 3.OX which, if a more correct fit function is used

(i.e. not a circle) corresponds to the expected 1.5X resolution.

The momentum measurement of a Cherenkov radiating particle is illustrated

in Fig. 8 where a spiralling particle in a constant B field in the Z direc-

tion is assumed. E nee the position of the ring ?mage is determined only by

the particle direction as it trunsverses the radiator volume the center of the

ring image C and the impact point P of the particle as it transverses the de-

tector will he displaced. T!>e particle bending angle 6g due to the magnetic

field is then

9R » 2a a - angle FC if detection point P at the mirror

" » 4/3a if detection point P at half radius

" « 1.6a if detection point P at photon detector
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This should be compared to the clasticial tracking formula eB " 8 8/L where S

ia the sagitta of the track and L the chord over which the track ia measured.

It may be noted that the firat method ia between 4 i>nd 6 tinea more preciae

(or measurement of BB, than the sagitta method for equal accuracy of measure-

ment of a(s/L). This ia understandable if one notes that the ring image

method measures a point and a direction of a circle (presumably fixed at the

origin » vertex point) where aa the aagitta method measures only points on the

arc of the circle. Aa shown in Pig. 8 the accuracy expected for this method

should give Ap/p2 • .6X/GeV/c for an integrated field (to .75 a) of .2T-ti. In

addition the f* dependence of the precision Ap/p2 should vary as 1/sieO (with

the assumed B field in the Z direction) whereas for a solenoid the dependence

(outside the end cap) ia 1/sin2'*** hence a much leaa draatic loaa of resolu-

tion at small fl for the ring imaging method. Aa shown in Fig. 6 the field

lines curve in toward the iron at small 6 and with additional shaping of the

pole piece one may expect to achieve even a smaller dependence than I/ain0

thus approaching iaotropic resolution on p. This momenum resolution is quite

conquerable to that expected in TPC where the magnetic field is 1.5T over .8m

henc* 1.2 T D of integrated field (see Pig. 9).

With the curves of Pig. 7 and the momentum measurements shown in Pig. B

we have calculated the precision Ap/p with which p can be measured by the

Cherenfcov ring imaging method and alao utilising the B field. At low momentum

the B field method ia limited by multiple scattering to about 8Z and is always

leaa precise than the ring imaging method (see Pig. 10). At higher momenta

once again the ring imaging method is always mare precise up to 100 GeV than

the B method except for it's above 36 GeV/c (see i»ig. 11). Combining the mea-

surements of p and 7 (from the ring image) one may calculate the mass resolu-

tion expected

B* V

The number of standard deviations to separate a particle of mass m̂  from a par-
t i c l e of mass mg is
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and thi« ts plotted in Tigs. 12 to IS tot the combinations (nil), (KP), (ity),

(l»). The three regions labeled quarts, neon or argon indicate when a given

radiator it acting as a threshold counter (i.e. a fl counts but the K doesn't)

hence Q in Urge. For the regions in between the ring radius makes the identi-

fication to the indicated number of o'a. As can be seen from the curves TTK

separation is possible to 78 GeV/c (30 level) KP to S3 GeV/c, ITU to about: 10

GeV/c and u* to about 30 GeV/c. This covers the range expected for LEP and a

good fraction of that expected for Isabelle, Note that ell hence even more so

el separation is possible fay' this method hence the study of direct lepton

processes Hill be facilitated with this method. Note also that the number of

o's is large so that a detector vhich operates less well than expected still

has a margin of error. To illustrate with experimental results of the Argon

gas radiator teats a measurement with 6.2 GeV/c beam containing IT'S and e's is

shown in Pig. 1ft. The n radius fit is 17.8 mr and the e fit radius is 28.3

mr. The separation is clear. This corresponds to the same separation for 22

GeV/c n's and K's. This data was taken under conditions where the impact pa-

rameter of the incident particle was 16 cm from the center curvature of the

mirror (R - 200 cm) hence an impact parameter of 81. This produces an

eccentricity of the image of about 2.5% which is the largest contribution to

the measured width of A6/8 « 3Z since the fit was made to a simple circle.

Even under these condition* clear separation was achieved.

1) T. Ypsilantis, Physics Scripts 23, 723 (1981).
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HOW WEU, CAN WE MEASURE THE JET-JET INVARIANT MASS AT ISABEIXE?

Kazuo Abe, University of Pennsylvania

Ue expect that the energy of j e t s coming out of ISABELLE Interactions

range anywhere from a few tens of GeV to a few hundreds of GeV with the charge

mult ip l ic i ty of up to 40 . The question of how well these j e t s w i l l be c o l l i -

mated i s s t i l l unanswered. The QCD makes predictions of the P^ dis tr ibut ions

within a j e t , thus i t should be straightforward to re la te I t to the opening

angle of j e t cone. However, I t Is not wel l defined so far and we need the

clear def in i t ion of the opening angle In such a way that experiments should

be able to measure i t de f in i t ive ly and i t I s theoret ica l ly meaningful. If we

take the a t t i tude that the average spher ic i ty measured at PETRA has some indi -

cations as to the j e t s i z e , then we can obtain the half opening angle defined

as P
tane - <JL>

They are plotted In Fig. 1 versus the jet energy which i s taken as one half
of the e e~ energy. We should keep In mind that this angle comes from the
average sphericity Including al l events and for some events the sharpness of
jet- l ike behavior Is more pronounced. The other experiment from which us can
guess the jet size Is the measurement of large P_ IT0'; at ISR by the ABC group.
Their measurement of the average angle of 9 GeV ir°s from the axis on which the
other 9 GeV it comes out on the other side i s the indication of the jet size
measured in terms of "° components of the j e t . The rms angle i s t<120. Very
roughly we can say that the measured it°'s carry about one half of the jet
energy, so the 18 GeV jet has half opening angle of ^12°, which i s also plotted
in Fig. 1. From these, we can reasonably expect the jet at ISABELLE to have a
half opening angle of VL0° or less and up to 40 charged particles within i t s
cone.

The invariant mass of jet-jet system is expressed as follows,

H •>. /ZE-E-d-COsB)
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where E, and E, are total laboratory energies of the first and the second jet
ajw 6 la their opening angle. The error in the mass is expressed as

The factor in front of AS becomes very large for 6 below 60° and thus, in
this 8 region, angular resolution dominates the uncertainty of the mass. But
as long as we stay in the region of 9 > 60°, A8 term can be reduced to the
negligible level by making angular segmentations small. This can be achieved
by finer segmentation of calorimeter blocks and knowing the interaction point
vlth the help of tracking chambers.

In the design of a hadron calorimeter one must optimize i) longitudinal
length for total energy containment, 11) sampling thickness, anH i l l ) mater-
ia l . The energy containment in the transverse direction does not becooe a
problem in most colliding beam detectors because they tend to cover 2n in the
<t direction and large coverage in the 6 direction. To contain 99Z of energy
of a SO GeV particle, one needs 5.5 absorption length of st«;el, which Is 302
thicker than the requirement for 951 containment. Hovever one should be re-
minded that a loss of 51 energy broadens the energy resolution by 25% compared
with the value of full containment. Making the sampling thickness finer im-
proves the energy resolution especially at lower energies, but below 2.5 cm
steel , there i s no improvement as long as we are dealing with particles above
10 GeV.

After the above requirements arc met for the longitudinal containment
and the sampling thickness, the energy resolution is determined by the mater-
ial used for the sampling. The best material so far found Is uranium and i t s
resolution i s AE/£ - 0.3/ ft which is a factor of two better than most common-
ly used steel.

Among the large detectors proposed so far, the riipole detector emphasizes
good jet detections using an uranium calorimeter. Its anticipated mass reso-
lution at the Z° mass (Z° - jet + jet) when the jets opening angle i s above
60° i s AM/M t< 31. The mass resolution of this level would make i t possible
to sort out new particles decaying Into multl jets final states from QCD
backgrounds.
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INCLUSIVE I.EPTON AND HADRQN SPECTRA FROM QCP JETS

S, Csorna, Vanderbilt Univers i ty

We hav« studied inc lus ive spectra of leptons and hadrons In order to

i ) Better understand the design c r i t e r i a for

detectors at XSABE1LE;

i t ) Develop a quantitat ive understanding of how

to measure semileptonic branching r a t i o s of

new flavored bare mesons ( i f they e x i s t ) ;

i l l ) Find s ignatures for new f lavors apart from the

well known di leptons coming from the bound s t a t e .

The work done here r e l i e s exclusively on the ISAJET monte carlo program.

We generated 1000 TT, BB, CC j e t s with

50 GeV <_ (P i ) J E T £ 15Q GeV and -3 _< ( y ) J E T 1 3

in order to compare cros s sec t ions and momentum d i s tr ibut ions for l eptons and

hadrons.

In Table 1 ue summarize the cross sec t ions and integrated luminosity for

each kind of flavored j e t . Thus, according to theoret ical expectat ions , there

are 2/3 as many TT j e t s a s there are BB or CC j e t s .

The number of leptons that are contained i n these j e t s depends on assump-

t i o n s about the K.M. a n g l e s . In the program we assumed

a n d l o t s e m l l e p t o n i c branching r a t i o s .«t * b + W 100*»

Ib + c + H 100X'

The number of leptons associated with each f lavor i s shown in Table 2 . Thus

the production of a new f lavor such as T? i s s ignaled by the doubling of the

numbers of leptons in the inc lus ive spectra r e l a t i v e to what would be expected

from the previously known f lavors . In Fig. 1 we show the momentum spectrum of

these leptons . What i s immediately s tr iking i s the tremendous increase in low

momentum leptons (p £ 5 GeV) . The detect ion of these leptons i s c l e a r l y im-

portant for measuring semileptonic branching r a t i o s . I t appears then that one

r e a l l y needs a detector such as the dipole- f a c i l i t y implemented with an image

d r i f t chamber and tiE/dx for par t i c l e ID to measure the electron spectrum. I t
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would be much more d i f f i c u l t to vork with the muons due to the low momentum

range being considered.

In Fig. 2 we show ir and K spectra from i f , BB, C5 j e t s . Again the bulk

of tracks came from a momentum range of p < 5 CeV, where part i c l e separation

i s most conveniently done by dE/dx. The Interpretation of these hadron spectra

i s c lear ly d i f f i c u l t , however the monte carlo does predict dramatic Increases

in the number of kaons (not the TT/K rat io ) from new flavored j e t s . This i s

shown in Table 3 .

Our conclusion i s ( i f the theoretical models for j e t production and frag-

mentation are to be believed) that a dipole detector implemented with dE/dx and

i 1 n diameter d r i f t chamber would be ideal for measuring and identifying the

decay products of new flavored j e t s . Indet'.i i f the predictions for the produc-

t ion cross sect ion of bound TT states turns out to be too large , the inclus ive

electron spectra may be one of the most important handles for establ ishing new

flavor production. Due to the suppression of the QQ bound cross sect ions at

high mass near the Z and above, inclus ive s tud ies may be the only way to detect

new flavors (aee Fig . 3 ) .

We further be l i eve that to measure these spectra, a l l that we need i s a

magnet and central d r i f t chamber, the very detector elements which are most

l i k e l y to be the f i r s t ones working as the f a c i l i t y comes on l i n e .

; REFERENCES

1 . For a complete description of the ISAJET Program see BNL-29777 written by
Frank E. Paige and Serban D. Protopopescu. Additional useful calculat ions
can be found in BNL-27066 (author i s Frank E. Paige) and an ISABELLE Work-
shop preprint t i t l e d "ISABEILE Physics: Some Useful Calculations" which i s
a handy c o l l e c t i o n of cross sect ions co l l ec ted by Frank E. Paige.
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Table

IT JET
(Kp - 2

88 JET

CC JET

20 QeV)
0.23 x 10"

0.33 x 10

0.34 x 10'
r7

.-7

for 1QQ0 events (r»b~ )

0.A4 x 10'

0.30 x 10

0.29 x 10 U

Table 2

TT JET
BB JET
CC JET

c or 8B

(from 1000 two jet events)

782
463
218

Table 3

S +-0 N..+-0
T K

(from 1000 two jet-, events)

TT JET
BB JET
CC JET

28,000
20,000
17,000

12,000
8,200
7,100
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MILTl-VOtTBX WTECTION

T. Bacon, Imperial College

there art many postulated massive objects (Higgs mesons, technions, top

quarks) which, depending on the ir Masses, w i l l decay predominantly to heavy

fUx»ur». The decay product* w i l l lot* j e t s which w i l l generally look l i k e

tho»« produced by l ight quarks. The events involving new objects can be

s ignal led by Upton ident i f i ca t ion or by Multiple j e t production. The l a t t e r

w i l l require good ealorimetry and/or part ic le tracking, possibly with par t i c l e

ident i f i ca t ion , ami w i l l be subject to siaaable backgrounds.

Another signature of heavy flavours and their parents i s the weak decay

of th* ground s tates of hadrons containing b, c or t quarks, y ie lding mult iple

v e r t i c e s within a srillitf«ter or so of each other. This note ,ufi£ests that an

innsr detector of re la t ive ly law cast can provide an o f f - l i n e f i l t e r for the

heavy flavours which would a l s o reduce combinatorial background in

reconstructing the lowest charmed particle s t a t e s . At present, there i s only

an upper l imit for the l i f e t ime of the lowest hadrons containing b-quarke of

about 2 a !.0*1Z seconds ( r e f l e c t i n g the spat ia l resolut ion of present de tec -

tors a t e*e~ Machines) but the mean l i f e of the D-mesons i s known to be about

3 x N T 1 3 seconds.

RBqUIBBD aESOLOTlOW

A secondary vertex may be detected by finding a track (approximately SOZ

of D* decays give only one charged prong) which appears to miss the production

vertex by a s igni f icant "impact" parameter. With the approximation that , on

average, each decay product carries the same fract ion of PT and P^ in the

decay, the mean impact parameter i s approximately c t , (the mean decay d i s tance
n

£ * r CT) essentially independent of the momentum of the D. For the D-

oeaons this i s about 100 urn. The required resolution should be some fraction

of this ao that the majority of charm decays can be detected. Several

multiprong charm decays, seen with detection probability of about 40Z, were

reported ac the recent Lisbon conference for a bubble chamber experiment with

about 50 |im resolution.
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mum MTBCTDHS
An appropriate inner detector could comiit of high precision wire

chambers of le»a than 50 j» resolution with anode* parallel to the beam pipe.
The first layer would bt wrapped closaly round the beam pipe attuned to be of
radiut 5 ca. The charged particles would be tracked through more chambers out
to about 30 cm radius, where the resolution requirements could be relaxed.

For speed, an event would be examined in the projection normal to the
circulating beams (losing thereby a factor of /2 in resolution and mere if
the D-meton i t not moving perpendicular to the beams) to reconstruct the
production vertex using several tracks and to saarch for tracks with
significant impact parameters. Unfortunately the lateral dimensions of the
proton bunches are too large to determine the position of the production
vertex with sufficient precision without reconstructing tracks (as is possible
with e*e" rings). This again requires some improvement in the required
resolution, dependent on the number of tracks reconstructed.

The length of the inner detector should be at least as long as the
crossing region (approximately SO cms). The geometrical acceptance will
depend on the particular objects of study but, in the main, these are produced
with high p~ and will register in the inner detector. The diffractive charm
production observed at the 1SR will not be observed easily, but is of less
interest than charm production from heavy flavours.

The required resolution is worse than that attainable with a time
expansion chamber (Approx. 10 pm. See report by Wsienta, these proceedings).
Solid state detectors can have similar resolution but are not considered here
because, among other things, of the large size of the array required.

BACKCROUHDS

Since i t i s crucial that the chambers near the beam be free of
background, beam halo should be reduced to a minimum. Also, for ease of
reconstruction of high multiplicity events i t would be best i f the chambers
were in a field-free region, avoiding p—d> correlations, so that a toroidal
magnetic field or low field magnet would be preferred over a conventional
aolenoidal or dipole field. This would probably also reduce detector-
generated background.
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At the luminosity pf ISA phase I, there wiU be a 301 chance of q»re than
one event per creasing. At hither luninoaitiea, the technique would require
sew refineaent.
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SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT ON THE SHAPE AND STRENGTH OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

B, Pope, Princeton, Chairman
M. Bregman, Columbia
P. Grannia, SUMY at Stony Brook
L. Uttenberg, BNL
D. Luckey, MIT
L. Rosensen, MIT
T. Ypsilantis, Ecole Polytechnique

This subcommittee attempted to compare the properties .of-'the canonical,

field shapes: dipole, solenoid and toroid. In addition, various options

within each category were examined. For example, the perennial question of

whether a dipole field should be horizontal or vertical was again raised.

(The answer for this year appears to be that it does not make much difference,

see the work of G. Parzen). We had considerable difficulty in doing direcc

comparisons of general properties of the magnets and we refer the reader to

the papers of Littenberg, Bregman, Grannis, Luckey, and Pope for their

biased preferences for particular magnets.

An example of a calculation that tried to do a general comparison of the

3 field shapes is as follows. Consider a solenoid of field strength B, radius

R and length L. Then the stored energy is

U = 1.25 L B2 R2 where U is in Mega Joules

B in Tesla and Lengths in meters

Similarly for a dipole of field strength B, a square cross section of

2R x 2R and length L has a stored energy of

1 = 1 . 5 1, B2 R2

A toroid of inner field strength B ^ inner radius Ri, outer radius RQ and

length L has a stored energy of

U = 2.5 L B2 R2 ln(RQ/Ri).

We felt that a general comparison should be made for magnets o£ the same

stored energy. Thus we can take B = 1,5 t, R •> 1.5 m for the solenoid (as in

the CDF detector at Fermilab) and obtain a stored energy per unit length of

6.3 MJ/m.

B • 1.3 T, R - 1.5 m for the dipole, and

B. = 1.5 T, R, « 1 m, R
i i

give similar stored energies

B. = 1.5 T, R, « 1 m, R = 3 m for the toroid
i i o
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Voder these conditions, the sagitta for a 50 GeV particle h u been cal-

culated fox these 3 fields as a function of the polar angle, 8, and the

astauthal angle, *. The results are shown In Figures 1 and 2 and indicate

some general properties of the field shapes.

A somewhat arbitrary and extremely tentative list of properties of the

3 field shapes is shown in Table 1.

REFERENCE

1. M, Cornacchia ard G. Paraen, Effect of a Spectrometer Magnet on the Beam

Beam Interaction, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-28.

2555 (1981).
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Table I

c
i—•
o

PROPERTY MAGNET

Options

Resolution in 0

Acceptance of
Magnet in 3
Resolution in ij>

Acceptance of Magnet
In *
Non-Uniformity
of Field

DIPOLE

High/Low Field
Vert/Horiz Field

Improves as
(sin 0 ) " 1

0 •* 180*

Dead cone around
8 = 90", * - 90*

K 90% of 2ir

£ 5%
(For open dipoles)

SOLENOID ,

High/low Field
Small/Large Field

Constant

20° •+ 160°

Uniform

2*

.I1*

TOROID

Continuous inner
coil
Lumped inner coil
Improves as
(sin a)"1

30" •* 150'

Some Ripple

* 70% of 2-t

= 5%

NO FIELD

0 -+ 180°

2n

Effect on Beams Compensation of
shielding needed
"No difference
between horiz and
vert Field"

Compensation
probably
needed

No field on
beams

Physics General
Physics, Jets,
Bias towards
high rapidity

General
Physics, Bias
towards wide
angles, up

Hide angles,
single par-
ticle inclu-
sive, (Jets?)
w

No field on
beams

Extract particles
froarSca=-.-P<pet
Return Yoke
Weight
Access to
Detectors
Construction

Yes

Yes
Heavy

Good for open
dipoles
Easy, possibly
conventional
coil

No

Yes
Heavy
Not so good

Easy, probably
superconduc-
ting

_No

Ko
Not so heavy

Good

Superconduc-
ting. Dif-
ficult forces

-:-.-. NO :

Ko
Light?
Good

Energy flow,
Jets, e's,
Y's
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PROGRESS REPORT OH THE DIPOLE DETECTOR MAGNET

I . U t t e n b e r g , BNl

This i a a brief summary of the work done by the magnet design subgroup

of the Dipole Detector Col laborat ion. Figure 1 shows the Dipole Detec tor . The

subgroup, wi.ich c o n s i s t s of E. Kel ly , J . Kopp, S. Ozaki, A. Prode l l , R. Shutt

and myself> i s charged with designing a d ipo le spectrometer magnet which

satisf ies the following criteria;
1) A 3.5 mrdiameter calorimeter must be accommodated within i t .
2) The central field should be 5 kgauss, upgradable to IS kgauss.
3) There must be adequate field uniformity within a radius of .rl.5 in of

the: center of the magnet.
4) Forward going tracks must be unobstructed.
3) Stray fields must be kept within reasonable limits.
6) The magnet must be cryostable.
7) Access to apparatus within the magnet must be possible.
8) The dipole and any associated compensating, forward spectrometer,

e tc . magnets must be compatible with the requirements of the ISA.
The last criterion was originally thought to require that the dipole

field l i e in the horizontal plane. However, recent calculations have shown
that up to an excitation of IS kgauas the dipole field may juat as well be
oriented in the vertical plane. Bach orientation has advantages and at pres-
ent we find the case for neither to be compelling. Thus we have studied both
cases, and have developed two alternative (although very similar) designs.

A Heloholts-like coil configuration was proposed with coil of i .d . 6m
and profile 20 it 116 cm, the coils to be separated by 220 cm. Early versions
had no iron. The resulting fields as calculated by GPUN3D are those of
Fig. 2. Uniformity i s adequate but the fringe fields are rather large ( e .g . ,
J-lOt of central field at twice the coil radius). The addition of a shell of
80 cm of iron modifies the fields to those shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
fringe field have been nearly eliminated. This thickness of iron is rather
conservative and in fact has a significant effect on the fields even at IS
kgauas (see Figs. 4 and 5) . The stray fields are reduced by a factor 2 or 3.
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Other benefits of fne iron are a reduction of the current necessary to reach
i kgauat by 47X and a reduction of the maximum field in the coil by 26X, In
addition of course, the iron provides a f rase work off which to hang the coils
and the detectors. The iron is in the snap* of a closed square box of i.d. 8m
and o.d. 9.6a with 2n2a asimuthal holes at 0, 90, 190, and 270°. The end
plates are also 80 cm thick and are separated by 5.5m (see Fig. 6).

The 80 cot spacing between the outer radius of the coil and the inner ra-
dius of the return yoke was determined via a study of the displacement force
that arises when the coil is not centered in the iron. The coi l is pulled to-
ward the iron nearest i t and if i t can move in that direction, the attraction
increases, leading to an instability. For an excuaion of 1 inch, which i s
about the placement accuracy of a coil this large, this force i s approximately
20000 lbs. The 80 cm spacing i s optimal in the sense that the force decreases
only slowly as this distance is increased, but increases rapidly as the dis-
tance ia decreased. If the distance from coi l to iron i s halved, the force in-
creases by a factor 20. There is alsb-a force due to the presence of the
asimuthal holes which tends to pull the coils square. At the 80 cm spacing,
this force represents only a 3Z effect.

Fig. 7 gives an idea of the forces involved at the 15 kgauss excitation
(at 5 kgauss they are 5-9 times less ) . If there were no iron, the coils would
attract each other with about 5 million pounds force. In the presence of the
iron the coils are pullad in the opposite direction towards the end plates
with a force of around 1 million pounds. This force is in fact the mall resi-
due of much stronger compressional forces. The end plates are drawn towards
one another with a force of some 200 ps i . There is a radial force on the
coils of ^ 4H lb/quad rant. For comparison the weights of the various magnet
components are also listed on the figure.

The figure should be rotated through $0° to show the horizontal orienta-
tion. In this orientation supporting the coil and keeping i t from distorting
with both field on and the field off while endeavoring to minimize the heat
transfer is quite a challenge. Ralph Shutt worked out a scheme using G-10
straps a la the ISA dipole supports which seems quite promising. He believe
the cooling load can be kept to «*" 200 watt's.
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Ths forces a*e, in general> not -iu great that the iron cannot be made to
support itself . However, w» are constrained hy machining costs, the
relatively small (pace available for assembly and the modest erane capacity.
He (eel that in the horiaontal orientation, design and asaeably of th» iron
would be much easier if the return yoke were given a square rather than the
originally envisioned circular cross-section (see Fig. 6) . The increased cost
of the iron (* 20*) should be more than compensated for by savings in the cost
of assembly. He note that in general the problems of assembly and support for
both coi l and iron are less in the vertical than in the horisontal
orientation.

The magnet i s want to be cryostable. At present we plan to cool i t
with liquid He. Fig. 8 shows some details of the co i l . Theve ai-e 44 panct&es
each of 18 turns (•? 1200'). The Rise and low proportion of superconductor
(2.2X) are given by the requirements of cryostability and self support against
hoop stress . The octagonal cross-section of the conductor i s a response to
the horiaontal field orientation. It increases the surface area available for
heat transfer arrt reduces bubble trapping. We originally thought of the
conductor as a ttinolith. However, representatives of AIRCO informed us that
this would require a lot of expensive! unnecessary processing of copper. They
suggested instead a kind of composite; a relatively small monolith (or even
a cable) inset into a channel in pure copper. Such a configuration could
easily carry the 5 kA required.

Compensation. Either the horiiontal or vertical orientations can use the same
compensators! e.g. >

5 kgausa 15 kgauss
23.2 kCm (O.BS OeV/c) 79.2 (2.38 GeV/c)

Compensator IS 8m -18.7 -52.5
Compensator @ 29m 4.5 12.9

The trajectories in the two cases are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For the
5 kftaaas case the compensator @ 8m could be for example a 48D48. For the 15
kgauss uase, we are talking about a substantial magnet which could be
expensive. In fact, any real is t ic scheme requires a good deal more magnetic
volume since i t will have to accconodate forward spectranetry as well as
compensation. Fig. 11 shows a possible scheme for the 5 kgauss horizontal
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orientation. Calorim tert cover the forward direction down to 2ft or, and

forward going charged track* with momenta up to 200 CeV/c ars detected. The

fir i t two supplementary magnet* are quite substantial, and considering that

th«y will be duplicated on the opposite tide of the interaction region, they

represent a considerable investment, even on the scale of the main dipole.

while both horizontal and vertical symmetric schemes are acceptable to

the as chine physicists there is another set of vertical compensation schemes

with several attractive features, which is not. This family of aaymnetric

compensation reheats throw* virtually al l the dispensation onto one side of

the interjection. Fig. 1! illustrates one such scheme. It allows access to

the 0° neutral be« which otherwise i s directed right back up the beam pipe.

In addition forward charged tracks are dispersed rather than being refoeusBed,

in contrast to both the horiiontal and vertical symmetric schemes. Such

dispersion could be crucial in the measurement of fast forward tracks. I t ' s

clear that thrse features represent phyfcica advantages. For example one can

envision situations wherein it wculd be very desirable to measure the total

energy and domenturn associated with a given class of events. One is much more

likely to succeed in doing this with an asymmetric compensation scheme. The

objections of the amchine physicists are based primarily upon the fact that

the crossing angle i s changed in asymmetric schemes. Thus it is unlikely that

we could init ial ly turn on in such a configuration. However, after some

experience in running Isabelle is gained, one would presumably get braver and

as i s the case a the 1SR, accept 'he lower periodicity. If the horizontal

orientation is chosen, aaymmctric schemes are precluded.

Access

The most powerful arguments in favor uf the horizontal field orientation

have to do with access. Figure 13(a) gives an idea of the problem. Keep in

mind that what seems to be free space in the figure is likely to be partly

token up with support systems, light guides, e t c . The most difficult problem

would teen to be getting access to the drift chambers in a reasonable time. In

the horiiofital orientation, access could be provided by allowing the cwo

halves of the system, each containing one end plete , one coil and one

calorimeter half to be independently movable. Similar loads (j-)800 tons/half)
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have successfulty been made mobile via a system of Tellers at PEP. Simply

moving (he two side* apart would give access to almost everything within.
At first sight access in the vertical orientation seems much no re diff i -

cult . However, we have found that with slight modifications to the design, a
practical if somewhat complicated system of access can be envisioned. Fig.
13(a) shows the spectrometer in position in the research hall . The magnet has
been modified somewhat; the coils have been Bade detachable and two opposing
aides of the return iron have been removed. With the remaining two sides
doubled in thickness, this results in only minor changes in the fiald and
forces. Unlike the case of horisontal orientation, nost of the magnet iron
would stay in place - only the bottom end plate moves, carrying the
calorimeter and the bottom coil with i t . This carriage would be lowered about
four feet on hydraulic cylinders to a roller system. In this lowered position
the calorimeter does not quite clear the upper co i l . Therefore the upper end
plate (to which he upper coil is affixed) can also be lifted hydraulicaily.
The carriage i s then free to move to one of two remote stations in the
assembly hall (Figs. 13b & c) . There i s a movable 30 foot span gantry frame
with a hydraulic l i f t ing capacity of 700 T. Thus, for example, the top half
of the calorimeter could be lifted off at the first station and the lower half
and lower coil rolled to the second stations. In this way there is complete
access to the interior of both halves of the calorimeter. In addition this
scheme allows excellent access to the apparatus while i t is s t i l l within the
magnet. Kith the end plate in the low position, the top of the calorimeter is
completely accessible. If the support of the top half of the calorimeter can
be transferred to the top end plate, the bottom half of he calorimeter nay be
lowered independently exposing its interior and the bottom of the drift
chamber package. If the top plate is raised both the inside of the upper
calorimeter half and the top of the drift chamber package becomes accessible.
If the top plate and co i l are raised by themselves, the outside of the upper
calorimeter becomes accessible without the necessity of breaking the beam
pipe. If support of the lover calorimeter half is made transferable to the
top plate, the carriage could be lowered without i t , allowng access to the
outside of this half of the calorimeter in s i tu . Thus almost any necessary
access can be provided.
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Both vers ions of t h i s design met the c r i t e r i a l i s t e d above. They are

technologica l ly rather conservative and we foresee no great d i f f i c u l t y in

building e i t h e r one.

REFERENCES

1. H. Cornacchia and G. Parzen, Proceeding of the 1981 P a r t i c l e Accelerator
Conference, 1981.

2 . H.J. Newman, C.W. Trowbridge and R.L. Turner. Ptoc. 4th I n t . Cant, on
Magnet Technology, Brookhaven (1972) ,

3 . R.L. Rlumberg HRS-18O, 1980 (unpublished).

FIGURES

1) Layout of the dipole detector .

2) Fie ld given by dipole colln without iron for 5 kgausi centra l f i e ld

vulva.

3) Field given by dipole coils with iron for 5 kgsuas excitation.

4) Field given by dipole caiU without iron for 15 kgaass escitttian.

5) Field given by dipole coils with iron for 15 kgauss excitation.

6) Iron configuration for (a) horicontal and (b) vertical fi*ld

orientations,

7) Magnetic forces for 15 kgauss excitation.

8) Oetai Is of the eoi Is.

9) Compensation *eheas for IS kgausn horisontal dipolfc field.

10) Syaattric caapciisation ncheae for 15 kgauas vertical dipole field.

U) Coapensation and foruard •peetrosKtry for the 5 kgauss horitontal U-field

case.

12) Atysssttric coa^ensntion for IS kgauss vertical a-f if Id caae.

13) Access system for vertical field orientation.

a) Spectrometer in position in research hall.

b) Station 1 (in asseobly hall).

c) Station 2 (in atmesdtly halt).
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SOME THOUGHTS ON A DITOLE DETECTOR

Mark F. Rregman, Nevis Laboratories

Tht dipole magnet considered for a large ISABELLA experiment lias the

following configuration: the field volume consists of a cylinder with di-

ameter 5m and length 5m. It is envisioned as being constructed of two

superconducting Hclmholtz coils with a iron return surrounding them. The

field is oriented perpendicularly to the beam.

The major motivation behind choosing a dipole field came from studying

2 decay. At ISABEt.LE post objects produced in qq reactions are not pro-

duced at rest so they tend to decay assymmetrically in the lab frame. For

dlleptonlr events one typically sees one high energy lepton close to the

beam pipe and one of lower energy at a larger angle to the beam (See F I R . I ) .

The dipole field has a great advantage here as it can make a good measure-

ment of both leptons. The dipole is unique in that it has equally good

bending power for all values of 9 (for a given $ ) .

Some more general reasons for considering a dipole are the large

coverage in rapidity that it affords, its good acceptance, and the fact

that the dipole may allow analysis of the heam jets. Understanding of the

beam jets may be important in searching for the n and some other states

that may appear at ISA.BEIXE energies. One expects events at 1SABELLE to

be symmetric in azimuth so that the dipole's lack of resolution along

the field direction (Inside of two cones perpendicular to the beam) does

not introduce a bias in the acceptance of the dipole.

The major difficulties associated with the dipole stem from its

strong interaction with the Machine lattice. Studies have been made and

at present it appears that Che field could be oriented either horizontally

or vertically. The dipole will require more complicated compensation schemes

than some other magnet configurations, however, this has been studied and

there are a couple of possible schemes. Another problem with the dipole is

that it would probably have to be turned off during filling of the rings.

Studies indicate that about 1.5 hours would be required for charging the

magnet to a field of 15kG. During the early days of operation it is likely

that the storage times of the beams will be shorter than designed. Short storage
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times coupled with the charging time of this magnet might seriously reduce

the amount of data taking far an experiment using a dipole. One further

problem that must be faced by experiments using a dipole is that although

the dipole can analyze small angle tracks one may have great difficulties

in looking in this region due to the rates Involved especially at the

higher luminosities.

Finally in considering the dipole field configuration one must weigh

the advantages of large acceptance, good resolution for small angle tracks,

and the open geometry against the disadvantages associated with the dipole'

interaction with the lattice.

Table 1

Acceptance of a dipole and a solenoid for Z°-*£ I . 8 is the minimum angle

that a £ or £~ makes with the field direction. (In the case of a dipole

there is an additional cut of 5° to the beam pipe).

e

15°

30°

45°
60°

Dipole

Acceptance

92.4%

81.7%

65.3%

44.1%

e

15°

30°

45°
60°

Solenoid

Acceptance

74.6%

42.OX

20. 9Z

8.3%

Note: The cut on 0 has the effect of requiring that the leptons be more

and more nearly in the bending plane as 6 is increased.
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EVOLUTION OF THE MAGNET DESIGN FOR LAPDOG

L. Ahrens, BNI, D. Cutts, Brown U.
S. Aronson, BNL R. Lanou, Brovm U,
H. Foclsche, BNL R. EngeLmann, SUNY Stony Brook
B. Gibbard, BNL P. C.rannis, SUNY Stony Brook
P. Wanderer, BNL J. Kirz, SUNY Stony Brook
H. Welsbcrg, BNL M. Marx, SUNY Stony Brook
P. Yamin, BNL R. McCarthy, SUNY Stony Brook

In designing an experiment focussing upon high resolution studies for

electrons and photons, we have considered several possible configurations of

magnetic field. This history, and some indication for the basis of choices

made arc given here. It must be realized that several specific constraints

were imposed on this study. Vie wanted to optimize the energy resolution for

electromagnetic detection and the magnet should dominate neither the effort

nor cost. We did not foresee that we could afford full 4w solid angle cover-

age in EH detector and therefore the magnet need not cover all solid angle

either. We expected to put the EH calorimeter outside the field in the

large angle domain; thus we did not want thick material in the magnet coil

(or return within active aperture).

We have considered both axial and dipole/toroidal field orientations,

although we have never looked at the case of a dipole field on the circulating

beams. Ue summarize below the advantages and disadvantages of both,

a) Axial field

Several versions have been examined: the original design had two

window-frame magnets next to the collision point, or alternatively a single

window frame magnet with a hole in the pole (see Figure 1 and Aronson et al.,

Isabelle Summer Study (1978), p 278). The chief advantage of the axial field

is that the bend plane is perpendicular to the circulating beams, giving a

very small source size and enabling one to make fairly precise momentum mea-

surements with chambers outside the field only. The chief disadvantage of

this version on the axial field is the very limited open (i.e., mass-free)

solid angle, expecially in 13 (or y).

Two other axial field configurations which were looked at were a
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long, continuous thin solenoid (see Figure 2) and an open solenoid (or Helm-

heltz coil) magnet (aee Figure 3). The drawbacks associated with the contin-

urus solenoid ware its relatively small bending power and the lack of any

open solid angle. The coil was estimated to be % 0.5 radiation lengths thick

(and much thicker (or forward-going particles). In the case of the open

solenoid, massive conductors and very high stored energy were required to

provide reasonable bending power in the open region at 9 « 90°. The Helmholtz

coil version was considerably more efficient but still had large coils (and

coil shadows) and very limited 0 coverage. The chief advantage of the sole-

noid-like axial fields is the "complete" 2ir azimuthal coverage at 6 - 90°.

The solenoid-type magnets all have circular (i.e., easy to make) coils, al-

though they all operate in the vertical position. Finally, since these mag-

nets do not require momentum-measuring chambers near the collision point, they

all afford some measure of containment of low-p- charged particles, thereby

reducing the rate-associated problems. (Even for the strongest solenoids

considered, this rate reduction is probably not more than a factor of 3.)

b) Torold/Dipole field

Two different toroid/dipole field configurations have been considered.

First a 4-fold symmetric toroid, half iron and half air gap was considered.

Later this was reduced to two-fold symmetry, for reasons of distributing a

finite area of detectors more widely in 0. Figure 4 shows a cross-section

of this version and Figure 5 compares the (Q,*) coverage of this magnet with

the Helmholtz magnet discussed above. The two are virtually identical in

solid angle, with the toroidal geometry giving less A 4 but more A8 than the

solenoid.

For this type of magnet, the bend plane contains the long dimension of

the interaction diamond, necessitating chambers near the beam pipe. Once

this bullet is bitten, better momentum resolution can probably be obtained

than in the axial field/external chambers case without pushing the state of

the art in chamber resolution. While inner chambers could be employed in the

axial field case to improve the momentum resolution, this involves tracking in

the full-strength field. The inner and outer tracking regions contain about

9,7. and 19% of the total field integral respectively. The total field integral
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out t»t 3 280 cm is I?,8 fec-m. An attractive feature of the toroidal field

orientation ta that the the "end" view (that vlow corresponding to Figure 4)

the tracks are very nearly straight (or at least have very little not bending)

through the field, facilitating tracking in this view (and perhnps triggering

as well).

Figure 6 shows the same magnet in the beam plane. At approximately 5m

overall length the ft-range 25° < 6 < 165° (-1.5 < y < 1.5) is covered with

reasonable bending power. An Interesting option to include in the installa-

tion is the possibility to move the magnet along the beams. Placing the

magnet center 2m downstream of the crossing point, for example, gives 0 cover-

age in the range 12.5° < 0 <IO2.5° (-0.2 < y < 2.2).

Figure 7 shows some of the relevant parameters of the split dipole

toroid magnet at 3 different values of central field « 10, 12, and 15 kG.

Using the required current and iron for the 12 kG version we have estimated

the cost very roughly, based on an estimate (by Ralph Shutt) of some possible

general purpose dipoles for ISABELLE experiments (done in 1977). The required

super conductor and iron for the magnet of Figures 4 and 6 are both scaled

up from the Shutt design by an average factor 1.35. We have thus scaled ell

hardware by 1.35 and kept the same design/fabrication labor costs. The

result for our case is S1150K (including contingency) in 1977 dollars.

Extrapolating to 1982 dollars (the earliest FY in which funds may bo allo-

cated) we used an inflation factor - 1.08 x 1.10 x 1.12 x 1.15 x 1.18 « 1.81,

or a cost of S2O7OK (FY 82). For discussion purposes it is proposed that we

use S2.5m for the total cost of the magnet, including transporter.
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THE USE OF CONVENTIONAL MAGNETS

FOR 100 GEV PHYSICS
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Some physicists expect the energy range of 100 GeV, soon to be opened up

by new accelerators, to be dominated by vector bosons associated with the weak

interaction. Among these the Z is expected to have a mass near 90 GeV and a

narrow width (T = 3 GeV). If so> then new detectors will be hard pressed to

achieve resolutions capable of resolving this width. Resolution will be important

for low multiplicity decays like

Zo • u + u" + Higgs

where the particles could have momenta up to 45 GeV/c. The existence of a

natural unit of resolution is an important change from recent physics where the

multiplicity is high, and hence most momenta low.

We wish to discuss some aspects of obtaining such resolutions. We begin by

obtaining an estimate of the resolution required. Suppose, by a clever combination

of intrinsic mechanical accuracy, surveying with lasers, alignment with X-rays, and

multiple measurements, etc., we could achieve an accuracy of 150 microns in

measuring the sagitta of a circle. Then a 1% measure would require a sagitta of

15 mm and a BL of 18 Tesla - m for a 45 GeV/c particle. To set the scale, note
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that the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEDC) has a BL of 12T - m (B - 3.ST and

maximum L could be L85 m) • In a practical detector the BL would be reduced

to about 8T - m because of the beam pipe and supports for chambers. Similar or

smaller numbers result from other large bubble chamber magnets. To reach the

BL of 18T - m requires a radius of approximately 3.5 meters for a B of 1.5T.

A practical detector will have material; before proceeding we calculate how

much material will cause a ISO micron As due to multiple scattering. Using the

formula for a continuous medium

where t is the amount of material in radiation lengths, we find L < 10 meter if

St = .3 for a 45 GeV/c particle- With the above BL a useful field would have to be

greater than 0.2 Tcsla.

The optimization of a detector includes many non-analytic and perhaps non-

rational choices and judgments. The instrumentation of the outer surface of a

large volume is proportional to L . We note that many developments for Urge

detectors have gone on in the past for cosmic ray experiments and recently that

much activity and invention for large detectors is occurring in neutrino

experiments and in proton-lifetime experiments . We will assume such
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techniques can be adapted and address ourselves mainly to the problem of obtaining

a field over a large volume. We note that if the proton is found to decay, second or

third generation experiments may need a magnetic field to study the various decay

modes and that magnets such as we describe here will be useful.

The "difficulty" of making a magnet is related to the stored energy

E " B2V 5 BZL3

or the difficulty " R__ where R is the resolution = BL . This would suggest that a
L

large volume would be the best choice- There are, however, other limits* For

example, a large superconducting magnet represents difficult transport problems

and would be difficult to assemble in situ; refrigeration costs go as L ;

superconducting magnets with BL like 18T-m could cost 16M$ or more. Thus we

would like to address the problem of conventional magnets assembled in situ which

are as large as experimental halls, and which perhaps themselves comprise the

experimental hall and the shielding.

In order to get some magnitudes, let us consider a cubic magnet with iron

return yoke as shown in Figure 1. We take the side to be of length 2a. We assume a

coil thickness TQ, assumed small compared to a. We will find that to utilize

conductor we will have to make this assumption true in a real detector.
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From Gauss's taw. neglecting the field in the iron return,

/ B • ett = 2Ba = 4nNI x JO"7 T - in2

where NI = number of ampere turns. If p is the resistivity of the coil, then the

power P = = 4(NI) p/T*o and the coil volume V = 16a TQ. Combining, we

find R = Ba2 = k ( —•) wheve k is a constant (.785 x 10" in metric units).

Let a - 3 meters and use aluminum .lm thick. Then the volume of the coil is

15 m i the mass 40 metric tons, and if we use 2 megawatts, we calculate

B = .27 Tesla and Ba = Z.4 T - m . The iron return yoke at 1.7 T would weigh

approximately 400 metric tons.

This conclusion is generally true and

R = Ba2 = H (shape) ( ~ )

where X is the packing factor (the fraction of volume occupied by conductor) and H

is a function of the shape. One can read about those shape functions in

(4)Montgomery for coils without iron.

Since power is expensive, we keep it constant at 2 megawatts, and try more

conductor. A proper calculation would minimize the overall cost by asking how

long the magnet is run, etc., all worked at long ago by Lord Kelvin. We will,

however, assume 660 tons of aluminum available and a volume (like that of the
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proposed LEP halls) of 20 x 10 x 10 meters. We make the field in the difficult

direction (20 mj. Then we can obtain a field of .2 T with an aluminum coil of .3 ro

thickness and BL of 5 T - m . The iron return yoke would weigh 2500 tons (for

comparison, the iron shield on BEBC weighs 1600 tons). If we shorten the field to

10 meters we can double the resolution to the 10 T - m region. We would require

more iron since it is at a larger radial distance and because there is flax in the coil

which must also be returned. A larger BL would require a larger L to be efficient

in conductor and iron.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show some options on winding an aluminum coil. The

current densities we are using are low, so that we need not necessarily use hollow

tubing with the water in direct contact with the conductor.

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of a coil wound from standard aluminum cable.

Here one could either spray water on the outside of the cable, or put cables in a

common water or mud bath with some separate pipes carrying water to a heat

exchanger. For a discussion of such heat exchange in great detail, see reference 5.

The cable supporting structure must be able to cope with the forces of interaction

with the magnet field, and the cables must be carefully located initially. Here One

might use steel reinforced aluminum Conductor, as is common for transmission
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lines. For a recent discussion of various overhead cables see Ash et al. For

assembly in an inaccessible area this might be the preferred method.

Figure 3 shows a tape-wound coil. This geometry could be varied to put

scintitlators and wave bar shifters into the coil, thereby making it a shower

counter. Aluminum tape coil can be obtained anodized and hence already insulated

with a tough layer of aluminum oxide.

Figure 4 shows an easily constructed helix made from aluminum bar welded

together at the corners as it is assembled. A water cooling pipe could be welded

(or extruded) onto the outer and/or inner edges of the coil. This would most likely

be the cheapest method of construction. Such bars might also be bolted, if the

surfaces were prepared and protected during assembly. Reference 7 gives

resistance per mm for various surface preparations and applied loads, and shows

that it would be possible to use such a bolted assembly.

Figure S shows a highly schematic view of a long magnet with possible drift

chambers. The inserted iron pieces along the beam cause the field to bend in a

manner that gives more resolving power at small angles (a magnetic bottle).

Figures 6a and 6b point out some possibilities other than solid iron for the

return yoke. Rectangular steel tubing which could hold liquid scintillator or be
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into a drift chamber can be used. Much of the return yoke could be made out

of the steel reinforcing rod used in all concrete buildings. One would simply use

more Me el rod and lest cement. Handling such rod could br> easier than working

with large steel blocks in inaccessible places. Clearly, there are many choices

more economical than the beautifully machined large pieces of " jn we are used to

in experimental magnets.

If one is interested in building the cheapest conventional magnet, then one

should consider sodium as an alternative to aluminum conductor- We would like to

address some of the problems and advantages of using sodium metal.

Sodium has a resistivity p = 5.3 ufl-cm at 5Q°C; 4.3 u22 cm at 0°C and 6.2

USJ-cm at 96°C, just belt'vv its melting point of 97.8°C. It has a density of 0.97,

which makes its radiation length 282 mm- Like aluminum, it is produced by

electrolysis, so its price relative to aluminum will remain the same. For the same

number of ampere-turns, sodium is a factor of 2.6 cheaper. Special railroad cars

equipped with external pipes for circulating heated oil (so that the molten sodium

can he drawn out by vacuum! can be obtained in 80,000 lb net lots. Prices for raw

material in June, 1981, were 59c/lb for Na and 78e/lb for Al.
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Figure 7 shows a coil form of plant ic or inwUl>"> aluminum which could lie

filled w_siju by |uimpmR molten sodium into the form. Inside the form would bo a

separate pipe for citcuUtion or coolinR fluid Mich an oil. Writo* Peter Orancau ,

"On the basis of service record and economic merit of sodium metal (a factor of

2.6), sooner or later these (sodium) cables are likely to become a majo.* factor in

the unelerground transmission of electrical energy." This book describes existing

sodium power cables and many of the tests made on them with resptct to water

and fires. For an earlier work see reference 9.

There are serious safety problems because of the reactivity of sodium with

water and the halogens, but they are small compared to the hazards of using liquid

NaK in both fusion and fission reactors. Much is known about the behavior of Na

fircs^10' and it may tie possible to construct a hollow aluminum bar that could be

hotted together and filtcd with Na which would be acceptably safe.

Finally, we would like to make some comments about air coil magnets of

large siie. The use of iron gives a saving in ampere-tums of a factor of about 1.5.

If the increasing amount of iron is the probleM, let us just make a massive coil,

£700 ton tinetricy of aluminum or 1000m . Using the tables of reference 4 we

calculate the central field for a uniform current density solenoid of inside radius
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5 meters, a length wf II metrr* with 2 megawatts, to ,5T 'or a BL of IJ.5T - m ,

8a and 8b show that we really should bu?ld a larger magnet to u»e the

, conductor efticiimUy.

An air coil ii attractive in that the field can always be raised by adding more

power. It has many problems; the most important is the stray field which would

makr operation of electron beam devices like photomultipners and klystrons:

difficult or impossible. A homsgeneous field can be obtained by suitable

arrangement of th* coils, and we give a long list of the possibilities studied by

many experimental physicists .

We conclude that the problem of choosing between superconducting and

conventional magnets will be answered largely by examining other boundary

conditions. If one considers that the magnet structure could be the experimental

hall or that the magnet must be constructed in a remote location, th .1 a

conventional magnet system could be the most economical.
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Fig. 1 A cubic magnet with side Za. The coil thickness T is assumed

small compared to a.

Fig. 2 A possible (low packing factor) conventional cable construction.

Fig. 3 Tape-wound aluminum coil construction. The winding could be

spaced so that detectors could be inside the coil.

Fig. 4 Coil construction from aluminum bar, either welded or bolted.

Fig- 5 A possible low field detector. The iron poles at small angles

cause the field to bend so that there is more resolving power at

small angles.

Fig. 6a, b Some possible alternatives to large iron pieces in the return yoke.

Fig. 7 A casting form which could be filled with sodium metal. It is

shown "exploded" so the winding can be visualized. In practice, it

could be made of heavy-wall plastic pipe.

Fig. 8 a) Resolution vs. radius for air core magnets with various amounts of

aluminum. The length of the coil is taken to 2.4 times the radius.

Resolution is computed as central field times inside radius .

b) Same for sodium conductor.
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A GENERAL PURPOSE TOROIDAL DETECTOR

Bernard C. Pope

Princeton University

Peter Ronanos, P h i l i p Heitxenroeder, Peter Materna

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

In connection with a proposed search for muons and rauon pairs at the

ISABELLE storage r ings , a preliminary design has been nude for a

superconducting toroidal magnet.* The purpose of a magnet at a co l l id ing beam

f a c i l i t y i s to measure the momentum of charged p a r t i c l e s by their bending in

the magnetic f i e l d . As the momenta of part ic les produced in the next genera-

t ion of co l l id ing beams (proton-antiproton, e l ec tron-pos i t ron , e lectron-pro-

Con, as wel l as proton-proton) w i l l be in the range 10-100 GeV/c, the h ighes t

magnetic f i e l d s are required, tn addition, as the processes of greatest

i n t e r e s t ( for example, the production of the intermediate bosons, t£ and Z*)

are expected tn be extremely rare , detectors must have a large acceptance

(centered at 90* to the c o l l i d i n g beams but extending down to angles of 30* to

each beam). Thus the magnetic f i e ld must extend over a large volume.

Toroidal magnets when used at co l l id ing beam f a c i l i t i e s have the

following advantages:

1. The magnetic f i e ld i s always perpendicular to the f l ight path at the

p a r t i c l e s . This r e s u l t s in the f ie ld being used with maximum

ef f i c i ency over the whole sol id angle - no "dead" spots .

2 . There is no magnetic f ie ld on the beams. Thus there i s no wasted

f ie ld and no perturbation of the beams.

3 . There are no end-caps or iron return yokes. In addition to the

saving in iron, (o f ten a dominant factor in the cost and always a

*Pcoposal for a high s e n s i t i v i t y search for auons and muon paris using a

toroidal magnet. B.G. Pope, Princeton University Publicat ion COO-3072-97

( 1 9 7 9 ) .
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dominant factor in weight), this implies relatively easy access to
the bean pipe and the possibility of combining large angle experi-
ments with tmall angle detectors.

4. A toroid can be moved along the beams (so that the intersection
region i» no longer in the center of the magnet) so that studies can
be mads of production at smaller angle*. The integrated B.dl will
always be greater than for production at 90°. This advantage is also
true for dipoles but not for solenoids.

5. The bending only changes the polar angle and leaves the original
asimuthal pattern unmixed, allowing for a su, Vtiral subdivision for the
tracking chambers and easing pattern recognition problems.

In the original ISABELIE proposal that suggested the use of a toroidal
magnet, muons were to have been studied by making use of a dense hadron
absorber (tt meter thickness of tungsten) surrounding the interaction region.
The momenta of muons or muon pairs emerging from this absorber could then be
measured with a system of drift-chambers operating inside the magnetic field.
This results in a sensitive high-resolution apparatus capable of exploiting
the highest energies and luminosities expected at tSARELLE.

The scope and flexibility of this apparatus can be increased by making
the primary absorber into a calorimeter and adding a hif;h precision drift
chamber array around the interaction region to permit the angles and
multiplicities of particles to be measured. The calorimeter would consist of
alternating layers of tungsten and scintillation counters, tn this way
electrons, protons and hadrons could be distinguished and their energies
measured, tn addition, of course, ntunns would be identified by their ability
to penetrate the calorimeter without interacting.

Clearly, muons, having passed through the dense calorimeter, would not be
affected by passing through the coils of the magnet. However, if the magnet
were constructed Such that there was a reasonable probability of particles
from the interaction region passing unobstructed between the coils, the
apparatus would become a powerful hadron or electron detector. The ratio of
unobstructed azimuth divided by total azimuth (2") is referred to as the
transparency of the coi ls . A reasonable transparency (say &6O3I) implies that
the magnet could be used in a totally different mode, where the calorimeters
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are removed and the momenta of hadroru and electrons could be measured with
the magnetic spectrometer. In this cane the clear central bore of the magnet
could be equipped with Cerenkov counters for particle identification.

Far the above reasons a toroidal magnet hat been designed with a central
warm bore of I meter radius, a bending power of 3.5 Tesla-meter, an outer
radius of lets than 5.5 meter* (the hem height suggested for the major
facil ity hall at 1SABELLE), a transparency of greater than 601, and a length
such that a polar angular range of 3O*-1SO* could be studied.

The principal features of the design are summarised in Table I and Pigs.
1-3.

Table 1
Toroidal Superconducting Magnet

Principal Design Features

3.5 T-n>
30»
60%
la

1.8m
4.0m
9 . 3 B
4.9u
~1S.0m

21.6 MAt
8

430
30
14

4.32 T-m
6430A
81 ka
Pilaoentary HWi
Copper
6730A
~1B,000A

SX
Fool Boiling

950 sq. em./coil
2.7 HAt/coil

Bending
Minimum Uueful Detection Angle
Central Transparency
Central Warm Bora Radius
Toroidal Warm Volume

Inner Radius
Outer Radius
Axial Length

Outer Radius
Overall Length
Total Nl of Tucoid
Number of Coils
Turns per col l

Turns per pancake
Number of pancakes

BR Product
Design Current
Total length of superconductor required
Superconductor Type
stabi l i ser
Stabilisation Limit
Critical Current 9 5T, 4.2*k
Peak rield at Superconductor
Cooling Method
Coil Cavity Areat Conductors, Insulation

and Cryogen
nl
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Table 1 - continued

Gross Currant Density in colV cavity
Electrical Insulation

Thermal Insulation
Insulated Surtaca Area
Thiunul Transfer ftatat total
Structural Supportsi Hast Laak
Ueot*lc*l l « r i u (8> paira
Suggested Refrigeration Capaoity
Suggested liquetier Capacity

Welgntsi
coil*
Coil cases
Structures
Total cold maaa
Dawa*
Total*waiqht
Haalmum Crana Lift Required

Structural Material

Material Properties M.2*K (TP 316 LH)
Ultimate Tensile Streaa
Yield Stress (0.3%)
Fracture Toughnota

3840 k/aq. cm.
01aa»->poiiyCryoganio

Mylar and Papar
600
720
190
130
1.5
300

10«
no
M0
594
106
700
45

aq. Mtara

w
N
lltera/nouxa
kM
litera/houra

tans
boos
ten*
tana
tons
tons
tons

TP304 or TP316 LN
Stainless Steel

200
125
150

kal

ksi /Tn7

Two important features r,t th« design that are not shown in Table I are
the construction schedule which indicates a lead time of about 5-1/2 yean and
the overall cost which is likely to be in excess of S20M.

This latter figure has suggested that we modify some of our grand
aspirations and we have considered a more modest magnet with parameters as
shown in Table 2. This magnet is illustrated in Pigs. 4 and S,

rinner

Table 2

1 » 'outer * 3 m

20 kG B o u t e r = 7 kC
router

I "nTdr » 22 kC.m

NI « 10? Ampere turns
Stored energy » 65 KJ
Estimated momentum resolution Ap/p " 0.05 p X
Transparency 3 unobstructed atlmuth - 75Z
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Model of a, 3.5 T-nt superconducting toroidal magnet,

Fig. 2. Elevation view of toroid.

Fig. 3. Details of toroid.

Fig. 4. End view of a detector baaed on a 2.2 T-ra superconducting toroidal

magnet.

Fig, 5. Cross section of the detector.
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11.50 m

Superconducting Mognet

Support
Hub

Sett ion A-A

Fig. 2
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M 5
O

4.88 R

0.562

4.45 R

4.02 R

Jl_5em Space
Supsr insulation

Coil Covily

0.216*0.440

CROSS SECTION
CURVED PORTION

2.5 em Spoee
Superinsu lotion

Coil Cavity

0.312

J.OOR CROSS SECTION
STRAIGHT PORTION

5 4 3 2
AXIAL 01 STANCE (m)

273*

COIL CROSS SECTION AT MIOPLANE
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MUOIt COUNTERS

EM * HACRON CALORIMETER
[240 PER SEXTSflf]

TOF COUNTERS
[JO PER SEXTANT]

90cm OF OUTER
PRECISION DRIFT
CHAMBERS

EACH
SEXTANT
INDEPENDENTLY
MOUNTED
AND
REMOVABLE

INNER
PRESlS'ON
DRIFT
CHAMBERS
l lN 20 kO
MAG FIELfl)

N H R4CKING CHAMBERS
-UO MAG\ETlC FIELD

RAQI'JS = I n
TIME EXS4NSI0M CHAMBER

OB JAOE TYPE

- N C RETURN IRON NEECED

Fig.
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INNER TRACKING CHAMBERS
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REPORT OF THE HOMING GROUP OK DATA TAKING WITH BUNCHED BEAMS

1. Blum»n(«M, Johns Hopkins 3. Kabe, KEK
B.C. Ptrnofc, BNL H. Marx, SUMY, Stony Brook
j.c. H«rr«ra, BNU A. Nappl, PISA

M. Tanne/nbauu, BNL

The purpose of thin working group w«» to consider the problem created

for experimenters under the bunched bean running conditions of ISABELLE Phase

I. We will attempt to give some Indication of the nature of the problem,

Identify the kinds of experiments that will have difficulties, and then

consider some of the possibilities for dealing with them.

I. ISABELLE PHASE I ENVIRONMENT

First, we present the "facts of life" for running at ISABELLE Phase I

with bunched beams, and some of the Implications of this environment•

We assume for purposes of calculation that each ring Is filled with 57

ACS buckets whose centers are 224 nsec apart, and that the buckets are

3-dimenalonal gausslan charge distributions with vertical, horizontal and

longitudinal rns distributions of 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm and 1400 mm respectively.

The crossing angle Is taken as 7 nrad. Presented In Plgures 1 and 2 are the

Instantaneous luminosity as a function of time during the beam crossing and

the longitudinal luminosity Integrated over time. Both of these distributions

are sharply peaked with ras widths of 3.4 nsec In time and 11 cm along the

diamond. These widths reflect the assumption of gausslan shape and will

probably vary depending on the actual charge distributions. They do, however.

Indicate that resolving multiple interactions In a single bunch-bunch crossing

will be non-trivial.

We next consider the probability of getting two or more events In that

single bunch-bunch crossing. This Is simply calculated by Polsson statistics.

The probability of having n interactions in a given bunch crossing when you

expect an average u Is:

P (n) - 4 *~Uu n!

Presented In Table 1 as a function of the mean number of events per bunch

collision ate the average luminosity that corresponds for ISABELLE Phase I (50
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mb assumed), the probability of no event uccurrlng, and the effective average

luminosity which la defined below.

We first a«y that th* average number of "Interesting" event* per bunclt

collision !• given by the physic* cross-section for that process tinea the

average luminosity par bunch crossing:

If, because of the nature of the experiment, we must now require that the

Interesting event waa the cnly one In Its bunch crossing, WQ must multiply

N, n t by probability that It waa alone to get N c l e a n. this

probability Is given by

1 • Pfl)
+ 2 * P(2> + 3 • P(3) + ...

• u
£ nP(n)
n-i

where P(n) Is the Polsaon probability of having n. Thus we have

Sclean * »lnt •"" - »lnt ^BC •""

Thus we define the effective average luminosity an

Note that e"u is nunerleaHy equal to P(o). He tee ftwa the table that

the mailnnoi effective lunlnoslty occurs for M - I, although the nominal

tSABlUB Phaae I effective lualnoalty la only tone 30Z lower. However, we

also not* that for a « I, the cleanliness factor la only 0.37 so that the

observed events will have to be multiplied by a factor of 2.7 to get the

correct cross-section. Even tot u - '33 there Is still a 41X correction.

This will make the Measurement of absolute cross-sections very difficult In as

much a* u la continuously changing during one fill of the machine. In

addition, theee considerations are In the absence of any trigger bias effects

which may tend to enhance the number of multiple events. ThlB la because the

high peak, lualnoalty forces extra events to be Identically In time. With DC
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beams (and the same average .luminosity) the extra event* will be more spread

out in time BO that sctntlllatora can resolve then, drift chambers will have

extra hits but not extra reconstructable tracks and energy dumped in

calorimeters will be off-center from their gates and so lose some of their

potential for making trouble. Clearly any step toward DC beams, such *a

Increasing the number of bunches per beam while reducing the charge per bunth,

vould be a step in the right direction.

In an attempt to compare the effective luminosity for bunch*d beams with

what could be attained In a continuous machine, we also quote in Table 1 the

luminosity in an unbunched machine that would yield the same effective

luminosity^*). This would depend on the resolving time of the

experiment! for which we assume, as a benchmark figure, 100 usec. We note

that the highest luminosity attainable with the bunch scheme of Phase I could

be attained in a continuous machine wtth a lower luminosity (- factor 2) and

therefore with a bigger "cleanliness factor", but with a larger beam current'

We also note that the effective luminosity corresponding to ISABELLE Phase II

(unbunched) could never be reached with the duty cycle of Pha.ie I. A more

detailed comparison of the effective luminosity in unbunched versus bunched

beams is tried In Appendix III. Its conclusions are that, for a given average

luminosity, the best effective luminosity corresponds to no bunching,

independent of the detector resolution' If, on the other hand, the comparison

Is performed at a given average beam current, trying to account for the

dependence of the luminosity on the bunch length, an optimal bunch length

exists.

Even though the Improvements In effective luminosity In She case of DC

beams may not appear dramatic, we wish to streps that bunched beams are. In

any case, potentially troublesome compared to DC beams•

II. EXPERIMENTAL SENSITIVITY TO MULTIPLE EVENTS

The amount of trouble caused by the occurrence of more than one event in

a bunch-bunch collision Is clearly dependent on the experiment* Since the

vast majority of Interactions are <J)ftractive In nature we may expect a shower

of had rone along the beam direction to accompany a trigger event of any type.

a continuous machine Leff • Le"
oL tres.
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In general eaperiaenu with avail angular acceptance m ; froa the forward
direction, single parifel* experiments at large tranaverse •oastuua, or
•uperiaenta which a n only interested in oaaaurlng single particle spectra
will not fee hurt by the presence of multiple events. Experlaenta with 4*
acceptance or which at leapt to aweaure very Mall angle acatterim aey h»v* a
••rtoua problea unl«M they arc able to know when a aultiple event hat

Multiple event• do not appear to tc • problea for mat of the prograa

«lth the M.l.T. speetreaeter. This detector will be triggered on large Pj

auona with an Inner caloriaeter to abaorb hadrona. The iiajor triggering

difficulty aay be accidental* between single auon event* and hadron punch

throughii faking a auon pair event. Multiple eventa could eliminate tracking

information froa the drift chambers alnee there would no longer be an

unaablguoua tine origin to a n w n froa.

The large dipole detector aay be more auaceptlble. Here the enpha.ls la

on hadronlc jet production and the trigger involves the total energy deposited

In soae region of the calorimeter. The gate Interval la 12I> na to allow

sufficient tlae for waveshtttlog the aclntillator light. A second event would

effectively lower the trigger threshold. Since the p,. dlstrlbjtlcn Is vary

ateep this could lead to a substantial Increase In the trigger rate. The

angular distribution would also be shifted away from 90°.

111. REMOVAL OP MntTlPLE BVBSTS

If 1SABBLLE operates In a br.nched bean node, there will be multiple

proton-proton collisions in ORS bean crosalng. Por those experiments that are

sensitive to nultlple Interactions the problea arises aa what to do about

ttwo. Although It la possible In aoae cases to actually separate the

particles coming froa aultiple eventa. It will be assumed that In general the

goal will be to Identify the presence, of auHlple events and then discard then

all.

The ways that have been suggested of attacking the problem are the

following:

1. Excellent tine resolution. Because a second event Is expected to be

within a couple of nanoseconds of the main event, this Is not considered to be

of significant help.

2. Finding nultlple vertices in the interaction diamond. This method
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should work In removing Multiple events, however, tt ha* the disadvantage of

being • relatively slow s»en* of event rejection. In order words, all the

track* In an event suet be reconstructed and the vertices found before the

whole thins *• thrown away. This can be a stgolfleant waste of cooputer

tlSM.

3. 4* hadron calorimetry. Thin method would throw sway event* with

significantly s o n vlalble energy than that available In a tingle bean-bean

interaction. This appears to be relatively fast, but needs detailed study to

deteralne the sensitivity to loss of particles staying in the vacuum pipe.

4. Snail hadron calorlseters. This method places relatively snail
a

hadran calorlseters on the downstrean aras of experlnents without general
hadron calorlaetery. The idea Is to discard events with particles of more
than the single bean energy near the vacuum pipe of either beam. This i s
similar to the previous method, but makes use of the fsct that extra events
will tend to be diftractive in nature, and therefore, of relatively snail
angle.

The last two methods also have the advantage in helping to remove
background due to.bean-gas or beam-wall Interactions in coincidence with a
beam-bean event, In as much as these will tend to have extra visible energy
but only a single recoostructable vertex.
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TABLE 1

Average
Luminosity
(Bunch)

0.9x10

2.9x10

4.5x10

9xl031

1.8x10

2.7x10

31

31

31

32

32

Average
Current

0.33

0.6

0.74

1

1.5

l.S

Mean
Nuaber
of Events
Per Bunch
Collision

u

0.1

0.33

0.5

1

2

3

Efficiency
for
Clean
Event

P(0) - e'v

0.90

0.72

0.61

0.37

0.14

0.05

DC BEAMS

Effective
Luainosity
for
Clean
Event

O.BxlQ31

2.U1O31

2.7xl031

3.3xl031

2.4xl031

1.3*1Q31

7.4xlO31

D.C.
Luminosity for
Same Effective
Luainoslty for
Resolving Tine
T, • 100 ns

L .0.85XI031

LJJJ.-2.4X1O31

LJJJ.-3.2X1O31

L^xlO31

LJJJ.-2.8X1O3 1

L ^ l ^ x l O 3 1

L__»2xlO32

Continuous
Current

1.6

2.8

1.2

3.6

3.0

2.1

8
DC



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Instantaneous luminosity as a function of tine.

Figure 2. Integrated luminosity along the length of the diamond.

Figure 3. Geometry of the beam crossing.

APPENDIX FIGURES

Figure A2. Probability for an event to come unaccompanied by any other
event within the detector resolving time, plotted as a function
of resolving time. The full line corresponds to the parameters
of ISABEUE Phase I and C - SO nb, the dashed line to a D.C.
machine with the same luminosity as ISABB1XB Phase I.

Figure A3. Effective luminosity plotted as a function of the bunch length,
assuming the parameters of the ISABBLLE "superbunch" option but
letting the luminosity change Inversely with the bunch length.

In the full curve a resolving time lerger than the bunch length
and smaller than the bunch spacing Is assumed, In the dashed line
the resolving time Is fixed at 100 nsec.
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APPENDIX I

LUMINOSITY TOR BUNCHED BEAMS

L • 2c coa •j pj p2dV

Figure 3. Geometry of the beam crossing

Gaussian in width, height, and along bunch (n, i. O

4. - ct
Displacement of bunch peak from crossing . m , t _ t v

2 o

Total charge per bunch (q^, q^)

Parttcl* danaltles:

Fig. 3

(1)

.2 .2
*i bl

(n cos a-C sin a) cos a+n sin

.3/2.
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INSTANTANEOUS LUMINOSITY

a*-»«|>< **+**>•<• J-**>i

rms sizes:

trv(l) beam I

"2)LUMINOSITY PER BUNCH COLLISION (am )

v(B.C.) » | L(t)dt

C t£ sin2 (a/2)

2[(d^(l) + d2(2) cos2 | + ((^(1) + O
2(2) sin2 fl

2 fO
2(2) coa2 f + (ff

2(l) + 0
2(Z) sin2 f
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AVBjjAGE LUjgNOSITY_ jcm^2 gee"*1)

Number of bunch col l ia iona per second • f • nn f
B 6 0

I. - £ . *HB,C.) (4)
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APPENDIX II

FORMAL DERIVATION OF EFFECTIVE LUMINOSITY

per bunch collIston

o, - cross section for interesting event

a 2(1 - u. - mean number of interesting events/bunch collision

PAD • w.e - probability of getting one and only one Interesting event
per bunch collision

(a_ - o,)il_ - mean number of nonintcresting events per bur.£h colltsionr i HL ,
-<oT-a.) X

P(0) • e - probability of getting zero nonlnteresting events
per bunch collision

P.(l) P(0)

bunch collision and nothing else.

n_f - number of bunch collisions per second

Ni * a l nB fo^BC e " m e a n nuraber of single interesting events per
second

Nj » ai L e f f - by definition

Bunched sy0
~0T BCL_ff *

 LAue " effective average luminosity for bunch beams.
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T_ - resolving time

t>AV - average <ic luminosity

u, • a, L,v ig - mean lumber of interest Ing events j't-r rests I v ing tine.

f,(l) • o. L „ T e n - probability of getting one interesting event
* * A per resolving time.

P(Q) • (a - a.) £,.„ T D - mean number of noninteresting events per resolving
T * AV R tin*.

- ( " T - «I> tAV xR

f*(0) » e - probability of getting tcro noninteresting event
per resolving tine.

P(l) « P^l) P(0)

P(l) • o, L-v tRc - probability of getting one int- resting event per
resolving time and nothing else.

— » number of resolving tines per second.

" aT LAV TR
N> m o, L,ve - mean number of interesting events per second.

D.C.
N 4 - ai Ueii - by definition

D C "°T **AV TR
Leff * * LAVe - effective average luminosity for continuous beams.
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APPENDIX III

DEAD TIME FROM PltE-UP

We w i n work in ths rather stapktfitd assumptions that:

<t. Multiple events occurring within the Ho* resolution of the i l o w i t

detector can be identif ied as »ueh;

b . event* accompanied by other events within the time resolution are

discarded.

We wi l l try to evaluate how the eff iciency connected wtth this IOBB of

events depend* on the bunch structure.

Let us astune that the Interaction probability per unit time, as a

function of tine is constant during bunch crossing and zero otherwise (Figure

I . )

A •

Fig. I

where

a Lpeak

Toff
JL
nBf

n. S- number of buncheso
f i revolution frequency

and t i s defined ason

m Mean luminosity
" P k l i i
m Mean luminosity . ,

Ton " Peak luminosity u o n Toff. , .
u o n Toff'
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The efficiency that we are trying t& evaluate is given by the probability that
no event occurs in a time tl*1 after the interesting event, call it P(t ) .

P(t> •» *"** during th* on interval*

« coaat during th« off interval*.

If we nefclect the displacement of tht event tint* within the bunch, this will

Ies4 to tht solid line in Figure 2, where the parameters of 1SABELLE phase I

and a cross section of SO mb are assumed* Also shown on the same figure is

the efficiency for a continuous machine with the same average luminosity.

Note that for trta » t» (t0|, +
 T
off) the two curves

touch.

The efficiency curve for any ? o n and tof f c«n be drawn according to

the following recipe:

a. Draw the efficiency curve for a continuous machine with the same

average luminosity;

b- the efficiency for trea between^ + n (TO(1 + t o f f) and x o f f + T Q n
xon + n ^ T o n + TofP ** a con*Cant corresponding to the efficiency for a

continuous machine at tres - ̂ ott + *o?f
 + « <xon + To£f>

c the efftclsr*./ »-etveen 0 + n (Ton + * o f f ) «nd ̂on + n (t0|| + t o f f)

Is the line connecting f>;* point at t M t "
 T
On

 + H ^ Ton + Toff• P r e w l o u»ly

drawn with the point at tr.a • n (tQn + T Q f f ) of the continuous machine.

It is clear that, from this point of view, for any revolving time., a

bunched operation Is worse than continuous operation at the saae average

luminosity, except where t r M • n C*Qft +
 T
off )• *™ **tch case the

efficiency is the same.

However a more realistic comparison of bunched versus unbundled operation

should take into account the dependence of the luminosity on the bunch

longitudinal silt. We will assume that, for a given charge In the bunch, the

luminosity per bunch crossing varies Inversely with the longitudinal bunch

width and hence with x o n:

on

(*)Equal to the resolving time of the slowest detector.
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•o that

For daflnlteness I N shall aasuae tha parameters of the ISAULLE "tuperbunch"

option.

Toff

The parameter k In formula (1-3) la given by

2 2 -27 32 -16
k - Xpk Ton - a Lpk xm - 50 x 10 x 8 x 10 x 15.52 x 10 sec •

- 6.2 x 10"8 sec • 62 nsec.

We further assume (academically) that the bunch length can be varied at will

and that the resolving time of the experiment ta always between r and t •»
9(1 Oil

TO({•and compute the effective luminosity as a function of xDn. effective
luminosity being defined as average lualnonlty multiplied by the efficiency
computed above. We have k_

* * A* oi* off k I on
L«ft " Lave * T7~~ T — + T — e

OA OA O £ I

+ Toff
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L«ff <T ) hw a oaxinuiR for T • k (*>. In fact

i-l

Th» curv* l,#jf (T ) ta khoan In Fl|ur« 3

(*>For ISAIELUt Ftuie £ k « 3.5 nscc.
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PROPOSED BUNCH SCHEME
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A COPOffiNT ON RESOLVING DOUEtE INTERACTIONS
AT ISABE14.E

R,A, Johnson - BNL

Ass smaller and smaller cross sections ore investigated at Jsabollo, back-

grounds fror double interactiona become a larger and larger problem. There

are two methods of distinguishing multiple interactions in a single bunch

crossing: resolving the two interaction vertices and/or resolving the dif-

ferent interaction tines. The purpose of this note is to show that the two

methods provide orthogonal information and that both should be present in

large Isabelle detectors.

The number of interactions at a given position in the interaction diamond

at a given time is proportional to the product of the particle densities in

each bunch at that point and time

N d* d t " P B e « 1 t X tJ PBeam 2lX>ti d X d t

Taking x = 0 at the- center of the interaction region, t = 0 at the center of

the bunch crossing, and the two bunches to be mirror images of each other

then

N dx dt « p(x + Bet) P!- x - Set) dx dt tl)

For purposes of illustration take

P(x,Oi = 1 for |x| < a .

P(x,O) = 0 elsawhere.

This is the boxcar bunch illustrated in Figure H a ) . The probability density

is flat over the region outlj.ied in Figure 1 (b) . When this probability dis-

tribution is put into equation (1) and integrated over oithor the position or

the time, the resulting probability distribution is the triangular distribu-

tion given in Figure l(c). Although the two distributions look the same, the

peaks come from different events. Events in the peak of the time distribution

cone from the entire interaction region while events in the center of the

interaction region come from all times during the bunch crossing. Therefore,
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of both gives two pieces of orthogonal information about Mie

event. Real .jsabeUe bunches will be much more peaked than, this (UBpie ex-

ample making the confusion in either variable, j'osition or tine, much greater.

Therefore, measurement of both is much more important.

FIGURE CAPTION

Figure 1. a) particle density for a baxcar bunchi b) area of constant inter-

act'.an probability for crossing of boxcar bunches; and c! interaction prob-

ability distribution as a function of either vertex position or interaction
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CAR PHASE i cimcrroRs BE OPGRAPW TO PHASE n
E. Beier, University of Pennsylvania

R. Johnaon, BNL
H. Kasha, Yale University

W. Morse, BNL

The luminosity in phase I will be 2 x 10 -10 cm sec . The beam is

hunched vith the bunches separated by approximately J:20ns. Generally there

vill be less than tuo events per beam crossing. It is appealing to optimize

th« detector to make use of this time separating events. For example the ion

collection time of the central drift chamber could be equal to the bunch sepa-

ration. This would «ive drift chamber cells of approximately 1.? cm x 1.7 cm

•nd approximately 13000 cells for the 50 layers of the cylindrical central de-

tector suggested by the Dipole design. The drift chamber cell size could be

larger since the time resolution is very good for the "double chamber" design,

however this may preclude using the drift chamber information in one of the

levels of triggering. For example if the fast trigger is a large deposit of

energy in the central calorimeter, the drift chamber data would then be

interrogated to make sure the interaction came from the interaction diamond.

Could a general purpose detector optimized for phase I be upgraded to

phsse II? First of all the new physics results of phase I will almost cer-

tainly suggest changes to be made in the detector. Indeed it may be decided

to completely reconfigure the apparatus to build a new specific purpose detec-

tor. However if it is decided to upgrade a general purpose detector to phase

II, some of the inner tracking drift chambers should probably be replaced with

detectors which can be used in the trigger. One possibility is the

scintillating opticat fibers hcing developed by R. Strand and S. Botenstein.

It may also be possible to upgrade the drift chamber electronics to accept mul-

tiple hits per celt. Then the central detector will probably be able to accept

phase It luminosities. However th<c 'orward detectors will almost certainly be

unable to accept the highest luminosities of phase It.
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Appendix - Multiple Interaction in a Bunch Crossing

In our diacuitioni the probability of multiple interaction* in a tingle

bunch crofting cane up repeatedly. The figure accompanying thia appendix M I

useful for those diacuaaion. In phase I IS&BBLLB with an average luminosity

of 2 x 10 3 1, 4.2 nha croaaing rate, and a 60 mb croaa section, we will expect

.3 interactions/croaaing. Under these conditions we should expect that 74X of

the crossings will have no interactions and that (and thia it what ia

frightening) of those that do have interactions 141 will have two

interactiona.

II Of.
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SOMfc LESSONS LEARNED FROM A HIGH INTENSITY

EXPERIMENT AT THE ACS

R.A. Johnson - BKL

!n t'>7K when the BKl.-PrlnceUm-Hlluntct collaboration first proposed nn

ri search to the high energy advisory committee at Kronkhnven, one of our hopes

was that this experiment would provide an existence proof thnt photomultipl ler

calorimetry could operate in high rate environments. That proof was not as

easy as we anticipated. In our first run in 1979 rote effects killed the

experiment for approximately 95% of the time and at the same time killed any

chance we had of measuring smalt cross sections. I foresee a similar danger

for first round Isabel I? experiments ns they try to cope with high intensities.

In this report t will discuss some of our problems and solutions lh.it allowed

us to do cntorlmetry in an environment of 107 particles/sec in oxii second run

in t980. These art- presented in the spirit of a warning about areas of con-

cern and not as the ideal solution for all experiments. There is no substitute

for actual experience in a hostile environment.

Figure t is a schematic diagram of our apparatus. The aim of the experi-

ment was to measure the exclusive reaction IT p •• n n by detecting the two

photon decay of the n . The intensity of the pton beam was 10' particles/sec.

The counters that encountered the high rates were the following: the beam

counters (B , B,, and A,,) which detected the Incident beam particle and

vetoed uninteraettns particles, the segmented sclntillator target counter

which Indicated where the Interaction occurred, the dowi.stream photon vetoes

(V counters) and the Inner edge of the detector. The beam counters and the

segmented target counters were running at 10 MHz, the photon vetoes (which

were not In the beam), up to ft MHz nnd the inner edge of the detector, at

approximately 1 MHz.

first and foremost, to do calorimetry at these rates you must have a

photomultiplier base that can supply enough current to the dynodes.

A.M. Hailing, one of my collaborators at Princeton, designed for us the base

shown in Figure 2. It is a transistor base designed for pulsed operation.

Between spills It draws approximately 1/2 ma split equally between the

transistors and the resistor string. During the spill the transistors

carried up to 7 ma. In the laboratory, the base was tested up to 20 ma with
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no adverse effects, With these currents going through the photomultIplier

the gain was constantly changing (it normally doubled during the first day of

running and then slowly decreased) making constant in situ ealihr.ition nec-

essary, 1 would expect the same to be true at Isabelte.

Mike's base is by no means the first transistor base1*2 nor the best for

the isabelle. It does have the novel feature of using Darlington pairs in

the final stages to direct essentially all of the current into the photo-

multipUer. Banes with this feature would save a great deal of high voltage

power at Isabella.

The next problem In high rate calorlmetry is transporting the signals

to the electronics. When a nice crisp signal comes out of IQQ m of RG58, it

has developed a long tall which has amplitudes greater than It of the peak

for a few hundred nanoseconds. For calorlmetry where large dynamic ranges

are important, this Is a disaster. The signals must recover to below the

range of Interest before the next Interaction occurs. One method to get

around this problem is to use better cables. In our case we used RG8 which

has approximately 1/5 the attenuation at 1 GHz that RG 58 has. With this

addition we were able to use 100 nsoc sates on our photon detector elements.

RGS cable is approximately 5 times as expensive as RG5S and, therefore, is not

the solution for Isabelle. However, RG62, a 93 Q cable, has the same atten-

uation properties as RGS and is priced in the range of RC58. It has the

additional advantage of giving twice the voltage for a given charge. Even

though it would chance the standard for the front ends of electronics, it is

a good choice for the cable standard at tsntelle.

For counters running faster than I Mftz, changing cables is not enough.

The signals must be shaped at the pnetomultiplier to cancel the tail that

develops in the cable. Unfortunately, a clip line is not enough because

it does not provide protection against signals reflected from the electronics.

Back termination is necessary. Figure 3 shows the shaping network that

A.M. Hailing and K.T. McDonald developed. The resistors R and R and the

capacitor C were chosen to match the photomultiplier signal co the cable.

tn a t.vpical example, K.^ • Rz • 240 fl, Cl • 150 pf, tht attenuation through

the shaper was 8 db and the time to return from the maximum pulse height to

1% of that pulse height was reduced from 400 nsec to 50 nsec.
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In thu 'i experiment > the most ambitious eatorimetry was in determining

the internet ion vertex tn the target, litre we were able, with the stiff base

and pulse Hh;i(4nn, to ttitusraU1 over n 40 nitm* gate <tml got only a 10% dis-

tortion from pile up. 'Chin it. t» bc> uonparutt with a 252 intrinsic width. In

the photon vetoes we wert- nhle to identify photons in A dynamic rnngc from 100

MeV to 10 fitV.

Finally, we found tt essential to get timing information from each

calorimeter element along with pulse height information. High rnte environ-

ments Imply high singles rates vhlch, in turn. Imply high noise levels. In

addition, tn it typical event wt> found remnants of pri'vloti:, events. Timing

information was net'eKsary for sorting the In-time hits frrnn nil other cxtran-

votiH Information.

What are my rtM.-ommendiit lontt for high rnte catorimetry at Isabelle? First

and foremost, test the entire system from counters to readout electronics in

an equivalent rate environment before final installation. We have shown that

rate problems can be overcome, but the weak links must be identified. Second,

plan to set adequate information such thiit the off-line analysis can sort out

in-time and out-of-t£me elements. Environments of 10' particles/second are

difficult, but if great care is taken, they are livable.

REFERENCES

t. C.R. Kerns. IEEE Trans, on Nuct. Scl., Vol. NS-24, No. 1, 1977.
2. It. Jung and K. Bri.il Imann, Kucl. tnst. and Meth. £5, 178 (1968).

FtrtURK CAPTtnNS

Figure 1. The apparatus used in the nc search. Bj and B2 are t-fcaro counters.

The A counters are charged particle anticounters. S and V are photon vetoes.

The elements on the right comprise the photon detector (a lead scintillator

sandwich followed by lead glass).

Figure 2. A transistor base developed by A.M. Hailing.

Figure 3. A typical pulse shaper for phototnultiplier signals into long cables.
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MACHINE AVAILABILITY VS MAGNET RELIABILITY

G.E. Bozoki, BNl

' \ I . INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present note i s to discuss br ie f ly the ava i lab i l i t y of

ISABELLE for physics experiments. Investigating problems l ike these i s not

too important at conventional accelerators , but i t s discussion in supercon-

ducting magnet environment seems to be inevi table . Nowadays, laboratories

that are using superconducting magnets for accelerators are having to learn a

completely neu set of concepts and methods.

The reason for special at tent ion i s the special behavior of superconduct-

ing magnets. Namely, they become "normal" if small, heat generating

disturbances upset their s t a b i l i t i e s . The disturbances can have various

or ig ins : magnetic f ield jumps, mechanical motions of the conductor,

eddy-current heating, coolant warm-up, radiation heat ing, e t c . Such magnet

f a i l u r e s , or quenches, can happen randomly because of the interplay of Che

above sources. Whenever they occur, {hey represent fatal failures for

continuous machine a v a i l i b i l i t y . In other words, th* ava i lab i l i ty of a

machine for physics experiments i s inherently related to the r e l i a b i l i t y of

i t s magnets for quenchless operation. Since there arc now two types of

under consideration for tSARH.t.E purposes, i t i s interesting to

the a v a i l a b i l i t i e s of the machines to be bui l t from them.

" • AVAILABILITY CALCULATION

To treat the problem as sinply at poss ible , we assuae that, except for

the superconducting aagnets, a l l systeas and subsystems af the aachipe (as

well as the operators) perform without failure during 4m!i«ited operational

t i a e . To characterize the sagnet fa i lure-rate , in the present context the

quench rate , we define a > ( l , g , t , s 5 quench-rate function. It describe* a

l l l i



probability >i(I,s,t,s)At, that a magnet with a given geometry g, operating up

Co a maximum current X until a time t at a given location a of the machine,

will have a quench during an operational time interval (t, t*At), We assume

furthermore, that fo- a "trained magnet'* this probability is independent of

time and location.* Since the magnets can veeovor relatively quickly (t<l/4

hr) after a quench, Che moat often applied failure density distribution, the

exponential one, can be taken as quench density distribution:

q(I,g.t> - X(I.g)e~*(I«R)t (1)**

The magnet reliability i.e., the probability, that a magnet does not

quench during a time interval (0,t|, is defined as:

R(i,g.t> » r tt,utg,c)dT - e~ X C I i 8 ) t m

For exponential quench density distribution, there is a simple relation
between quench rate and mean que«ich-free time, HQFT(I.g):

;> - J -tq(T.g,t)dt » * (I.R). (3)

From the paint of view of the machine availability, the magnets are in
"series" logical connection. It means, when for any reason, an individual
magnet quenches, the physics experiaeuts at the measuring regions are
discontinued.

Assuming that the dipoles and quadrupotes for a given magnet design have
the sane quench rate function ami they are able to initiate quenches indepen-
dently, the probability that an 1SABELLK ring will operate continuously during
a time interval of (O,tl, is:

AMSCtt.g.O - A Ml.g.O -
t-t L

*Adttttian«t variables like coolant parameters etc. , are negtected for the
present considerations.

"The exponential quencn density distribution implies that the Mgnet "does

not age". Presently, there is practically no dat* available about the useful
tifetia* at superconducting aagn«is.
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where N ic the number of magnets in a ring. Consequently, the probability

that tilt whole machine will be available for physics measurements in a (Q,tl

interval, uninterrupted by quenches, is

A M A C H I N W t ) „ fS, t ) . c - M X ( . . 8 . t > ( 5 )

where M • 2M ts the local niwber of magnets in the machine.

The mean quench-free time for the whole machine i s :

MQFrK(I,g> - ^ MQFT(t.s) - mft^i • <6>

If ISABELUE i s bu i l t from FNAL magnets the to ta l number of magnets

td ipo l e* and quads) i s ^"A^ • 984 ( t e n t a t i v e va lue , s e e 1 ) . If BN|,

magnets are used^, HBN1' " 1138. (Superconducting correc t ion magnets,

spoodles , are considered to be f a i l s a f e , because they are operated at

relatively low currents.)

Figures I and 2 show the availabil ity of a ring and the whole machine,

respectively, as a function of quench-free operation tine for various

HQPT(I,g) values. The broken and solid lines indicate respectively, the

standard ISA-design and the new version. The riny, data may represent tho>

avai labi l i ty of the ep-option.-5 The q>/»nrh rate functions for the FNAI. and

BNL magnets are different, but taking them tacitly to be equal

[ i . e . MQFTd.g • FMAL) " SQKT( t ,g - BNL) • «QFT( I) I, the graphs directly

provide the magnet number dependency.

l i t . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the graphs on Fig. 1 with those of Fig. 2, it is clear that the

avai labi l i ty of a ring for physics measurements is t r iv ia l ly superior than

that of the whole machine. In nthcr words the "ep-option" certainly h.is

definite advantages from the point of view of avai labi l i ty .

For the whole machine, the availability is not entirely favorable. Con-

sider e .g . our chances to run an experiment during a decent 10 hour period un-

interrupted by quenches. As Fig. 2 dhows, the requirement to have a 903!

chance of success is that the average quench-free time for a magnet should be
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around 12 years! To achieve such a situation this magnets should be extremely

stable and the machine operating conditions should be absolutely safe. Thus,

it can happen, that the present maximum operating current of the manners (I),

the temperature of the coolant should be reduced ami/or conventional magnets

have to be used at critical bean loss locations of the machine. This

conclusion is valid for any machine version.

The slightly smaller availability of the standard ISA-design compared to

that of the ne« version reflects the fact that in ^hat design there are wore

superconducting magnets ("potential time-bombs").

One won lit net a marked difference, if one could demonstrate, that

MQFT(llK * FNAD » MQFT< I ,R » BNO. At present, the validity of this

condition, can only be guessed at: the better qiK'nch-charaeteristics of the

FNM. m.ignefs compared to those of HNL-ones and the bunched beam operation

which results in less beam spilt, speak for the validity of the condition.

However, the smaller aperture of the FNAL magnets speaks against it. As

usual, more study is needed to clarify th* situation.

The obvious advantage of the new version, is that fewer magnets result in

a shorter total time for recycling the machine after quenches. The number of

spare eiagnets is also smaller. In other words, the maintainability of the

machine? looks better (at least frnm the point of view of quenches). This

condition, results in a larger total useful operating time.

The result of the present preliminary and oversimplified availability

estimate illustrates the necessity and usefulness of more detailed operational

analyses of machines with superconducting magnets.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I. Availability of an ISA-ring vi quench-free operation time.

Parameter: average quench-free time for a magnet, MQFT(l). Si lid lines:

FNAL magnets. Broken lines: BNL-masnets.

Fig. 2. Availability of the whole machine vs quench-free operation time.

Parameter: avarage quench-free time for s magnet, HQFT(l). Solid lines:

FNAl magnets. Broken lines: BNL-magnets.
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CALIBRATION AND MONITORING OF LARGE DETECTORS

E. Be ier , Untv. of Pcnn. J . Marrafffno, VandorbUc Untv.
V, Hagoptan, Fla. St . tfniv, H. St icker , RoekerfoUer Untv.
U« Jensen , FNAL K. Sumoxok, Untv. of Birmingham

D.H. White, BNL

1, INTRODUCTION

The general problem of calibration and monitoring of an experimental

setup has become increasingly more important and troublesome as detectors have

become larger end more complex. Nonetheless, the physical quantities actually

measured by any detector are simple, namely a charge or pulse height, a time

interval or a position. It may be necessary to obtain either absolute or

relative measurements of these quantities. The problems associated with that

fall under the heading of calibration, it is also necessary to measure these

quantities over an extended time with a presumption of both long term and

short term stability. The establishment of this knowledge falls under the

heading of monitoring. These two functions obviously overlap, but the

distinction between them can be kept cl"ar at least in an operational sense.

Centrally, absolute calibrations are needed only once, or perhaps twice

for cross checking purposes. Such absolute measurements include for example,

magnetic field mapping, detector alignment or survey, energy deposition in

calorimeters or shower detectors and linearity and resolution of various

detector elements. On the other hand relative calibrations should be made

periodically, with a frequency determined by the stability of both the

detector and the calibration device itself. In this context, it is important

to recognize that the calibration device (whatever it may be) is not perfect,

but often suffers at least as many deficiencies as the detector Itself. Some

specific examples of such deficiencies are mentioned below. The advantages of

relative calibrations are that they need not be made "in place", are

comparatively quickly performed, may be integrated with the online monitoring

system and are easily related to some small number of absolute standards.

Ideally, monitoring standards should be significantly more stable than

the system being monitored over the necessary time period. This need is far
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mars easily stated than achieved, but we emphasize its importance. It is only

one of many tactical choices to be made early In the dealnn of any large

detector. Another such tactical itc-ttgian concern* Just what to monitor. It

is possible to nonttcr each individual element, selected individual elements,

logically related groups of elements or global properties of the entire

detector. This choice is closely related to the relative calibration

procedures adopted. That is, the monitoring and calibration fmet Ions overlap

most markedly here, provided the monitoring standard has been calibrated. We

note that the data itself can be used, as opposed to some other special input

to the system, depending on the sensitivity required, and on the data rate.

In either case, monitoring needs to be continuous and at a rate commensurate

with a short monitoring time.

If we regard the calibration of a detector as the evaluation of a set of

coefficients which transform measured parameters such as pulse heights, wire

numbers and drift times into physical variables such as energy and position,

it is convenient to assume that there are two levels of analysis with

different accuracy requirements. For the sake of argument, we take the first

level of precision to be 10* and the second to be IZ. Then, the first level

is appropriate for use as part of an event trigger or to evaluate gross

features of a large event sample. The transformation of measured parameters

into physical variables at this level of analysis should be linear, e.g.

Energy - slope x (ADC reading - Pedestal)

Time " slope x (TDC reading - t )

For ease of data handling, we further require that the second order

corrections needed to achieve the IX precision be factorable from those used

for the first level. This means that the second order coefficients should be

slowly varying functions of the environmental factors such as temperature,

pressure, voltage, gas mixture, etc. These coefficients should probably be

obtained before and/or after a data taking period in dedicated runs In order

to obtain the required statistics, since they are, by construction, small and

slowly varying. In contrast, the slopes used In the first level

transformations ore strong functions of the environmental factors. For

example, the slope might be a photomultipller tube gain, or the amplification

on a wire in a gas detector, both of which have exponential dependence on
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applied voltage. Because of the compl«**{Sy and large number of channels in

most new detectors, it would seem infief. i-nMe tn leave tHese strong

dependences free, hut rather to use name sort of feedback loop svitem Co keep

Sties* parameters under control.

II. EXAMPLES OF tAHCE DETECTOR SYSTEMS

In order to understand soir.e of the problems encountered by large detector

systems the calibration systems employed by three different experiments are

described, a) The UAl experiment at the SPS pp collider,1 b) E734, v e, J p

scatterinK experiment at BNL, c) The lead glass wall experiment at

SLAC,2 Table I summarizes the systems employed by VAl and Table 2 those used

in the BNL v experiment.

H I . CAUBBAT1QS SYSTEMS USED BV UAl

HI.I Electromagnetic Calorimeters

Electromagnetic calorimeters are all Pb-scintillator sandwiches with 4

depth samplings with Cotal depths between 26 and 30 radiation lengths. They

all employ BBQ readout. The gains of tubes arc monitored with a dye laser

system, the light being transmitted to the light guide just before the PKT by

an optical fiber. The laser light intensity is monitored by special PMTs

which also view AM doped Nal crystals. The gains are set by measuring the

calorimeter response to either

a. 4.2 Curie Co60 source

b. IS MeV Betatron Bremsstrahlumg Beam

which has been cross calibrated with calorimeter nodules in an e" test beam.

the fine detailed response over the calorimeter is mapped using the Co60

source.

The 4.2 Curie Co60 source calibration requires the measurement of a dc

current in the PMT which needs an additional "picoamplifter", which in turn

needs cross calibration using an LED system.
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The betatron calibration in done in sing!*-' shots though there are
problems to reittiee noixe pickup from the b«tai.rim.

tit.2 Madron Calorimeter

Thi' magnet rot urn yoke and the fndcnp down to 5* are constructed out of

5 cm iron ptate.* interspaced with t ct.i thick plexipop srintillator read out

with BBQ uaveshifter bars. The energy response is defined in terns of the

pulse height of a 5 GeV muon per s<*tntillator plate. The number of equivalent

part iciest per GeV (nep) was found to be 11.2 from measurements in • test bean.

The gains of the PMTs were set by measuring the response of the calorimeter to

cosmic ray unions, and adjusting the high voltnge to give the appropriate pulse

height. This gnin was then recorded by ;nserting Ru I 0 t 8 sources into the

calorimeter and then meas»>-rl. g the dc current in the PMT chain with a digital

voltmeter (OVM). Knowing the half life of these sources >. was then possible

to reset Che gain at a later date by reinsertion of the same sources. At this

point onwards the tnser monitoring system was used to track the gain of the

PMTs. This monitoring system consists of two uv nitrogen lasers (X « 337 nm)

each illuminating ~ 3500 (25m, 200 Vm diameter) quartz fibers by means of d

large diffuser box. The light is therefore transmitted to the center of every

sheet of scintillator where it is absorbed within 1-2 mm of the surface and

remitted isotroptcatly as scintillation li<>ht. As there are between 6 and 12

sheets of scintitlator viewed by each PMT, there is a corresponding number of

tight fibers and hence a sufficient redundancy in the system to allow detailed

cross checks between the fibers. The absolute ligtit level from the laser is

monitored by special PMTs which at.io view Am21*' doped Nal crystals. The major

advantage of exciting the scintillator directly is to check the whole light

cot lection chain. The gain of the PMTs may be monitored independent of the

laser intensity by measuring the standard deviation 0 of the laser

distribution. We then have

# of photoelectrons * (peak/a)2

gain • Cpeak/#of photoelectrons) « (02/peak)

I t l . 3 Central Detector
The central detector used in UA1 is a large cylindrical drift chamber
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with image readout.5 This means that every 32 na of drift time the total

charge and the current division is digitised with flash ABC's. Typical pulses

will he 3-4 bins wide and the time pick off of the leading edge ts done by

interpolating to 3 bits precision within the first bin, i.e., 4 na or ~ 200 u

in space* Far calibration of the flash ADCs, charge is Injected at the input

of each preamplifier at the end of each wire. In the charge and time

digitization modules (CTDs) the amplifier gains are equalized and the offsets

and levels adjusted until the correct responses for given inputs are

obtained.

In addition to the calibration of the electronics two schemes for

producing neutral straight tracks in the drift chambers are to be used. The

first uill utiltie a collimated x-ray bean generated from an x-ray flash tube

pulsed at 150 M.w Two types of processes o^cur. Firstly, there ts

approximately iOt photo-ionization which occurs mostly from the Argon K-shell

where the ejected electron carries essentially the initial x-ray energy and is

long ranged. Secondly, the remaining 40" Gompton scatter which gives rise to

ejected electrons of low energies and a deflected bean. As these electrons

provide the best localization, a necessary cut Is that there should be only

one interaction per drift cell in the chamber. It is therefore necessary to

accumulate many x-ray shots to define a beam profile. TUe big advantage is

that it is possible to link chambers and drift cells over tens of meters.

A second scheme to produce neutral straight tracks is to use a uv N_

laser. This method has been discussed by several authors5 and Is currently

being developed far use in UAl. A laser heam Is fired through quarts windows

into the chamber gas volume and can produce tracks of up to several hundred

ion pairs per en. The ionifatton mechanism would appear to be by double

photon absorption via a metastable state which saturates during the initial

passage of the beam giving rise to a linear dependence of the pulse height

with laser intensity. An extremely low level of impurity is all that is

required to explain the observed phenomena. Tracks with a localization

precision of SO u should be obtained in a magnetic field. By splitting the

beam with a prism or a diffraction grating it should be possible to measure

the drift velocity and drift angle in a magnetic field and also study two

track resolutions.6
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The man I taring of the K,IS Rntn Is important as the anpllf lentlon process

has an exponential dependence on the tempera cure, pressure, applied voltages,

Kns mixture, etc. While the muntcortng of each of these should he done, a

KluhaL menltortru; uslnn a smnll chamber nnd a source provides an easier way to

apply correction for the iSK/dx measurement. This can also be Important If

time slewing is a serious problem. For UAl, as with other experiments, two

smalt chambers are used, one on the input to the large chambers and o:ie on the

output. F e ^ sources are painted on the walls of the chamber and the pulse

height obtained is an absolute monitor of the gain.

tV. THE BXU NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT
This experiment consists of a series of Identical modules which are

alternately liquid sctntltlator calorimeters and proportional drift tube

planes (PDT). The liquid sctntitlator planes have 32 W T outputs and energy

and event time is measured for each tube. A FDT plane measures x and y

separately with ing outputs which measure time (position) and pulse height.

Hits experimental system is repeated 118 titrnes with independent devices for

photon detection and a muon spectrometer based on the same detecting elements.

This detector is conceptually simple, although the 20K analog elements is a

large nunber, and it may be instructive to consider the calibration problems

that occur even in a geometrically straightforward device.

tV.l Calorimeter

A calorimeter wall consists of sixteen liquid scintillator cells 4oi long

and 25 K 7.5 em in cross section. Each end is viewed by a RTT and each end

may bs illuminated by a light flasher through a permanently fixed flexible

li^ht pipe There are concerns that the liquid sclntlllator nay deteriorate,

the W T gain may change and the electronics may drift in gain. The time

constants for each channel must be established and monitored to nanosecond

accuracy. The electronic check is conducted by using a pulser at each

amplifier Input, although this is principally used for diagnostic purposes.
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The principal calibrating source is the light Hasher. The light source is a

spark gap which in viewed also by 3 vat m m photo diode to monitor the

fluctuating amplitude and time of the light pulse after an initiating signal.

These fluctuations, although removable by the vacutm photo diode signal are

certainly inconvenient. The linearity and pedestal of the system are

determined by inserting calibrated filters in front of the light source and

fitting the output data points. Overall calibration. I.e. the transformation

of APC counts into MeV of deposited energy is accomplished by reconstructing

cosmic ray muons in the detector. We will discus! this further below.

IV.2

The proportional drift tubes are operated in a linear gain region so that

an extensive range of dE/dx is measurable. At the front end of each

electronic channel a pulser variable In amplitude and time under digital

control is used for calibration and diagnosis of the data acquisition system.

The pedestals and gain of each channel are determined from this pulser. The

drift time vs position for the appropriate gas mixture has been measured in a

test beam, although establishing this function from cosmic ray muons Is

feasible. The gas is circulated rapidly enough that the gas mixture is

expected to be uniform throughout the apparatus. The gas gain of each module

is measured in the production process and controlled to 10Z which Is adequate

for this experiment.

These PDT planes are 4n x 4m and we expect a position resolution of 0.7

mm. The purely geometrical limits on position determination are controlled as

follows. The wire spacing and the orthogonality of the x and y measuring

planes are controlled in manufacture to 250 u and 3 urad respectively. Four

fiducial points are external to the chamber area and are used to check the

internal dimensions. After installation, the external survey Is conducted

also using these fiducial points. The surveys, both internal and external,

are overcoustralned reducing the probability of error remaining.

After individual elements and modules are calibrated the entire detector

is connected using cosmic ray unions. These particles are used to make the
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connection between the constant which describes the gain of each channel and

deposited energy in NeV. The attenuation length of the sctnillUtor cells Is

al«o derived. Relative timing is n\no verified with union?.

V« LEAD CLASS UALL SLAC

This experiment consisted of approximately 250 lead glass blocks in which

the energy measurement was maintained to - 1Z. This was achieved by ensuring

the following

A. The high voltage of the fflTs was kept to ± 1 volt by using stable

power supplies and a monitoring computer reading the potential across each

power supply,

B. The equipment temperature was stabilized to within ± 1*C. A

variation of the energy readout of about 12 per °C was observed.

The system was monitored by a system of fiber optics and a single LED.

Each lead glass block had one lmm diameter fiber attached via a 45° prism

glued to the block. The LED was monitored by three monitor WTs which also

viewed 'm2'*1 doped Nal crystals. Cain changes of IX were monitored.

The absolute calibration was achieved by exposure of each lead glass

blocks to an electron beam.

In addition a few of the blocks also viewed Am241 doped Nal crystals.

The energy resolution of the system obtained was

j <• (0.84 +$fr-]X with B in GeV.

Two electron beam calibrations 4 months apart showed that each block was

stable within IX to 2*.

VI. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Vt.l Calorimeters

It will not always be. possible in these large detectors to put every

calorimeter stack into a particle beam of the type or energy range required.

For calibration other methods of energy deposition will be required. For
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electromagnetic calorimeters f sources appear to be the most promising. c,f»

VM who use «i 4,2 Curte Co40 source or .in 18 >h»V betatron. For hadronic

eiilarlHteEera muons prov,.'d*t a calibration for moat devices. Uranium

calorimeters have th« «»' «nt«Ki« that they arc self calibrating. If radio-

active iourcus could be buVU into other types of calorimeters without pre-

senting a safety hazard, or a degeneration of performance, then this would be

a considerable advantage ir. calibration.

The monitoring °f WTs used In many of these calorimeters generally rely

on light flasher systems,

1, UEDs can t'.tvi' sat isfn-tory results If all the environmental factors

«re carefully monitored.

2. lit SIT systems may be dlvtdvd Into two categories.

a. Systems which monitor- the WIT gains by shipping blue or visible

llKht to the FMTs

b. Systems which attempt to excite the scintillating medium. These

systems have the ability of monitoring the whole light collection chain.

The difficult part with both the above systems is the monitoring of the

light Intensity, Three methods are considered.

a. RIT monitors viewing the light source and also an absolute light

source such as an Am21*1 doped Sal crystal.

b. Drifts inherent in W T tubes can be eliminated by using unity

gain systems such as vacuum photodiodes. Their limitation is in the tempera-

ture stabilization required.

c. Silicon p-i-n diodes are, in principle, more stable than vacuum

photodiodes* The photoconverslon and charge collection take place within the

silicon and have a weak temperature dependence.

Vt.2 Drift Chambers

The accurate reconstruction of charged tracks in drift chambers requires

a complete knowledge of the following:

a. Accurate survey measurements of the sense wire locations

b. Accurate measurements of the drift properties of the gas employed.

c. The magnitude, shape and direction of the applied electric and mag-

netic fields. Uniform fields make analysis much easier.
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A. Much of the internal survey information is generated through the

application of quality control in mechanical assembly. The need for well-

defined electric fields often impose* greater internal accuracy than lit

required by the survey. However, the transfer of tht coordinate aystem from

the sense wires to an external fiducial often causes difficulty. In large

scale apparatus a change of 10"C can cause noticeable change in dimension but

these concerns are generally superceded by concerns for gas gain and other

stabilities. The use of standard survey methods becomes so onerous in

detectors with a high density of disparate elements that mechanical assembly

methods become desirable at. locating definitions rather than subsequent

optical method!). The use of lasers and x-rays to produce linear ionizing

deposits supplements these traditional methods by producing a verification but

the need for careful attention to assembly is otill required.

B. In systems that require measurements of dE/dx in the gas, the need

for gain stability overrides the drift velocity problem. Many groups measure

the drift velocity using a test beam and then devote attention to quality

control of the gas. The choice of operating voltage Is used to minimize the

variation of distance with drift time.

C. A compromise between a straightforward mechanical arrangement of

electrodes and a simple algorithm connecting the arrival time of the electrons

and distance of track requires a compromise between the two considerations.

Many schemes have been tried without a single scheme achieving pre-eminence.

The structure of UA1 Is affected by the bunch structure of the beam and the

extended drift space depends on the uniform electric nnd magnetic fields. The

neutrino experiment has a simple mechanical structure,, but Is limited in

spatial accuracy and has no significant magnetic field. R807 at the CERN ISR

has a complex electrode structure in which a nonunifol'm magnetic field is

used, and in spite of considerable calculatlonal effoirt it appears that a

price is paid in ultimate spatial resolution from the nonuniform magnetic

field and from thp features which resolve the left-rij;ht ambiguity.
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Table I
Summary of Calibration Systems lined by DAI

Apparatus Method Calibration

I Electromagnetic
Catorimeters

2 Electromagnetic
Calorimeters

3 Electromagnetic
Calorimeters

4 Hadronic calorimeter
down to 5*

5 Central detector

Co6u Source (A.2 Curie*)
response compared with e~
test heants

Betatron bremssitrahlung spectrum
18 MeV maximum (as above)

Nj dye laser and optical fibers
to each FM light guide

Nj laser with quartz fibers
exciting the ptexipop
scintillator

Injection of charge at the
input of each preamplifier

PMT tube gains

PMT tube gains

Monitor PM tube gains
when calibrated

Measure and monitor
PMT tube gains

Calibrate flash ADCs
for dE/dx and current
division

6 Track chambers X-ray beams from 160 KV pulsed
throughout experiment flash tube

7 Central detector

8 Track Chambers

Collimated uv laser beams fired
through quartz windows

Fe 5 5 sources monitored in two
small chambers on the input and
output of the gas supply

Spatial linking of
drift cells and chamber
over tens of meters

Linking of drift cells
and measurement of VD

and 0D

Absolute monitoring of
gas amplification gain
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Tahle n
Calibration System* in Neutrino Experiment

Apparatus Method Calibration

Particle Calorimeter
Cliquid scintiUator PMT)

Proportional Drift Tubes

PuUer at input of electronic! Channel and system

tight flashery spark gap with
vacuum photodiode and light
pipes

Cosmic ray rauons

diagnosis

Pedestal and gain of
total channel. Mean
tQ of calorimeter wall

Absolute energy scale
in MeV

Pulser at input to electronics Channel and system
diagnosis

Pedestal and gain,
relative t

Cosmic ray muons

Survey internal and external
to plane in experiment

Relative gas gain monitored
separately

Absolute dE/dx scale,
verify geometry
from residuals

Absolute location of
wires, defining geometry

Diagnosis
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